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Filing Rules for a Three-Dimensional
Catalog

JoHN Durr.t
Assistant Director f or Public Services

U niuersity of Wisconsin-Milwauhee Librart
Milw auhee, lI/isconsin

a n d

Josurn Z. Nrrncrr*
Assistant Director for Technical Seruices

Temple Uniuersity, Philadelphia, Pennsylaania

In order to increase the efficiency of Public Catalogs, Ihe tlniuersity of
Wisconsin-Miluaukee Library diuided its catalogs into three indepen-
dent units. This report describes the simplified rules of filing deueloped
for that arrangement.

T HE PROBLEMS OF FILING and the consequent search for their
I solutions are the perennial headaches of practicing librarians. The

complexity of the issue is directly proportional to the size of the card
catalogs and the makeshift devices to resolve the crises vary with the
type of library that is willing to experiment. As if this were not enough,
the computer experts remind us that "the mechanization of filing rules
is the next necessary milestone in the continuing application of corn-
puters by the library profession."r

Although this paper is written with full awareness of the problems
in filing, it does not address itself to them directly. We do not atrempr
to evaluate other filing systems nor do we recommend our own. We
are merely reporting on a 'filing sysrem which has been developed and
successfully applied in our own library.

Background

"For years, librarians and their clerical assistants have been seen
standing in front of banks of catalog drawers trying to figure out, guide-
book in hand, just where ro put a particular catalog card."2

* Mr. Nitecki was Assistant Director for Technical Serryices, University of Wiscon-
sin-Milwaukee Library, at the time he wrote the article.

r William R. Nugent, "The Mechanization of the Filing Rules for the Dictionary
Catalogs of the Library of Congress," Library Resources b Technical Seruices, rr
(Spring ry67), t4g.

2 Joseph T. Popecki, "A Filing System for the Machine Age," Library Resources
dt Techni,cal Seraices, g (Summer 1965), Ag3.
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We do not concede the ignorance of filing rules by our staff, since
we were always lucky to secure the help of at least one expert in these
matters. We do, however, admit that the filing rules are black magic
to some professionals, to many civil service personnel and to most
student filers. The number of users, be they faculty or students, refusing
to be bothered by any filing system was never estimated. Most people
select the drawer and then patiently plow through all the cards. All
attempts to educate the users of catalogs, together with numerous efforts
to adapt the official rules to local filing needs, fell short of success.

It became obvious to us that the sophistication of well-developed
ancl comprehensive LC or ALA Rules of Filing were not utilized in
practice. We suspect from discussions with professional visitors and
conference colleagues that we are not alone in this predicament.

At the same time, a close observation of the pattern of use of our
Public Catalogs suggests that in an overwhelming number of cases, the
catalogs are used as indexes to the collection rather than the sources
of bibliographic information. The accessibility of various bibliograph-
ies, designed for the specific use, quite often fulfills the needs of the
searcher much more efficiently than the card catalog.

This review of the purposes of the Public Catalogs was reinforced
by our success in dividing the Public Catalogs three ways, into separate
Author, Tit le, and Subiect Catalogs. None of the arrangernents in
these catalogs is complicated, and the division itself automatically
simplifies some of the rules of filing originally designed for the tradi-
tional concept of a dictionary catalog. In short, the complexity of the
existing rules of filing, together with the changing character and com-
position of the Public Catalogs in the U\VM Library, prompted us to
experiment with simplified, homemade rules of filing.3

Inlroductory Remarhs

Public Catalogs in the UWM Library are arrang€cl in three com-
pletely separate units:

r. Tit le Catalog: entries for all ptrblications by the exact t it le
which appears on the title page.

s. Author Catalog: entries for all prrblications by tlre personal or
corporate names associated with the work.

3. Subject Catalog: entries for publications by a subject heading
assigned by a cataloger.

Tfi le Cataloe.-The Title Catalog contains at least one tit le carcl
for each entry in the collection and for each volume on order. Added
title entries are made whenever necessary. All title main entries and
entries for series set up as titles are included in this catalog.4

3 The authors acknowledge the encouragement of Mark M. Gormley, Director of
UWM Libraries, and the assistance of the library staff in developing the rules.

e For full description of the Title Catalog in the UWM Library see: Joseph Z.
Nitecki, "Title Catalog, a Third Dimension," CoIIege b Research Libraries, zg Sep-
tember 1968,43r-36.
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The filing arrangement is divided into three sections: signs, letters,
and numerals. Each section contains cards with the corresponding
first filing unit. The application of this arrangement in our Title
Catalog is illustrated in the example at the end of this report.

Author Catalog.-The Author Catalog contains main and added
entries for persons or corporate bodies associated with the work. The
series main entries set up as author entries are also filed in this catalog.
When a main entry consists of more than one card, a full set of cards
is filed only in the Author Catalog and the Shelflist. For all other
entries an adjusted "front card" is used.

In this arrangement personal names precede all other entries with
exactly the same wording. Among the same personal names, names
with no birth dates file in front of names with dates; names with com-
plete dates (i.e., birth and death dates) interfrle with the names having
the same birth date only. In case of conflict, an additional search is made
to complete the dates so that works of the same person are together.

All added entries are filed as "running entries," that is, exactly as
typed, up to the end of the raised heading. If the author entry is sub-
arranged by title, the supplementary rules for filing in the Title Cata-
log are followed. The corporate entries with exactly the same filing
words followed by geographical designations, such as "(State),"
"(City)," are interfiled, with cross-references made from the omittetl
designation.

Subiect Catalog.-The Subject Catalog contains conventional sub-
ject headings assigned in accordance with LC rules for subject headings.
Subject entries are not typed on each card but instead, guide cards are
made for each subject heading appearing in the tracing on each entrv.
This practice allows for interfiling old and new forms of headings
behind the guide card made for the subject heading cunently used by
LC.

The catalog is arranged alphabetically by subject disregarding all
punctuation, including dashes. Flowever, if the heading contains dates
or numerals, that subject is subarranged chronologically or numerically.
For this purpose that part of the subject entry containing the dates is
considered as a subdivision. The subdivision begins with the preceding
dash and is arranged as if the date began the subdivision. As an illustra-
tion from our list of examples, the subject, "Great Britain-History-
Hanoverian period, 1688-17zz," is filed as if printed "Great Britain-
History -r688-rf zz, Hanoverian period."

In formulating our filing rules we have abandoned the concept of
readjusting the entry to fit the needs of filing arrangement. It is im-
portant for us to maintain a high level of compatibility between the
arrangements in the card catalogs and the arrangements in published
bibliographies, but without additional editing of LC entries. However,
this principle does not apply to obvious inconsistencies in the format.
of the entry, such as variations in punctuation, incomplete personal
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dates, etc. If the inconsistency involves omission only, we assume that
the entries are the same and interfile, e.g.,

(a) Henry of Huntington, ro84?-rr55
Henry, of Huntington, ro84?-rr55

(b) Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer, r874-
Churchill, Sir M/inston Leonard Spencer, r874-196g.

The principle of filing "word-by-word" retains some concePtual
aspect of the traditional filing systems. This decision was based on the
assumption that many users of the catalogs think in "words" rather
than "letters." This assumption is, of course, questioned by sorne ex-
perts, especially in commercial filing systems, who prefer "letter-by-
letter" arrangements or even first name entries instead of surnames.

Our own sentiment is also divided. One of us would not like to
interfile entries such as "New man" with "Newman"; the o'ther woulcl
prefer to interfile "Newsweek" with other entries starting with "New,"
instead of placing it at the end of that word sequence.

In formulating filing rules an attempt was also rnade to compromise
the filing arrangement with the requirements of computer filing. The
basic difficulty in this approach is created by a desire to print the
entries in book catalogs in one format, but to sort them by another.
Thus, for instance, we would like to have together, and in numerical
order, entries beginning with the word "first," "second," etc., without
changing the word "first" to numeral "r."

Sorting by selective parts of an entry involves an extensive pre-
punch editing. It seems, in effect, that what could be gained by fullv
auto'mated filing would be offset by time-consuming editing. Thus, a
complete adaptab,ility of the filing rules to computer specifications poses
two distinct problems: (a) a simplification of the existing rules for
descriptive cataloging, or (b) a simplification of the rules for filing
adaptable to the mechanical, nonconceptual, arrangements.

In choosing the second approach we were forced to give up some of
the advantages of bibliographic distinctions provided by the first ap
proach. In return, we have gained some semblance of uniformity by
filing cards in less meaningful but perhaps more obvious sequences.
A patron usually looks for retrieval of one author, title, or subject. He
wants to locate it as quickly as possible using a familiar approach.

Some Weaknesses of the System.-At the time of the writing of
this report the filing rules are already implemented. The following are
the first impressions gathered to date:

r. The new approach will disturb the unity of technical arange-
ment developed by LC, ALA, and similar professional systems of
filing.
Users familiar with the existing rules will have to readjust theit
pattern of search.
Filing "word-by-word" does interrupt the alphabetical "letter-by-
letter" arrangement.

J .
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4. The filing is still not fully mechanical, inheriting perhaps all
the disadvantages of a compromise.

Conclusion.-The rules described in this papet do work. They work
well for the user and the staff of our library. Subject to verification in
the future, the new rules save time in filing, in instructing filers and in
retrieval of information from the catalogs. The number of errors in
filing cards is down and the number of cornplaints from users is nil.
This last "nonreaction" can, of course, indicate one of two things:
either the user is satisfied with the new filing, or he is not aware of the
changes made. We would "drink to" each irf these effects with equal
enthusiasm.

A. The overall
entry and in
r .  Signs:

a. Signs (e.g.,
by the first
letters.

tt?,t' 't*," "#," "$," etc.) are filed before letters and are subfiled
letter that follows; signs without letters file before signs with

b. Signs or symbols within the filing entry will be disregarded and arranged by
the word following the sign.

z. Letters of the alphabet:
Entries are arranged letter by letter to the end of the word, word by word to
the end of the entry. Entries in non-Roman alphabet are transliterated in
tracing and filed as transliterated.

3.  Numbers:
Numbers follow letters and are arranged chronologically or numerically with
the lowest number first, inclusive number in front of specific number (e.g., zoth

Century before rgoo- ). When subarranging by numerals, use numerals
in order of their appearance.

B. Nothing files before something.

C. File as printed:
t. Acronyms, prefixes, elisions, conjunctive marks, e.g., "etc.," letters (e'g., "w"

as "w" and not as "w").
z. Words and names spelled in different ways.

3. Abbreviations are filed as word units (that is, abbreviations are not spelled out)
and each word unit is filed as spelled (e.g., Mc is filed after Mac).

4. Single letters as initials or abbreviations:
a. Initials in personal names are filed as printed, i.e., each letter is a separate

filing unit. This rule also applies when personal names are used in corporate
entries.

b. Nonpersonal initials or abbreviations are always filed together as a word
unit.

D. Disregard for filing purposes:
r. Initial articles in all languages in main and added entries.
2. Letters preceding personal dates (e.g., "d," "b," "f1," "ca," etc.).

3. Abbreviations for no date "[n.d.]," file at the end of the date sequence.

4. Letter prefixes and suffixes to the numbers (e.g., "no.," "number," r5th).

5. Letter modifications and diacritical marks.
6. All punctuation marks, except:

a. Comma (when separating personal names in the author catalog).
b. Apostrophe (file separated parts as one unit, unless used in initial article).

FILING RULES: GENERAL

arrangement of the card catalog is by the type of the first unit in the
the following order:
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B .

c. Hyphen (file as two separate units).
d. Period when referred to in specific rules.

7. Cross-references are made for any arrangements departing from the above rules
as needed for clarification of filing sequence (e.S., "U.S. see United States").
The words "see" and "see also" with the wording that follows are disregarded
in filing. "See" entries file at the beginning of the sequence, "see also" at the
end of the sequence.

FILING RULES: SUPPLEMENT I: TITLE CATALOG

The end of the title entry is indicated by a period. If there is no period, title entry
ends before the connecting words such as "edited by," "translated by," "introduction
by," etc. (Most of the title entries are underlined in the UWM title catalog).

Titles with the same entry are subarranged alphabetically by author, by publication

date in reverse order (i.e., most recent publication first), then by publisher. Publica-

tions with no date or "n.d." file at the end of the date sequence.

"On order" slips are interfiled in the title catalog by title; slips for titles already in

the collection (i.e., orders completing gaps) are arranged behind the entry.

FILING RULES: SUPPLEMENT II: AUTI{OR CATALOG

A,. The fi l ing entry ends at:

t. Comma: in case of personal names.
or

z. The last unit: in other cases.

Identical entries (in r or z above) are further subarranged in the following order:

r. Letters, words, or numbers following commas or periods, up to the end of the

author entry.
z. Titles (All added entries are subarranged by title and not by the author entry )

3. Published date in reverse order (i.e., most recent date first).

4. Publisher.

Designations such as rank, title, editor, etc., if not used as the initial filing unit,

are disregarded in filing. When only the single name is given, file in front of all

other similar names and subarrange by remainder of entry as printed, including

designation. Written numbers indicating numerical arrangement are filed as numbers

(e.g. ,,second series" filed as "z series"). Dates of birth and death are disregarded

except when needed in subarranging identical author entries.

FILING RULES: SUPPLEMENT III: SUBJECT CATALOG

The subject entry is the complete heading as typed on the guide card-, disregarding

all punciuation marks, except when dates or numerals are included in the subject

heading.

Chronological and numerical arrangement:
r. Subdivisions without dates are filed in front of the same subdivision with the

date.
2. Dates or numerals within a subdivision are filed as if printed in front of that

subdivision. For this pufpose, "subdivision" is defined as that part of the head-

ing which follows a dash.

3. All single dates are filed as beginning dates.

In addition to General Rule D z, the following words or letters in front of dates

should be disregarded for filing purposes and interpreted as follows:

to:  (e g. ,  " to 4+g")  ( f i le  as "O- " ,  e.g. ,  "O -  449")
B.C.: 

" 
Before Christ The dates with B.C. abbreviations shpuld be filed in

A.D.: Anno Domini front of dates with A.D. abbreviations.

C

B .

c.

A.

B .

C.

. 4go Library Resources dv Technical Serui.ces



Title Catalog: ExampLe

& it is a song
& without end
A. A. Fadeev
a; a novel
A Albert Camus, ses amis du livre
A. B.  Guthr ie,  Jr .
A. Bronson Alcott, his life and philosophy
A cena col commendatore
A is for anything
A. Woollcott, his life and his world
, , 4 ' '  l _ l z
"4":  r3-zr
A - r4
A. A. A. S. Symposiums
AACTL handbook of international education programs
AAHPER youth fitness test manual
Aarene der gik tabt
Aaron Burr conspiracy
AASA code of ethics
AB bookman's yearbook
Ab excessu divi marci libri octo
Ab urbe condita
ABA and the politics of judicial selection
Abacus and the rose
ABC of our alphabet
A. B. C. or the institution of a Christian
Abcedarium anglico latinum
ABC's of languages and linguistics
Acculturation and integration
ACEN news
El acento castellano
Achilles his armour
ACLS newsletter
Acoustically handicapped children
Acoustics
Acoustics; a text on theory and applications
Acoustics abstracts
Acoustics, design and practice
Acoustics in architectural design
Acoustics; room design and noise control
Acoustics, theoretical
Act and being
ACT forum
Act it out
ACT news bulletin
Act of creation
Adam Mickiewicz
Adam Mickiewicz, poet of Poland
Adam Mickiewicz w poezji polskiej i obcej, r8r8-r855-195.5
Adam Mickiewicz, r798-1855
Adoption
Adoption, and after
Adoption facts and fallacies
Adoption & family life
Adoption of new ideas and practices
British economy
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British economy in rg75
British economy of the nineteenth century
British economy: problems and prospects
British economy, rg2o-rg;7
British economy, r945-r950
3 poems for Benedetta Barzini
4 artists of the Americas
13 cuentos y El diablo
roo American poems of the twentieth century
roo7o money
roo more story poems
La 628-E8.
rooo years of Greek vase painting
1877'. year of violence
r93o's painting and sculpture in Americas
23oo steps to word power
338r7I T. E. (Lawrence of Arabia)

Author Catalog: Exampl,e

Abbo, monk of St. Germain, ca. 85o-ca. 923.
Abbo, John A Igrr-
Abbot, George, Abp. of Canterbury, 1562-1633.
Abbot, George, 16o3-1648.
Abbot, Robert, Bp. of Salisbury, 1560-1617.
Abbot, Robert, r588?-1662?
Adam, of Cobsam.
Adam, of Eynsham, fl. 1196-rz3z.
Adam, Adolf, rgr8-
Adam, Mme. Juliette, r88o-r922.
Adam, Juiius C.
Adam de la Halle, ca. r231-ca. 1288.
Adam international review.
Adam (Mystery)
Adam Smith, 1776-1926; lectures to commemorate .
Adams, Abigail (Smith) 1744-r8r8.
Adams, Mrs. Emma Hildreth.
Adams, Francis, r7g6-r86t, tr.
Adams, Sir Francis Ottiwell, r825-r889.
Adams, George, pseud.
Adams, George Burton, r85r-r925.
Adams, John, Pres. U. S., r735-1826.
Adams, Sir John, r857-

Errors in sehool,
Adams, John, r857-

The Herbartian psychology appli.ed to eilucation.
Adams, John, d. 1866.
Adams, John Quincy, Pres. U. S., r767-1848.
Adams, John R rgoG-
Adams, Samuel, t7zz,-r8o3.
Adams, St. Clair, 1883- joint comp.
Adams, Thomas, fl. ftrz-r653.
Adams, Thomas, r87r-r94o.
Adams family.
Adams Manuscript Trust, Boston.
The Adams papers. Series I: Diarie
Bible. English. Harmonies. N.T. Gospels. 1938. Authorized.
Bible. English. Selections.
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Bible. English. r535. Coverdale.
Bible. French. Paraphrases. O.T. Psalms. 1562. Marot.
The Bible in art; miniatures, paintings, drawings and
Bible. Latin. r58r. Vulgate.
Bible. Manuscripts, Greek. Codex alexandrinus.
Bible. N.T. Acts. English. 1966. New English.
Bible. N.T. English. 1967.
Bible. N.T. Hebrew. rgor.
Bible, N.T. Hebrews. English, 1967.
Bible. N.T. Titus. English. Paraphrases. r535?
Bible. N.T. Yiddish. 1959. Einspruch.
The Bible of the world; edited by Robert O. Ballou .
Bible. O.T. Aramaic. 1959.
Bible. Syriac. N.T. Gospels. r894-
Churchill, Winston, r87r-r947.
Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencer, r874-

Blootl, sweat, aniJ lears.
Churchill, Sir Winston Leonard Spencer, r874-1965.

Churchil.l.
D . ,  J .
D. ,  T .
Daalder Hans.
DAVI conference proceedings.
David, Claude.
Day, Lillian, 1893-
Day-Lewis, Cecil, r9o4- ed.
Dayton, O William, r9r4-
Dayton, William Adams, 1885- ed.
Dayton, Ohio. University. Albert Emanuel library.
D'Azzo, John Joachim.
D. C. libraries .
DCT news bulletin.
De, Sushil Kumar.
D'Humy, Fernand Emil.
Dia, Mamadou.
Dluska, Maria.
DM; the discount merchandiser.
Dmitriev, Ivan Ivanovich, 176o-1837.
Dschenfzig, Theodor.
DSH abstracts.
D'Souza, Anthony Conrad.
Fulcher, Paul Milton, (ed.)

Foundations of English Style.
Fulcher, Paul Milton, (ed.)

Short narrat'htes.
Fulcher, Paul Milton, 1895- comp.

Descriptiae passages.
Fulcher, Paul Milton, (r895- joint ed.)

Literary masters of Englanil.
Fulcher, Paul Milton, (1895- ed.)

Wuthering Heights.
Gregorius, Saint, Bp. of Nyssa, 538-594.
Gregorius, Saint, Bp. o.f Tours, fl. y7S-ZS+.
Gregorius Nazianzenus, Saint, Patriarch of Constantinople.
Gregorius I, The Great, Saint, Pope, 54o (ca.)-6o4.
Gregorius XV, Pope, 1554-164.
Macadam, Miles Frederick Laming.
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MacAgy, Douglas, r9r3-
Macalester College, St. Paul, Minn.
MacAlister, Everilda, ed.
MacArthur, Douglas, r88o-r964.
Macarthur, John Robertson.
M'Arthur,  John,  r755-184o.
McAdam, Edward Lippincott, ed.
McArthur, Elmer D.
New York Academy of Medicine.
New York. Botanical Garden.
New York (City)
New York city housing authority.
New York. College of Forestry, Syracuse.
New York (Colony)
New York County Lawyers' Association. Committee on, etc.
New York State Historical Association.
New York. State library, Albany.
New York (State) University.
New York times.
The New-York weekly magazine; or, Nliscellaneous repository:
New York. World's fair, 1939.
Standard. Samuel.
Standard ed ucation almanac.
Standard periodical directory.
Standard & Poor's corporation.
Standard Rate and Data Service, inc.
U. S. Administrative office of the United States courts.
The United States after war; the Cornell Universitv
U. S. Agency for International Development.
U. S. Bureau of the Census.
The United States catalog; books in print January t, rgzS
U. S. Central Intelligence Agency.
United States code Congressional and Administrative news.
U. S. Congress. House. Committee on Education and Labcrr.
U. S. Noay. Aviation training division.
United States Noay gas engine school, New York.
U. S. President
U. S. sae United States.
Uris, Leon M.
Usher, Dan
Van, Guillaume, de, ed.
Van Abbe, Derek Maurice.
Van Riper, Charles, r9o5-
Vanbrugh, Sir John, ft64-t726.
Vance, I{upert Bayless, ed.
Vanity fair.
Vann, Gerald, 19o6-
Webb, Beatrice (Potter) r858-1943.

Amer'ican d.iary, t 8 98.
Webb, Beatrice (Potter) "Mrs. Sidney Webb," 1858-

A constitution Jor the social'ist comtnonweal,th of Great
Webb, Beatrice (Potter) 1858-1943, joint author.

English l,ocal gouer nment
lVebb, Beatrice (Potter) "Mrs. Sidney Webb," 1858-

The histmy of liquor tricensing in England .
Webb, Beatrice (Potter) r858-1943, joint author.

The hisl,ory of trade unionistn.

joint author.
Britain.

joint author.
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Webb, Beatr ice (Potter) "Mrs. Sidney Webb," t858-
I nilu str'ial d emocr acy.

Webb, Beatrice (Potter) r858-t943.
My apprenticeship.

Webb, Beatrice (Potter) r858-1943.
Our partnersluip.

Webb, Beatrice (Potter) r858-1943, joint author.
The preaention of destitution.

Webb, Beatrice (Potter) r858-1943.
The Webbs' Australian diary, t898.

Wilson, Thomas, advocate, tr.
Wilson, Thomais, (Ph.D.)
Wilson, Thomas, r5z5-r58r, supposed Author.
Wilson, Thomas, 1563-1622.
Wilson, Thomas, 1916- ed.
Wilson, Thomas George.

Subject Catal,og: ExamPle

j t .  au th ,

Example r

Great Britain-Administrative and Political l)ivision.
Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
Great Britain. Army.
Great Britain. Army. Australian and New Zealand Army Corps.
Great Britain. Army-Biography.
Great Britain. Army. Cameronians (Scottish Rifles) znd Battalion.
Great Britain. Army Duke of Cornvallis Light Infantry.
Great Britain. Army. Foot guards.
Great Britain. Army-History.
Great Britain. Army-Volunteers.
Great Britain. Army. 3d Dragoons (King's Own Hussars).
Great Britain. Army. 73d Regiment of Foot. zd Battalion.
Great Britain-Biography.
Great Britain-Church history.
Great Britain-Church history-Anglo-Saxon period.
Great Britain-Church history-Early period.
Great Britain-Church history-Medieval period.
Great Britain-Church history-Modern period.
Great Britain-Church history-Sources.
Great Britain-Church history-r6th century.
Great Britain-Church history-r7th century.
Great Britain-Foreign relations.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-Africa.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-Bibliography.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-Central America.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-U. S.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-r6th century.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-r5o9-I547.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-I8th century.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-r7o9-r72r.
Great Britain-Foreign relations-r 71 4-1837 .
Great Britain-Foreign relations-r760-1 789.
Great Britain-History.
Great Britain-Ftristory-Addresses, essays, lectures'
Great Britain-History-Bibliography.
Great Britain-History, Comic, Satirical.
Great Britain-History, Local.
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Great Britain-History, Naval.
Great Britain-History, Naval-Tudors, r 485-1 603.
Great Britain-History, Naval-Stuarts, 1603-17 14.
Great Britain-History, Naval-r689-1 7r4.
Great Britain-History, Naval-r8th century.
Great Britain-History-Philosophy.
Great Britain-History-Sources.
Great Britain-History-To 449.
Great Britain-History-To ro66.
Great Britain-History-Roman period, B. C. 55-A.D. 449.
Great Britain-History-Anglo-Saxon period, 449-ro66.
Great Britain-History-Edward the Confessor, 1c.42-1066.
Great Britain-History-William I, ro66-ro87.
Great Britain-History-Norman period, r o66-r r 54.
Great Britain-History-r o66-r z r 6.
Great Britain-History-Medieval period, lo66-1485.
Great Britain-History-r o66-r 687.
Great Britain-History-r3th century.
Great Britain-History-Henry lll, rz16-rgz7.
Great Britain-History-James II, 1685-1688.
Great Britain-History-Revolution of r688.
Great Britain-History-Hanoverian period, r 688-1 7zz.
Great Britain in literature.
Great Britain London Transport Executive.
Great Britain. Parliament.
Great Britain. Parliament-Elections.
Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons.
Great Britain. Parliament. (The buildings)-Commons.
Great Britain. Parliament, 1614.
Great Britain.-Social life and customs.
GreatBritain. Treasury.

Example 2

Alexander, James, r69r-r756.
Alexander Janneus, King of Judea, rz6 (ca.)-76 B.C.
Alexander Nevski, Saint, Grand duke of Vladimir, 1219-1263.
Alexander the Great.
Alexander I, Emperor of Russia, r777-t825.
Alexander II, E,mperor of Russia, r8r8-r8&r.
Alexander I I I ,  Pope, d. rr8r.
AlexanderVI, Pope, r43r, r5o3.
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Refiling by the Second
Lucv A. Poucnnn

C at alo g-r ef er en c e Li b r ar ian

Rrcnano E. Moonr
T e c hnical S eruic e s Librar ian

Southern Oregon College, Ashland, Oregon

In the refiling of a college library catalog by the second er)ition of the
ALA Rules, some local clarification and interpretation of rules, 9, t8,
eo,26, j j ,34,36 and 3Z uere required. Better exanxples and clearer
prefatory remarks, especially in the application of the rules to a diuided
catalog, would haae been helpful. The problerns encountered in the
refiling process are discussed in terms of LC cataloging practices, the
AACR, and the neu filing rules.

T N APPLYING THE SECOND EDITION oI the ALA Rules f or Fil ing
L Catalog Cards to the refiling of the card catalog (containing approx-
imately goo,ooo cards) at the Southern Oregon College Library, several
difficulties were experienced which can, in pait, be avoided by others.
The following discussion is concerned with the policies and practices
which were adopted as part of the refiling project and which have since
been retained as permanent practice. Some of the problems arose be-
cause of difficulties with the old Library of Congress (LC) cards and the
new cataloging rules in the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (AACR).
Others can be attributed to lack of clear direction on the part of the new
filing rules, especially in the filing for a divided catalog. The decisions
made locally may prove to be inappropriate in the long run because of
unforeseen circumstances, but it was the long-range projection that pro-
vided the basis of our justification.

By way of backgroundr the decision to refile the local card catalog
was based on several factors: first, it was decided that if the catalog were
ever to be made uniform in its filing, this was the appropriate time to
make the change. The catalog was still of manageable size but would not
long remain so; The college had in recent years begun an expanded
program of course ofierings, the efiects of which the library was just be-
ginning to feel in the form of added book allocation. If the dual filing
systems created by the new filing rules were to be eliminated, now was
the time to begin. In studying the new rules, the more direct approach
seemed to be easier for the library to maintain and would cause less
confusion for the user. The long-range benefits would justify the im-
mediate expenditure.
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Second, the decision was made to divide the card catalog into three
segments (author-title-subject as opposed to the previous catalog which
was divided by author-title and separate subject), again for both ease of
student use and ease of filing by library employees. This decision was
in preparation for an expanded catalog with the consideration that in
larger libraries the smaller catalog units are easier to use for both patrons
and library personnel.

Third, the library collection was in the final stages of reclassification
from Dewey to the LC scheme. In reclassification, new cards were added
where needed; the cataloging was brought up to present standards used
by the Library of Congress, and some efiort was made to unify headings
for a single person or body. The card catalog at the outset of the project
was in good shape.

In an initial projection of time required to refile, based on a r percent
sampling, the total refiling time was placed in the 4oo hour range. The
actual time involved came to about r,ooo hours. The projection failure
was due to several factors.

One, the initial projection did not allow for distractions such as
answering reference and directional questions presented to the filer by
catalog users. While this time was not accurately clocked, it was estimated
to be about 6 to 8 percent of the total time expended. A separate, private
office near the card catalog was considered, to eliminate the interrup-
tions, but was not carried out because of the distance factor. As filing
problems came up that related to earlier problems, the filer could more
easily check back with the catalog on hand. The strength of the project
lay in the use of one filer who was able to recall decisions or earlier
problems and tie these problem areas together by making up appropriate
cross-references. In applying rule r8 (making cross-references for variant
name spellings), for example, there were found in our small catalog over
r,roo personal names without cross-references, which were phonetically
the same, but which had variant forms of spelling. Each of these r,roo
names had an average of three variations per name.* This meant an ad-
ditional B,Aoo cross-reference cards requiring inclusion in the catalog.
While the time devoted to making up the extra cards was not included
in the total project time, the filer had to make notations and check on
similar nameE then pencil a note for follow-up personnel. This factor
alone added considerably to the refiling time and was not foreseen in
the projection. In tying this to the distance factor, had the filer been
working away from the catalog, the checking of name variations and
other potential problems would have been more difficult. While the ad-
dition of cross-references did take more time, it resulted in a better
catalog because that time was taken.

Two, the break-waste time, which most time and motion studies place
at rb percent of total work time, was not included in the projection.

* A list of the namcs and their variations are available to interested libraries from
the Southern Oregon College Library at Ashland.
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While this appears to be a large block of time, break time is included
along with various distractions, including momentary rest from filing
fatigue. Rigid adherence to a filing schedule which permitted frequent
breaks from filing may have increased the efficiency of the filer. Two
possibilities were opened; the second was loosely applied. First, disregard-
ing user traffic around the catalog, patterns of one hour work slots
would have been efiective; that is,8-9 e.lr., lr-12 A.M., r-z P.M.,4-5
p.lr. This would permit half-time filing, yet nicely break up the filing
day with lengthy periods for work elsewhere. However, the alternating
routine would have required a task needing little continuity in thought
(such as washing dishes), or it would suffer along with the filing. We
were unable to come up with an appropriate secondary routine; as a re-
sult, the second possible schedule that evolved was one which eliminated
alternating filing with other work. A five- or ten-minute break at the
end of each drawer ot an hourly break proved to be efiective. This
would, o,f co.urse, vary with the nature of the person doing the refiling.
Some persons are able to withstand long periods of filing without thbir
accuracy dropping off. The person carrying out this project was capabie
of doing this.

Three, even though the catalog was in good condition, some head-
ings that varied were found. These were corrected to unify all headings
for a single entry, which included adding the middle name where orig-
inally only an initial was given, or the addition of a birthdate where not
always stated. The basic rule against mental insertion of missing infor-
mation was interpreted locally to include all these factors as well as vari-
ant word spelling, acronyms, abbreviations, etc. This has proved to be a
continuing problem since LC does not always give the full name and
dates, or will vary slightly on the spelling of middle names, especially on
added entries. Because added entries are not checked locally when taken
from tracings, the filer was and is continually pulling variant spellings,
etc., rechecking, correcting, and refiling the cards.

The inconsistencies from LC in variant spelling of the same name, the
use of only initials at times and the inclusion of dates irregularly, is re-
quiring more local checking. One of several policies will be required to
handle these inconsistencies, for instance concerning the application of
rule zo (filing personal names) without regard to whether Smith, J. C.,
happens to be John C., John Charles, or John Charles, rgz4-. The pos-
sibility of finding one author in several places is not attractive, but per-
haps is economically expedient. Also, the checking of all personal
names on LC cards to ensure the continuity of entries requires "tamPer-
ing" with the cards, all of which takes time and efiort. Finally, the con-
tinuation of checking only inconsistencies which the filer happens to find,
which is a policy of sorts, is not in keeping with acceptable cataloging
practice.

Many of the problems encountered in the application of the second
edition rules came about because of the divided catalog and some be-
cause of the three-way division. Rule z6C states that an author-title sub-
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ject entry fiIes in alphabetical place immediately after author entries for
the same title. In a dictionary catalog, this places author-titli subject
entries in front of the subdivided subject entries, but in a divided cata-
log it seems more logical to interfile author-title and subject-with-sub-
division entries. In other words, disregard the exception listed in rule
z6Cr.r for divided catalogs. Perhaps this is understood; it is not stated.

There were several local decisions that had to be made concerning
title entries; for example, rule g3D provides for arrangelnent of differ-
ent kinds of entries under title of the same periodical or newspaper in
four groups (omitting subject entries). All but group z, the author en-
tries (main and added) were filed in the title catalog; the added entries
which were filed in the author catalog included those for reprints of
articles from the publication, while added entries for former titles were
filed in the title catalog. This, along with title main entries of motion
pictures and film strips (rule 37D) required some local explanation to
make the distinction clear to the filer, particularly concerning added
entries. It is very difficult for students and filers to distinguish between
a title added entry and a corporate author added entry. This is particu-
larly a problem where the author catalog is separate frorn the title catalog.
It does, however, remain a problem that could use sorne clarification or
direction.

Furth'er guidance could have been given in the second edition dis-
cussion concerning what constitutes a subtitle. In checkipg, it appeared
that a colon does not indicate a division into title and subtitle in almost
every case; however, semicolons always preceded a subtitle. The comma
seemed to go either way. The prefatory remarks to rule z6 (especially
85 and Bgb) should have discussed the problem with general guidelines.
The filer is not certain unless the cataloger marks the cards having sub-
titles. ,In discussing the filing of authors' names at the beginning of titles
(rule zGB6) it was suggested that angle brackets be utilized to indicate
that part of the title to be disregarded. This could be suggested for un-
necessary parts of a subtitle. Again, the examples at z686 were not ex-
tensive enough, and the implication from the general discussion at
z686 is that the cataloger would make the decision for the frler. More
guidelines are needed for effective application of rule 26.

In the discussion of the numerical and chronological arrangement
(rules g and 36) there is not sumcient direction given generally as to
which applies. In 368r there is the warning: "Titles that can be ar-
ranged in a numerical sequence under author cannot always be so ar-
ranged as title added entries because as added entries they must take
their place with other titles beginning with the same words. For an ex-
ample of titles like Europe since t8r5 see p. 44. The examples given,
while not obvious, were not very extensive. The discussion of when to
spell a number and when to file it by the number is inconclusive.

In this same area of numbers but in dealing with series, rule 34C
discusses briefly the partially numbered series, indicati4g that the un-
numbered volumes are to be arranged alphabetically before the num-
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bered. Flowever, there are series that have annual numbers with lapses
into volume numbers, or some years which are unnumbered with lapses
into numbered issues at irregular intervals. Series come in a wide and
a wondrous variety of form; more discussion could be given which
would give direction and unifo mity.

As a whole, the second edition is a welcome change. The approach is
more direct, the exceptions are limited, and the examples for the most
part, extensive. It wotttd have been more effective had more recognition
been given the libraries with divided catalogs. Divided catalogs are no
lonEer that uncommon and they present unique problems that are not
common to a dictionary catalog. The preface to the second edition states,
"These filing rules are basically for a dictionary card catalog, but are
also generally applicable to divided catalogs, book catalogs, indexes,
etc." This may indicate that the reader should not expect specific state-
ments about application to a divided catalog. If so, there needs to be de-
veloped a body of literature which will clarify some of the rules, especi-
ally pertaining to filing in divided catalogs. The prefatory statemehts or
footnotes to the rules should have carried more in the nature of guide-
line discussion. Since it does not, professional literature is needed that
wil l.

It is difficult to ascertain the usefulness of the second edition from
the students' point of view. Once the user understands the three-way
division of a card catalog, he appreciates it more and is able to find his
way about effectively. However, whether placing the new edition be-
hind the old edition is better or not is still a question. We were aware
that our students were having problems with the old catalog, and being
user oriented, we are trying to work up a "best" catalog. Our efforts have
taken us this far. We do not relish the thought of putting all the cards
back into one dictionary catalog, but the possibil i ty has not been ruled
out.
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The Mechanization of the Filing Rules for
Library Catalogs: Dictionary or Divided.

Jrssrce L. Henms
Assistant Prof essor

and
Tnrooonr C. HrNns

Associate Professor
School of Library Seraice

Columbia Uniaersity
New Yorh, New Yorh

The significance of rigorous entry formatting for machine fiting of
computer-produced bibliographic tools, including booh catalogs, has not
receiaed the attention it desentes in automation efiorts. Too often a
format is dedsed and a large body of data keyed, and only then is the
problenz of frling this data considered. The result is that the capabili-
ties of the computer are not used to the fullest aclaantage. This paper
reports a study of computer filing which utilizes the arranging possibili-
ties of the computer and of careful format design to coisideiable ad.

Introductiom

TN THE PROCESS of automating library catalog procedures, espe-
I cially for computer production of book catalogs, filing rules have
frequently been left until last in system design. This tendency is un-
fortunate, to say the least. By the time the catalog data have been keyed
into machine-readable form, it is too late to make the (mostly) minor
modifications in spacing or form which make possible auromaric filing
in a sequence convenient and comprehensible to the catalog user.

It has often been pointed out, recently by Nugent,l that presenr
,filing rules are not suitable for machine filing, and that the catalog
data used for filing are not explicit; therefore, it is simply not possible to
program p esent filing rules to operate on catalog data in its present
format. For this reason, as Nugent has pointed out, ". . modifications
and simplifications have to be made to certain of the rules that will
consequently change the filing location of associated items."2

* Financial and technical assistance and advice from the Bro-Dart Foundation con-
tributed greatly to the research described in this report.
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Nugent has called for "one operating fflling] program of consider-
able cornplexity, along with documented computer running time and
storage. . . ."3

Computer Filing Rules

Aware of the vital need described above, the authors some time ago
began development of a set of rules for computer filing. Between r96i,
and 1967, these rules were programmed, and used in three published
comPuter-Produced book catalogs: those of East Bay Cooperative Li-
brary System (California), St. Louis Junior College District Library,
and Oakland (Michigan) Co,mmunity College Libraries.

These rules for computer filing were published in book form in
mid-rg66.+ The purpose of this report is to describe them briefly, and
to indicate developments in our research program since the book was
published.

The computer filing rules were developed around a few basic prin-
ciples. Stated briefly, these are: (r) filing should be a mechanical
procedure, whether performed by humans or by machines; (z) ar-
rangement should be immediately evident to both filer and user; (3)
as a corollary to (r) and (z), the filing position of an entry should be
based only upon the characters actually appearing in the entry; (4) no
task that can be performed adequately by the computer in a machine-
based system should be assigned to humans.

Since we have always tended to view the computer as a labor-saving
tool, our main goal was to keep human efiort in all phases of the
operation to a mrnimum, relying on the immense capabilities of the
computer to perform the kind of repetitive operations of which library
filing is largely composed. For this reason, the system requires a bare
minimum of human annotation and special keying at input, but at out-
put produces an arrangement of entries the basis of which is evident to
the human user, even if he does not know the ALA or LC filing rules.
The arrangement, with three optional exceptions, can be a simple
character by character sort in which punctuation is ignored, and spaces
precede other characters, being followed by the letters of the alphabet
AJ and the numerals o-g; in other words, true word by word alpha-
betization.

It is important to make clear that the rigorous simplicity of filing
under the code is due not so much to limitations of the computer as to
one of the base principles of the code: arrangement should be immedi-
ately evident to the user.

Possible Alternatiaes to the Code Proaisions

Q) Punctuation as a Filing Element.-several alternative basic
concepts were considered, but rejected. While at first glance punctua-
tion may seem to provide a useful filing element, further consideratibn
shows that its sorting significance is, to say the least, highly variable.
For instance, the period may indicate an abbreviation in any kind of
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entry, in which case it is either ignored or acts as a signal to the filer
mentally to spell out the worcl for arrangement (and, unfortunately,
to the user to do the same for finding-one may wonder how many
catalog users would expect to find Mrs. Dane's defense filed between
Michigan . and Modern . . .). In addition, the period in author or
subject entries may indicate organizational hierarchy or place entry-
and these are conventionally filed separately.

Multiplied by the number of marks of punctuation used in catalog
entries, it may be seen that many complexities arise. In addition, nu-
merous marks of punctuation used in title entries are not under the
cataloger's control. Furthermore, arrangement on punctuation requires
some order of precedence and, while it may be assumed that nearly all
library catalog users'know the order of the alphabet and the numbers,
they most certainly could not be expected to know the sequence of
punctuation marks adopted by the library for its catalog. Much less is
it reasonable to expect the user to recognize the different sequences
of punctuation that would of necessity be required for different kinds
of entries.

It is theoretically possible to set up different sequences of punctua-
tion for an author-title-subject divided catalog, but any entry in the
author or title catalog may also be a subiect. Therefore, the problem
remains the same, although smaller in magnitude.

While it might be reasonable to file on punctuation in a small
catalog or a file which does not have complex entries where there are
few different entries beginning with the same word, the large catalog
with several drawers (or dozens of pages) of entries beginning with
the same word requires a simple entry format and arrangement that
will be as obvious as possible to the user.

(z) Annotation at Input.-While annotation at the time of input
to the computer at first may seem to be an easy means of getting around
the question of sequencing different kinds of entries (author-subject-
title; person-place-thing; varying forms of modification of the same
subject), it does not take full advantage of the capabilities of the
computer. It is possible to key directly from unannotated LC unit cards
entries with tracings which may then be reformatted and arranged by
the computer under all the headings required for the title. Early in
our work on the problem an experimental computer program was
written by Brian Aveney, then a student at the Columbia University
School of Library Service, to do just this. The entries for the published
book catalogs cited earlier were keyed from LC cards without annota-
tion other than the changes made in form of entry to conform to the
computer filing code. In addition, all these changes were made by clerr-
cal personnel under the supervision of professional librarians.

Arranging Order under the Code

Arrangement under the code is from left to right, with the single
exception of numerals. In the form of procedure outlined below, the
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order of sorts (item 5) is mechanically sufficient to carry out arrange-
ment. It should be noted that generation of a special sort key is not
required (although this procedure is usually used), in keeping with
oui preference for maximil utilization of computer capability together
with minimum human input. Filing is in the following order.

(r) By entry unit.-An entry unit is a single complete catalog
entry. Entry units may be separated from each other by any convenient
device, including the use of more than four spaces between them.

(z) By fi.eld or fiIing tLnit uithin the entry.- -The filing units in
the usual catalog entry would include the heading (in secondary en-

of appearance, or by characteristics of LC card type input. However,
other means may be used if preferred.

G) Ay sub-field or subdiuisiorz.-Under the computer filing rules
a subdivision is separated from other subdivisions in the same field by
two spaces.

G) ny word.-A word is defined as'an element set off by a single
space on either side.

$) By the following order of sorts:

(a) Blank (i.e., space).
(b) Letters of the English alphabet, A-2. Capital letters are

considered equal to lowercase letters; fonts are set equivalent;
modified letters are set equal to their unmodified equivalents.

(c) The Arabic numbers. These are treated as numbers, not as
isolated numerals. In effect, the program must file outward
from the decimal point. B.C. dates, of ,course, are ordered in
reverse and precede A.D. dates; one of the progtams already
written and tested includes a simple routine to produce this
arrangement.

(d) Signs, symbols, punctuation, and letters not given as part
of the sort sequence are to be disregarded. If a sign must be
used in filing (e.g., the ampersand), it must be written out as
a word or words in the language of the entry.

Entry Form under the Computer Fil ing Code

It must be emphasized that very few of the provisions for entry form
under the code involve anything other than spacing. And rigorous
control of spacing is vital in computer filing no matter what filing
rules are used. For that matter, it is vital in the styling of any bibliog-
raphy for publication. Witness the number of machine-produced book
catalogs (including one of those arranged by our code) with two files
under U.S.-one with and one without a space between the letters.
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The tew changes in entry form are minor, and only make explicit
the implicit intent of the entry. These changes, together with spacing

Flowever, a brief description of those cases where arrangement differs
from that in the LC filing rules (which are as complex as the ALA
rules but ofier fewer alternatives) will be given below.

The entry forms on which the computer filing rules are based are,
of course, those of the A.L.A. Cataloging Rules for Author and Title
Entries. The changes in entry under the new anglo-American cataloging
Ru'les, inSofar as they affect filing at all, reduce the problems somewhat.
These changes do not make obsolete any of the requirements of the
computer filing code.

In its original form, the computer filing code was recommended
for up to roo,ooo entries in a single file; this limitation was due solely
to the fact that resources at the time were inadequate for the extensive
study of subject headings that'would have been required to file larger
numbers of entries. This study has been completed; its findings (de-
scribed near the end of this report) have made possible removal of the

code was designed for the divided (author, title, subject) catalog form

because what few data are available indicate that both filing and find-

ing in the divided catalog are simpler. The literature certainly does

indicate a trend to the divided form, as library catalogs grow larger

and more complex. Very nearly all machine-produced book catalogs
are divided.

\Arhile the code is designed for entries written in the Roman alpha'

bet and in Arabic numerals, it is readily adaptable to such other alpha-

brackets or parentheses in the entry:
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(K.) Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin

No other special symbols have any place in the code. This does not
mean that symbols for such things as uppercase and lowercase or for

(r) Modern surnanl,e entries. The full name, dates, and title or
epithet are each treated as a subdivision, set off by two spaces.

(z) Subject su,bdiviJions using the d,ash. Tlne number of hyphens
used to indicate the dash is unimportant, but there must always be a
space on either side of the dash. Since the dash, as a punctuation mark,
is completely ignored in filing, this provision has the efiect of crearing
a two-space subdivision.

U.S. - History

\il Corporate entries. In entries for the names of corporate bodies
with parts of the organizational hierarchy indicated, two spaces must
be left between the parts.

U.S. Department of State. Office of the Secretary. Files.

When institutions are entered under place, however, only one space is
left after the place name.te

New York. Public Library

(a) HoIy books and anonymous classics. Parts and sections of these
works are separated by two spaces from the preceding part of the
entry. Likewise, indications of language are separated from the pre-
ceding part of rhe entry by two spaces.

Bible. O. T. Genesis. French
Charlemagne. Gesta Karoli Magni ad Carcossonam et Narbonam

($ Periodicals. Subtitles of periodicals are separated from-the re-
mainder of the title by two spaces.

Bookman: a review of books and life

(6) No/es showing nature o,r form of work
(periodical, etc.) showing the form or nature
must be preceded by two spaces.

Life, periodical
Charlemagne (Drama)

or
of

author. The note
a work or author

* Further study and discussion have led us to question this provision. It might
be preferable to interfile all these entries, the alternative used in the zd edition of
the ALA filing rules. Interfiling may be accomplished simply by leaving two spaces
after the place name.
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Q) Words and initials. Some words and initials are now written
sometimes with and sometimes without a space between them. For
proper filing under the code, these entry elements must be written
uniformly.

(a) Ellipses and other punctuation marks at the beginning of titles
may remain, but there must be no spaces between or before
them' or o"T:ilTil+li#:ii,i#;1t the titre

NOT

- - - - and ships and sealing wax
(b) All initials intended to file as one-letter words must have a space

after each period o letter.
A. L. A. Nor A.L.A.
A L A  N o T  A L A

(c) Personal names with separable prefixes, when prefix and surname
are to be filed as one word, should be so written:

vonBraun Nor von Braun
unless it is preferred to use the optional symbol which prints out
as a space, but is ignored for filing purpoces.

(d) In see and see also references, four spaces separate the enmy from
the modifier.

Bookbinding. See also Book covers

Changes in Entry Fovm.-Ihe actual changes in form of entry, as
distinguished from spacing conventions, are few in number.

Q) Name entries. Titles, descriptive epithets, and the designation
pseudonym follow forename and dates instead of preceding.

Smith, John Alan, r868-rgoz, Sir
NOT

Smith, Sir John Alan, r868-rgoz

It is interesting to note that this procedure has been adopted elsewhere
without comment.

In forename entries the epithet (if any) follows the title.

Charles, duke of Burgundy, le Temdraire
NOT

Charles, le Temdraire, duke of Burgundy

(z) Numerals intended to fiIe as numbers. All numbers intended
to file serially must be written as Arabic cardinal or ordinal numerals.
This includes numbered forenames, books of the Bible, congresses,
military units, and reports.

Louis 18, King of France
NOT

Louis XVIII, King of France

lst repoft NoT First report
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For further examples see (g) below.

(g) Numbered items intended to fi le serially. All elements which
are composed of a number and a word, and conventionally filed first
on the word and then numerically by the number, must be inverted.
This applies to books of the Bible, congresses, military units, etc.
Similarly, such elements as d. r868, fl. r5oo are inverted.

Bible. N. T. Corinthians :

Bible. N. T)"; corinthians

U. S. Congress, rst
NOT

U. S. rst Congress

(4) Numbers and abbreuiations filed i,n spelled-out form. In keep-
ing with the requirement that the intended filing position be made
explicit in the entry, all numerals* and abbreviations which it is
desirable to file as though they were spelled out must be so written as
full words in the language of the entry. Certain exceptions are written
and filed as abbreviations for reasons of space. These are U. S., U. N.'
and Gt. Brit.; and N. T. and O. T. in Bible entries. In addition, Mrs. is
so written and filed, on the ground that few if any readers would visual-
ize the word as Mistress.

$) Non-filing elements.
(a) Initial articles in the nominative case in title entries (or sub-

ject entries) are omitted from the entry, or inverted where they
afiect meaning. It is possible to make these words non-filing ele-
ments, but not advised.

(b) Designations of a person's relationship to a work (e.9., ed., tr.,
illus.) are either omitted or made non-filing elements.

(6) Blanhs left for later fill-in. No blanks may be left for later
fill-in under the code. This is certainly no hardship, as the practice
has a point only in the card catalog where cards may be removed and
additional information typed on them.

Q) Subject headings subdiaided by period. In these headings dates
must be used consistently, and precede the name of the period.

U. S. - History - r86r-r865, Civil War
NOT

U. S. - History - Civil War

This provision is perhaps one of the most important in the code, al-
though it does not affect a very great number of entries. It makes the

* Since publicjition of the computer filing code, we have received several sugges-
tions that a/l numbers be written as numerals, and where they happen to be the
first entry element in titles, be allowed to file in their ncrrmal position at the end of
the alphabet. This idea has real possibilities.
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arrangement of these headings immediately evident and saves consider-
able guesswork. Of course, it also requires the professional cataloger to
define once and for all the scope of a heading rather than leaving this
chore to the filer and user, but this is hardly a disadvantage.

(8) Place entries. Where two or more places have the same name,
the computer filing rules require that each be followed by a geographi
cal designation.

London, Eng.

London, Ont.

London
NOT

London, Ont.

Arrangement under the LC Rules and the Computer Fil ing Code
Co,mpared

This discussion, due to space limitations, will ignore numerous
minor arrangement differences which would appear only in very large
catalogs-and, there, would not significantly affect finding. Besides,
most if not all of these differences could be reconciled, if necessary,
by application of the principles of the computer filing code. For con-
venience, this discussion is arranged in the order of the LC filing rules,
using the alternate rules where they exist.

Abbreuiatiozls.-Arrangement is identical except for those elements
both spelled and filed as abbreviations under the computer filing code
(U. S., U. N., Gt. Brit., N. T., O. T., Mrs.). This result is secured by
the simple method of writing everyrhing out.

Anonymous Classics.-The name of a historical person, if followed
by dates or designation, will follow anonymous classics beginning with
the same word(s) under the cornputer filing code. Conventional titles
of anonymous classics will interfile with other titles; the complex sub-
arrangement of the LC rules does not appear.

Author Arrangemenf.-Arrangement under author in the computer
filing code is identical to that in the LC rules in all but a few minor
points of sub-subarrangements. This result is accomplished without
special annotation, lengthened sort times, or additions to the basic
PIoSram.

Bible.-The LC filing rules arrange Bible headings in a number of
groups, dividing each group except the first into two subgroups; lan.
guage and subject.

(r) Bible manuscripts
(z) Complete Bible
(3) Parts of the Bible in alphabetical order

(a) Cornplete New Testament
(b) Individual New Testament books or collections
(c) Complete, Old Testament
(d) Individual Old Testament books or collections

The subarrangement under these groups is based closely on elements

.  
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appearing in the entry, except that Polyglot precedes single language,

jects and languages, will produce exactly the same arrangement.
This arrangement does no,t produce the classification of entries

found in the LC rules, but our attitude (and that followed in many
existing catalogs of considerable size and cornplexity) is that classifica-
tion has no place in the dictionary catalog unless it is explicit in the
entry. The results may be less intellectually satisfying, but they should
be easier to search.

Corporate Authors.--The LC rules arrange corporate authors (not
places) in a number of groups.

(r) Institution as corpo?ate author, without official subheading.
(z) Institution as added entry, without official subheading.
(g) Institution as general subject.
(4) Institution as general subject, with subject subheadings.
(5) Subdivisions of the institution in the same subgroups as above'

(6) Titles beginning with the name of the institution.

It seems inexplicable that added entries are filed separately under
corporate authori, but not under personal authors. Aside from this
problem, there is very little difierence in filing under the computer
filing code. It would arrange the above grouPs as follows:

(A) r and z, interfiled.
(B) g.
(C) 4 and 5, interfiled.
(D) 6.

Elisions.-lJnder the LC filing rules, elisions are filed as spelled, as

one word, except for certain foreign language elisions, which are treated
as separate words. Under the computer filing code, all elisions are
treated as single words; however, use of the optional space-in-filing
symbol can produce results identical to those of the LC rules.' 

Firm Nimes.-Tlne LC rules treat firm names followed by fore-
names or initials as personal names; other firm names are rnterfiled
with titles. The arrangement under the computer filing code is sorne-

what different. A firm name consisting of a single word, followed by a

descriptive term (e.g., Scribner, firm, publishers, New York) will ar-
range ihead of other uses of the word. Other entries will all interfile.

psvsnarns5.-LC files forenames before surnames in a strict alpha-

betical sequence, except that numerals are disregarded unless required
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to differentiate forenames with identical designations. Arrangement
under the computer filing rules is alphabetical straight through the
entry, including numerals, and forenames interfile with surnames. Fore-
names could be made to precede surnames bj, the simple expedient of
setting ofi everything following the first word 'of the forename as a sub-
division preceded by two spaces.

Hyphenated and Compound Words.-The LC filing rules in general
arrange hyphenated words as separate words. Compound words printed
as one are so filed. Compound words which appear in .more than one
form are to be interfiled under one form with references from the others.
Words with hyphenated prefixes are treated as single words, as are hyph-
enated American Indian names and German words. A special warning is
given to distinguish the dash in a subdivided subject from the hyphen.

This last caution is not required under the computer filing code
since it files on the spaces surrounding the dash, not the dash itself.
The code will file cornpound words printed separately as two words;
all uses of the hyphen will automatically file as one word. Where it is
required to file hyphenated words as rwo, the nonprinting space-in-filing
symbol may be inserted. Where words are sometimes hyphenated, some-
times not, they will affange as they are input.

Initial Article, Humorous Spellings, Words in Dialect.-The com-
puter filing code advises omission of initial articles in the nominative
case in most instances. Flowever, it would be possible either to invert
them or to use the optional symbol which deleres material included
within it from the filing sequence.

F{umorous spellings, words in dialect, and phonetically spelled
words are arranged as written by both the LC rules and the computer
filing code.

Initials.--:The computer filing code arranges initials exactly as in
the LC rules, except that inverted initials are interfiled with uninverted
ones.

Modified Letters.-The compurer filing code treats all modified let-
ters as their unmodified equivalents. For il to file as ue it must be so
written.

Names Compounded of Two Words.-Arrangement by LC is iden-
tical with that of the computer filing code.

Names of Family, Clan, Dynasty, House, etc.-All €ntries of this
type are interfiled under the computer filing code.

Names Spelled Difierently.--qhese names are arranged as spelled
under both sets of rules.

N,ames uith a Prefix.-Names with prefixes may be arranged as a
single word under the computer filing code either by so writing them or
by using the symbol that indicates a space in printing but not in filing.

M', Mc, and Mac are arranged as spelled by the computer filing
code-just as in the telephone book.

Nobleman's Title and Bishop's See.-These enties interfile with
other entries under the computer filing rules.
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Nu,mbers.-The computer filing code requires that numerals in
titles be written out in the words under which they are to file.

Numerical and Chronological Arrangemen.-The computer filing
code arranges these items in the same way as the LC rules by means
of the changes in form described earlier.

Order of Entries.-When the divided catalog is used, the order of
entries problem is alleviated, though not solved. This discussion as-
sumes the dictionary form, as it is here that the majority of difficulties
arise.

Rather than the sequence of "person, place, thing, title" as in the
LC rules, the computer filing code can provide "author, subject, title."
Other parts of this section are treated elsewhere in this report.

Oriental Names.-By use of the provisions already given (inver-
sion, omission, or nonfiling symbol for Arabic articles; space-in-filing
symbol for Oriental names) the same results can be achieved under the
computer filing code as in the LC rules.

Place Arrangement.-The computer filing code requires that if
more than one place of the same name appears in the catalog, all places
of the name be followed by a designation. The chief place of the name
will thus app€ar in its normal sequence. Aside from this, official sub-
headings will interfile with subdivisions of the place as a subject. All
other headings will interfile in a separate group.

Punctuation Marhs, Possessiae Case.-All punctuation marks are
disregarded in the computer filing code; therefore, arrangement is the
same as in the LC rules. Flowever, since the subtitle of a periodical is a
subdivision, a periodical having the same main title as the full title of a
book will follow the book rather than precede it as in the LC rules.

References, Authority Cards, Form Cat'ds, efc.-References will
precede other entries with the identical heading. Authority, history,
information, scope, and form cards will also precede.

Signs and Symbols.-Since all signs and symbols are totally dis-
regarded by the computer filing code, arraneement under the code is
identical to that in the LC rules, with the following provisos:

(t) The ampersand must be written out in the language of the
entry, as described earlier.

(z) In the case of signs used without letters instead of the author's
name, which the LC rules require to be filed ahead of entries beginning
with A, an informal survey was made of the LC printed catalog and
the printed NUC. The result showed thirty-one entries o'f this sort in
the rg42 catalog, of which all but three were "see" references. In the
supplements through 196z, sixty-one more entries were found, all ot
them cross-references. For this reason the computer filing code pre-
scribes title main entry or author entry with title added entry for all
books which use signs instead of the author's name.

Subject Arrangemenf.-The computer filing code can arrange a
subject after an author and before a title when the entries are other-
wise identical: Within subiects, all dashed subdivisions are interfiled
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and precede all other subdivisions, likewise interfiled with each other

and with phrase headings and titles.*
Surnames.-Arrangement under the two sets of rules is the same

except that unhyphenated compound surnames will interfile as though
the iecond srl.nJme were a foiename. Hyphenated surnames will file

the same or as single words depending on whether or not the space-in-
filing symbol is used.

Title Arrangement.-Jitle arrangement is the same.
Words Spelled in Two Ways.-Arrangement is the same.

Storage and Sorting Time

Appli.cabil ity of the Code

As its name indicates, the computer filing code is not intended
solely for library catalogs. The same principles are applicable to in-
dexes and bibliographies. Symbols may be added for computer com-
position without conflict with the code. Under "Further Research"
(below), a number of recent applications are described.

Response to the Ccde

The response to the code was not at all what we had hoped it might
be. Our reison for undertaking the research described and for publish-
ing the results was a firm conviction that the sorting of bibliographic
entries by computer was a highly significant problem, with ramifications
extending into areas usually treated separately from filing. As we be-

sions then or since that our suggestions might be considered final.
To judge from the response of reviewers, we did not make our

position entirely clear at that time; but much more importantly, ve-ry
iittle real notice was taken of filing as a significant problem from the
time our work was originally published until the recent publication of
the first volume of a new series, which includes an entire chapter on
filing.5 Despite the many published book catalogs and indexes which
have made very clear the problems of computer filing when entry for-
mat is inconsistent, and of other published tools which resorted to
numerical coding of enties (the equivalent of hand-filing them), it is

* See below for a discussion of findings of further research on subject heading forrn.
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still often said that the system we have devised does not make full use
of computer capabilities and/or thar it requires human beings to per-
form tasks better relegated to the machine.

Certainly precise entry formatting requires that humans perform
a certain amount of drudge-like work of the type we would prefer to
relegate entirely to computers. We have found, however, in a variety
of situations that these responses quickly become automatic and nearly
error-free. We have not seen evidence that any other system requiring
less of this sort of formatting has actually been made operational with-
out the keying of explicit tags, or the like, which are quite complex.
Furthermore, anyone who has ever had to type cards for a conventional
card catalog knows that the styling conventions for such typing are
both complex and rigid, and we do not see that our conventions are
any more difficult. We do hope that Cartwright's discussion is indicative
of real interest in the problem on the part of other workers and that
we may now progress to the point where some really useful alternatives
are proposed on the basis of actual attempts to use them on universes
of significant size. Filing should be a minor problem; our goal in this
area is to contribute to making it that.

Further Research

Work on filing problems has continued at Columbia, both directly
and indirectly. One of us (Harris) has performed a study which ex-
tended the entry formatting procedures of the code to include subject
headings.o This study used a ro percenr sample of the Library of Con-
gress subject heading list, 7th ed., selected in such a way that numerous
complex groups of headings were included. A formatting procedure
was devised, and shown to be applicable as a clerical operation with
professional editing. Some of the arrangements under cornplex terms
are not entirely satisfactory; a major conclusion of the study was that
these terms are precisely those which will be difficult to search in any
case, and that extensive study of subject heading structure must be
carried out to permit better, more usable formatting either in the
conventional arrangement or in that given by the code.

Indirectly, we have shown the applicability of the base principles
of the code in a number of products of various types. Several years ago
-out of necessity, not advisability-we learned to do our own pro-
gramming. Since then we have included a filing routine based on the
code in every program. The usual procedure is for the preliminary
segment of each program to build a rough sort key for each access point
desired in the final product. The filing routine removes punctuation
and pads all numbers except B. C. dates with zeroes to the left to a
predetermined maximum length. For B. C. dates the reciprocal is cal-
culated and filing is on the basis of that. We had in the beginning
hoped that use of a sort key would be unnecessary, but we found that
a key that would permit us to take advantage of the speed of the utility
sort could be generated without human intervention.
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One of us (Hines) has published an article describing filing of

classification notations.? The-filing routine was used in production of

the index to volume zo of Ameriian Documentation, published in its

with all kinds of bibliographic data as needed.

Conclusion

We still regard the routine described here as preliminary, despite
its success in i number of different situations. We hope that others
will carry this work forward and produce new insights from actual
research.
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More on DC Numbers on LC Cards,
Quantity and Quality

JoHN McKrNr-ev
Catalogue Department

Uniuersity of British Columbia Library
V ancouaer, British C olumbia, C a,nada

T.he percentage of LC cards with DC numbers was the subject of a
uigo-rous debate in tg65. The discussion and the figures are brought up
to date. Then the aalue and limitations of DC numbers on LC cards is

ITH THE GROWTH IN PRESSURES on library services and

.Y Y personnel, libraries are making increasing use of central catalogu-
ing services. The extent of coveraEe and the vilue of these services ire
thus a matter of considerable importance.

In 1965 there was a lively debate in the pages of Library Resources
b rechnical seruices on the relations between the Library of congress
and the Dewey Decimal Classification, and in particular on the per-
centage of DC numbers on LC cards. I would like to summarize this dis-
cussion, to bring it up to date, and to offer some thoughts on the equally
important subject, but one largely unconsidered in thi literature, of ttre
value and limitations of DC numbers on LC cards.

The 1965 debate was begun by the report of the Classification Com-
mittee, RTSD Cataloging and Classification Section, on types of classi-
fication available to new academic libraries.l The report siited that DC
numbers appeared on LC cards for only about 35 percent of titles, and.
that this figure was liable to decrease. In replying to the report, Benja-
min custer, chief of the Library of congreJs Deiimal crassification Di-
vision, and Editor of the Dewey Decimal classification, reported that al-
though the figure of 35 percent was substantially correct, in fact, about
8o percent of the cards sold by the Library of Congress had DC numbers,
and that instead of the percentage of titles with DC numbers decreasing,
it was expected to increase.2

In a follow-up article, Verner Clapp expressed the opinion that the
Classification Committee report was alarming to all userJ of DC, and he
examined the historical relations between the Library of congress and
DC.8 He demonstrated that the percentage of LC cards with DC num-
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bers had been steadily decreasing since the rg3os and had reached a

figure of only z6 percent in fiscal year 1964. He concluded that LC had
". . inadvertently become entangled in a painful conflict-of-interest
situation. . . ." and that ". . . it is difficult to perceive an exit from the
situation other than that LC should resume giving 'equal time' to DC
and LC on its cards L. Quincy Mumford, Librarian of Congress,
replied at considerable length to Clapp's article.4 Among his points were

rhit LC had never advocated the use of its own classification to other
libraries, and that it had given much service to DC by housing the DC

was encouraging. Even better was to come, however. In 1968 it was re-

ported:

The Division broke all records by classifying 7r,64r titles in fiscal year 1968, an
increase of 55 percent over fiscal 1967, and even a small increase over the total
classified in-the three fiscal years r964-66. This increase constitutes a major iin-
provement in the Library's bibliographic services to other libraries.G

The percentage coverage lvas now 49 Percent, and the policy statement
was ahended 1o state that the Division was assigning Dewey numbers to
"nearly all current non-fiction titles catalogued by the Library in Eng-

lish, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish."
Finally, in r969, the Division reported further advances:

numbers were assigned to all titles in the i\{ARc program excePt juvenile
fiction.7

Thus, the critics on quantity of DC numbers on LC cards are gradu-
ally being answered. The increase, ftom 24 Percent in 1965/66 to 49
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perc€nt in ry67/68, is praiseworrhy, and enrhusiasm is only tempered
by the realization that this is in faci only a return to the general level of
coverage 

9{ th9 r95os, far below the coverage offered in the r93os and
rg4os, and far short of total coverage.

In summary:

r93r-39
r94o-49
r950-59
r963/64
r964/6s
r965/66
r966/67
ry67/68

88%
67%
$%
267o
257o
247"
t 4  / o

4e%

The administrative history of the Decimar crassificarion Division de-

came the Decimal classification Division, one of the five divisions under

virtually no library accepts all information on LC cards withour al-

various figures have been given in the literature. Naturally, the per-
centages will -vary with particular libraries. I offer some more figures,^for
comparison, from a series of checks raken at La Trobe Univirsity Li
brary, Victoria, Australia.
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Taking cards of any date into account:

Sample r (7r7 titles) 56lo acceptable

The sample was broken down by DC edition. (La Trobe University
Library uses DCr7.)

DCrT (ro4 titles) 84lo accePtable
DCr6 (369 tit les) 57% 

r'

DCr4 (zo3 tit les) $% "
Other (4r titles) g7% "

The percentages for DCr6 and earlier editions are as much a reflec-
tion of the fact that certain sections of DC have not changed over the
years as they are a measure of the degree of acceptability of DC Division
numbers. To get a less ambiguous result, a second sample of DCrT
numbers only was taken.

Sample z (427 titles) 73lo acceptable

There is some material in the literature on classification on the prob-
lems of accepting Library of Congress Classification numbers on LC
cards (the article by Welsh gives a useful summary of the subject). But
the numbers, at least, are designed for and totally acceptable to one
particular library, and so serve a purpose. There is very little discussion,
however, of the usefulness of the DC numbers. The figure for rejected
numbers will obviously vary from library to library, but the problems of
use, in general terms, are clearly of some importance. Although I am dis-
cussing the DC Division and DC numbers, much the same comments
could be made on the classification work of any central cataloguing
agency.

Over a period of several months (in 1969) I collected samples of DC
numbers asiigned by the DC Division from DCIT which were rejected by
La Trobe University Library, and attempted to categorise them- The
cases I have selected to quote as examples form only a small Percentage
of those that I collected, but they seem to illustrate the basic problems.
I shall refer to the examples by LC card number for brevity.

The reasons for rejections were found to fall into the following cate-
gories: (r) Local policy; (z) Typographical errors; (3) Optional locations;
(4) Optional extensions; (S) DC Division practices, (a) misclassification,
(b) inconsistency, (c) policy decisions.

Local Policy

All libraries, perhaps unfortunately, make variations from the clas-
sification scheme which they use, either by way of special expansions or
by alterations to suit special and continuing local needs. There is no way
for a central cataloguing agency of the LC type to allow for this, and so
certain DC numbers are automatically of no use in the library using the
central service. No examples are necessary.
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Typographical Errors

The DC Division can hardly be blamed for typographical errors on
LC cards and entries. But the Library of conqress-.un 6.. Numbers are
very ready sources of proofreading error, and 

"errors 
are common in the

DC numbers on LC cards. Thus, no number can be accepted without
careful checking.

One example will suffice here, although there were many.

332.to9763 instead of 3zz.t,og76g
(Church and state in French colonial Louisiana, 66-ztgzo)

Optional Locations

essary.

Optional Extensions

ation of extending the numbers for close classification. The implica-
tions of the extensions are rather wider than this, however.

For example, the major literatures have an instruction that, if de-
sired, literatures of specific countries may be distinguished by an initial
letter. If this is done, however, special period divisions are to be used.
Thus a Colombian novel can only be classed at 8Og (G7-rozrzg) or a criti-
cism of Patrick White ar 8?B $6-7o759), or a collection of contenrporary
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Australian children's poetry at 8zr (67-ro2927). It is only that Part of the

number up to the form of literatur€ which does not change, and the re-

sulting number is so broad as to be totally useless.

DC Diaision Practices

or inadequately explained in it.

Misclassi,fication

Classifiers, as intimated above, are not perfect, and LC cards show

many misclassifications in DC numbers. Some are very difficult to dis-

tinguish from typographical errors, but I have tried to give only indis-

putable examples.

or6.8zo9 instead of or6.8eo9oo3 (or or6.8ao8oo3)
(Elizabethan bibliogaphies, 67- r9738)

32o.956o8 instead of, probably, 3ao.956oo8
(A collection on politics in the contemPorary Middle East'

67-2o484)

[There are two unusual features about this number. The o8

is in the place resewed for optional period divisions (there is

no period o8, though) and should be oo8 if "collections" is

intended. However, both types of extension are of the oPtional

type not usually used by the DC Division.l

Zb4.54obg instead of 954.54o9
(Cabinet government in India, 67'$o73)

[There is no -3 division.]

6gr.4ogg4 instead of 6gr.4gg4
(Land and soil in India, 5,{66-7432)

[A direct ion at 63r.4 instructs you to use 63r.49 and not

63 r.4o9.l

9 r5 . r  ins tead o f  g r3 .3 ro3
(Chinese civi l izat ion to zzr 8.C., 66-7or38)

[gr4-gtg is for the modern world only.]

58 r.9og8e
(Pacific area plants, 66-zror)

[58r.gog can only be divided l ike areas -rr to -r5, and not

area -r8.]
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88e.oog3 instead of 88e.orog3
("Time" in classical Greek tragedy, 68-r6g8o)

[The assigned number refers to Greek drama of all periods.]

r99.52
(Japanese philosophy, 67 - r 7 6o4)

[The index to DCrZ gives r8r.rz
philosophy.l

as the number for Japanese

709.4
(Gothic art, 67-979rg)

[The index gives 7og.oz as the number for Gothic art.]

7o,9.4
(Renaissance art, 68-roog35)

[The index gives 7og.oz4 as rhe number for Renaissance
art.]

gbr.go4gog24 instead of 95 r.o5ogz4
(Mao Tse-tung, 66-r53oz)

fChairman Mao among the Koreans, a bizarce effect achieved
by skipping over the page!]

z7 o.6o949 insread of. 27 4.9@g)
(Reformation in Germany, 68-75762 and 68-74o86)

[Although it is not specifically srated, rhe period divisions of
270 must have their usual meaning of not being limited geo-
graphically. The numbers 274-279 are designed for rreatment
by continent, country, locality.]

- _ 
These examples, I think, serve to show that the DC Division is cap-

able of seriously misleading classification of a kind from which centr;l
services should be completely free.

Inconsistenq

Individual libraries take various precaurions to ensure consistency in
their classification. The same standard can be expected of a central
agency. The DC Division falls short of the ideal. This has been reveal-
ingly demonstrated since the introducrion of the shared cataloguing
program, where more than one copy of a book, varying only in imprint,
have been classified.

Here are three examples:

oeo.r (68-5or)
ozo.8 (68-79875)
(Simsova: Lenin, Krupskaia and libraries)

gr4.zog8 togzz (68-r 6z9e)
g2o.o42 (68-zoz94)
(Drew: Acton, Gladstone, and others)
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32o.9b6o8 (67-2o484)
9zo.956 (68-4t68)
(Karput: Political and social thought in the contemPorary
l\Iiddle East)

These admittedly are glaring examples and possibly exceptional cases,
but the problem can also be illustrated in other ways.

Newsubject fields are problems for all classifiers, in spite of the in-
structions in the introduction to DCr7. The DC Division does not al-
ways manage to overcome the problem.

e.9., Political sociology

3or.or (68-9oo44)
3or.5 (67-ro67z)
3zo (66-72798)

[LC classes all of ,these books at JA76.]

Certain ambiguities in the placing of subjects in DCrT also lead to

inconsistency. Criticism of children's literature is a typical case.

e.g., o28.5 (68 79o6o)- 
(A critical guide to Canadian children's Iiterature in En'
glish)

8og.89z8z (67-Sglr)
(A critical approach to children's literature)

The provision of a number 33, for the novel as a "scoPe" of fiction,

provides many opportunities for classification.

e.g., 833.o3 (67 zgzT)
(The contemporary novel in German)

[By all principles this should be classed at 833.9ro9.]

8a3.o3 (67-ro7875)
(The French novel before the Revolution)

843.oog (62-glgt)
(A companion volume to the above on the French trovel after
the Revolution)

But probably the awkward provisions for the political Parties of the
U.S. provide the best (or worst) case of inconsistency' Specific parties are

enumerated at Z2g.r to 329.8, with a centred heading. Parties of other

countries are classed in 929.9. The centred heading leads to 329 as the

place for comprehensive wo ks, except that political parties have a gen-

eral number at g2g.o2.
The DC Division has tried all possible variations for comprehensive

works on U.S. political parties.

e.g. APg $7-t74o9)
gzg.oogTZ (6&t6 t83)
gzg.oz (66-24247)
g2g.o2og7B (67-z8oz9)

Zzg.sTZ (67-12797)
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It is thus essential for libraries to cornpare each DC number with their
own previous practice to, ensure any kind of consistency, remembering
in addition that a previous decision may have been influenced by a DC
Division choice and not chosen from strictly logical considerations.

Policy Decision.s

There is no guide to the use of DCr7. Much of the information of a
general nature given in the Guide to DCr613 is incorporated in the very
detailed introduction to DCr7, bur more informal guidance on particu-
lar numbers is not. One could perhaps assume that where a direction in
the Guide is not specifically contradicted in the inrroduction to DCrT
by way of general principles, or by a note at the class number itself, it will
continue to be true and continue to be pracrised by the DC Division (on
whose practise the Guide was constructed). Such, however, does not ap-
pear to be the case. I will comment on two discrepancies.

The Guide suggests for the Boos, thar ". . . in determining the period
number for an individual author, use the period of the autho 's earliest
known belletristic publication." But consider the following examples:

8 4 r . 9 r z  ( 6 8 - r r 4 r 9 )
(Montesquiou, who published rSge onwards)

848.9reo8 (68-92878)
(Genet, who published r94z onwards)

B44.sr4 (67 96766)
(Camus, who published rg38 onwards)

It can be seen that the principle in the Guide is not being followed,
and it is difficult to see what principle is being used in its place.

The second instance is more important. DC, because of its basic con-
cept of "discipline," is not designed to cope with books that cover several
disciplines. A striking example is the "subject" usually referred to as
"government," which covers topics scattered by DC in g2o, Zz4, gz8, gzg,
342, gbg-984, and other places. Finding a logical place to class books
which cover government comprehensively obviously presents problems.
The Guide suggested that g42 be used for ". . . the application of the
provisions of a constitution to all three branches of a government-leg-
islative, executive, judicial . . ." and the DC Division ar one time used
gQz fot works on government. Now, without explanation, it is most
common to find such works classed at B2o.og.

e.9., g2o.og42 (68-ro3797)
(The government of modern Britain)

gzo.ogjZ (6&ror93)
(American government institutions)

There are many exceptions, however:

e.9., 32o.966 (67-7297o)
(Government in West Africa)
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32g.oog73 (68-tot63)
(An introduction to American government)

It is not necessary here to consider the relative merits of the various
numbers. The point being made here is simply that the DC Division is
establishing practises that have no basis in DCr7, and are often in con-
tradiction to the last published guide to their practise. Many other in-
stances could be detailed, such as DC Division policy on 320'9 versus

93o-99o, or 3o9.r versus 9r3-9r9.

Conclusi,ons

The foregoing discussion is not intended to belittle the work of the
DC Division. It seems to be self-evident that DC numbers should con-
tinue to be given on LC cards, and that they should appear, if possible,
on loo percent of the cards. But quality is at least as important as quan-
tity, and it is essential that the DC Division wo'rk in such a way that they
offer the maximum benefit to users. It follows from this that the fullest
possible DC number should be given, which libraries may then have the
option of cutting if they wish. This leaves the choice of the degree of
closeness of classification where it properly belongs, to the individual
library (a point not appreciated by the editors of DCr5). Where DC pro-
vides alternative locations, both numbers should be given and the pre-
ferred. number indicated. Typographical errors should not occur. The
classification should be consistent, based on sound and stated principles'
Misclassifications should not b€ allowed to occur (libraries can manage
enough of these without assistance). DC will obviously change and de-
velop as literature is published, and DC needs a close and continuing
contact with it. But the DC numbers on LC cards should not PreemPt
the interpretation that properly belongs in the schedules.

Whether it planned it that way or not, or even wants it that way,
LC is an arbiter of cataloguing practise. Its special relations with DC
make the point critical, in spite of the various policy committees on DC.
Libraries should be able to rely on DC numbers on LC cards, within
reasonable limitations, as a basis of good classification practise. Perhaps
the relative merits of DC and LC can be argued on a more rational
level than is now culTent in the United States if DC and LC have
"equal time" on LC cards.
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Reply to John McKinlay

BrN;altN A. Cusrrn, Editot
Deu ey De cimal Classification

The Li,brary of Congress
Washington, D-C.

We congratulate Mr. McKinlay for spotlighting the continuing jnter-

est of the profession in the Dewey Decimal Classification. Now that it
is rg7o, it ippears that the'"bandwagon of the '6o's," as switching from
DC has been called, is losing some of its momentum.

Quantity

It is the Decimal Classification Division's wish, to the degree that
financial support can be obtained, to continue to increase its coverage,
and ir would like to be able to assign DDC numbers to all titles cur-

strict sense a national-library type of service, has not been able to obtain

the appropriations it needs to give full coverage on all titles. At Present
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a stafi of nine, including supervisors, trainers, and trainees, is handling
about 75,ooo titles per year, which in my view is phenomenal. It is
doubtful whether support for more staff will become available in the
foreseeable future.

Quali,ty
There is no doubt that the pressures upon the stafi to class as many

titles as possible have a certain detrimental efiect on quality. Library
of Congress cataloging as a whole is less error-free than it was in rg3z
when I was a beginner in another library, buying LC cards; this is the
price that must be paid if LC service is to cope with vast increases in
publishing and acquisitions. In the old days, every cataloger's work was
revised, and every reviser's work was reviewed; now new catalogers and
classifiers are encouraged to work independently as soon as they possibly
can. Errors of typography, offact, and of judgment result.

Optional Extensions

The Decimal Classification Division plans to study the problem of
literatures written in languages native to countries other than that of
origin with a view to establishing a method for giving period num-
bers for Irish, Colornbian, Australian, Anglo-Indian, Anglo-Canadian,
French-Canadian. and similar authors.

Misclassification

We have investigated all of Mr. McKinlay's examples, and find that
in most cases his criticisms are justified (nostra culpa!), and we have set
the correction machinery in motion. Some of the errors had already been
detected by ourselves or others. Comments follow on a few items.

Gothic and Renaissance art both in 7og.4: Observance of the rule
for citation order giving precedence to non-o notation before notation
with o brings Gothic andf or Renaissance art of a specific place to the
number for art in that place; in other words, place precedes period in
virtually all uses of standard subdivisions ogor-ogo4 and o9r-o99. For this
reason, comprehensive works on Gothic art as a whole are classed in

7og.oz, but Gothic art in France in 7o9.44.
Political sociology: New subject fields are indeed problems for all

classifiers. In this case DCrT does not supply a specific number. In Edi-
tion r8 there will be provision for this subject at gor.bg2, in anticipation
of which books are now being classed in the broad 3or.5. Until this
number was developed the classifiers used 3or.or, gzo, and g2o.or. There
is little point in revising these cards until after Edition rB is published
with its specific provision.

The French or German novel of a specific period: Inasmuch as the
DDC traditionally arranges literature by form, e.9., fiction, before pe-
riod, e.g., 2oth century, it has seemed to the editors that logically hinds ot
fiction, e.9., novels, science fiction, should also take precedence in cita-
tion order over period, even though this controverts the usual rule of
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use the copyrighr date of the earliest work in the library. When in doubt,
follow the copyright date of the work in hand." Once a period has been
established, the classifier does not change it even if an earlier work comes
to l ight.

Government: The general principles of Edition r7 emphasize dis-
cipline. Only works on government from a strictly constituiional point
of view can be properly classed in g4z. There has been inconsis-
tency in the use of gzo.o9 and 32o.9, which will be cleared up in Edition
r8.3zg is used for practical polit ics (which is sometimes the true sub-
ject of a book called "government").

Bgo.g7rr, Hamlet in 828.3 as well as 8zz.3g. Libraries wishing to take
full advantage of centralized services should. be prepared to use preferred
arrangements only.
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Searching MARC/DPS Records for Area
Studies, Comparative Results Using
Keywords, LC and DC Class Numbers

]uotrn A. IIuosoN
Assistant Librarian

State Uniuersity CoIIege at Potsdam
Potsdam, Neu York

(Formerly Research Associate
School of Library Science, Syracuse Uniaersity)

A computer-based fiIe of approximately Sooo MARC Pilot Proiect re-
cords utas searched in four difierent uays to find aII the releuant refer-
ences for tuo cffeas of the world, Lati'n America and the Middle East'
Access to eaery word or number in each field of the MARC record was
possible. Keyword searches in title statement and subiect head'ings re-
trieued more releaant references than search by LC or Deuey class
numbers or by scanning the Deutey class numbers for area codes. An
analysis of false drops was mnde to determine how the search strategy
could be improaed.

rF UE, SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE at Syracuse University has
I developed a computer-based laboratory where students can approach

tance are provided by the LEEP stafi."l
One of the responsibilities of the LEEP staff is to work with the

faculty in developing assignments which make use of LEEP facilities.
Last summer, while working up an assignment on area studies for a course
in "Bibliography of the Social Sciences," a series of searches were made
for MARC records on the Middle East. This group of searches led to the
question, "Which is the most efficient way to retrieve relevant document
references on the Middle East?" The following paper is a report on our
work to answer this question.

The objectiaes of this study were:

r Pauline Atherton and John Wyman. "Searching MARC Project Tapes Using
IBM/Document Processing System" in Proceedings of the American Society lor Infor-

mation Sctenci, jznd Annu,al Meeting, San Francisco, California, October t-1, 1969'

Vol.6 (lVestport, Conn.: Greenwood Publishing Corporation, t969), p. 83.
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r. To discover the optimum search strategy to retrieve at least gb per-
cent of the relevant literature on an area of the world.

s. To discover what other methods to use, in what order, to retrieve
the rest of the literature of that area.

3. To determine why non-relevant document references were re-
trieved.

4.To recommend search strategies which will minimize tine number
of "false drops" and maximize the n-umber of relevant "hits."2

Factors Lihely to Influence the Results of the Study

A. The document collection: The MARC pilot projecr rapes consist
of cataloging information about approximarely 48,ooo inglisi hnguage
monographs. Frorn these tapes, LEEP selected abour 8,ooo MARC I
records' The distribution of these records among the various subject
areas is shown in Table r. These records are accessible only through the
computer.

TABLE T
DrsrnrsurroN or MARC I Rnconos rN THE MARCS/DpS FrrB

Subject
Number in

MARCS/DPS

r65
949
3 r5
8or
320

r4oo
3 r 5
988
596
r27
4ro

r r30

7516

B. The MARC I record: Each MARC I record rransmits the same
information as does a Library of Congress unit card-descriptive and
subject cataloging, LC and Dewey classification numbers and the LC
card number. The record also makes certain information explicit-origi
nal langu2ge of the book, language of translation, juvenile titles, presence
or absence or bibliographies, etc. Each major element of the cataloging
copy (main entry, DC number, title, etc.) is given a MARC I tag to facili-
tate identification of the element.s

- _2 "False drops" are document references which are retrieved by a search, but are
jud€ed not relevant by the user. "Hits" are references which are retrieved by a search
and are judged relevant or questionable by the user.

3 For further information about the MARC record, see: Henriette Altam, The
MARC Pilot Project (Washington: Library of Congtess, 1968), p. rr-16.

Generalia (A)
Bibliography & Library Science (Z)
Education (L)
Psychology & Religion (B)
Anthropology & Geography (G)
Sociology & Economics (H)
Political Science (J)
History: General & World (C, D)

Western Hemisphere (E, F)
Music (M)
Fine Arts (N)
Language & Literature (P)

Total :
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C. Document Processing System: The Document Processing System

(DPS) is an IBM information retrieval program package designed to

facilitate the storage and retrieval of free text information.
In otder to use the MARC I records with DPS, it was necessary to

reformat the records. The MARCS/DPS records are divided into two

sections (Figure r): the Bibliogtaphic Reference Data and the Text Data.

MARC PROJECT CATALOG RECORD
IN DPS OUTPUT FORMAT (WITH FIELD NAMES AND TAGS)

Btglrocnepsrc RonnnnwcB Deu rN DPS RBcono
BIBLIO:
CONF:
CONT:
DATEr: 1967
DATEz: 1965
DDCNO: 595.7 /06
DOCNO: ooooooor2I
EDITION:
FORM: M
ILLUS: X
IMPRINT: GARDEN CITY, N. Y., #PUBLISHED FOR TFIE AMERICAN

MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY BY THE NATURAL HISTORY
PRESS#Iq6Z, Cr965ff

JUV:
LANGT:
LANGz:
LCCALL:
LCCARD:
MAENT:
SERIES:
SUBJECTS:
SUCALL:
TITST:

TYPEME:
UDCNO:

ENG

SB93r.N4 1967
650rZ947
NEWMAN, LEONARD HUGH.

INSECTS, INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL.

MAN AND INSECTS # INSECT ALLIES AND ENEMIES# BY
L. H. NEWMAN.
PAU

Tnxr Dere tN DPS Rpcono

65o17947 NYGC NHP CMzT LO537
T9o SB93I.N4 1967. T9z 595.7/c,6.
Tro NEWMAN, LEONARD HUGH.
Tzo MAN AND INSECTS # INSECT ALLIES AND ENEMIES# BY L. H.

NEWMAN.
T3o GARDEN CITY N. Y., # PUBLISHED FOR THE AMERICAN MUSEUM

OF NATURAL HISTORY BY THE NATURAL HISTORY PRESSI 1967'
Cr965l

T4o z5z P. ILLUS. (PART COL.) MAPS (PART COL.) zt CM. T5r NATURE
AND SCIENCE LIBRARY

^t7o INSECTS, INJURIOUS AND BENEFICIAL.
TTzC AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY' NEW YORK. T74

T. ALLDROP

* T9o, T9z, Tro, etc. are the original MARC t

Figure r
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The various fields in the Bibliographic Reference Data pordon
(called the Record) have been given mnemonic names. In the Teit Data
portion (called the Text), the tag numbers have been preceded by the
letter T (e.g., Tro, Tzo, etc.).

DPS enables the us€r to request MARCS/DPS records by any word
anywhere in the Text, including title words, words in notes, words in the
collation, etc., and by any number-class, page, date, etc. Any single word,
number or combination of letters and numbers may be searched (these
are called keywords). The user can specify which portion of the Text
he wants searched, or he can have the entire Text iearched. A different
type of search statement is available to work on the Record portion.
This type of command does nor look for keywords, but tests for condi
tions which describe the document (e.g., If ILLUS equals X).

The language of DPS consists of simple English words or numbers
and Boolean operators to handle combinations of keywords (eNo, on,
Nor). Word order and the simultaneous appearance of keywords in the
same element of the record can be specified. Truncated words can be
searched as well.a

Methods of Constructing the Searches

A. Term Definitiom: The first step in constructing the searches was to
begin defining terms and geographic areas. Area studies or area research
are considered to be "the interdisciplinary study of a given geographic
region, country or group of counries (considered as a unit), which tikes
account of the socially significant data about rhe area, including the
history of the people, their economic and political developmenr and
their use of natural resources."5 "Area studies . . may treat the topog-
raphy, ethnography, natural resources, religion, sociology, econorny, law,
government, history, culture (or any combination of these) for an area,
Iarge or small."6

The area to be studied was the Middle East. Later in the study, it was
decided to examine another area as a check on the results of the Middle
East study. Latin America was chosen.

It was decided that "the Arab countries, inclusive of North Africa,
together with Israel, Turkey, fran and Afghanistan-often called collec-
tively the Near East or Middle East . . . constirute a regional unit."? Latin
America was defined as "that part of the Western hemisphere that lies
south of the border of the United States and of the Florida Strait. It

4 For more information about the DPS system as used by the LEEP project, see:
Judith A. Tessier, Searching MARC/DPS; A ILset's Manual (LEEP Report 69-3;
Syracuse: Syracuse University School of Library Science, 1969).

6John T. Zadtozny, Dictionary of Social Science (Washington: Public Affairs
Press, rg59), p.r7.

0 Constance T. Winchell, Guide to Reference BooAs (8th ed.; Chicago: American
Library Association, 1967), p.46a.

z Charles Ferguson, "Language Study and the Middte East," Annals of the Ameri-
can Academy of Political and Social Science, wl. 365, p.77.
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includes Middle America (Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies)
and South America."8

B. Search Strategy: In order to retrieve all the relevant MARC records
from the file, four different types of searches were written:

r. Searches for heyword.s-English language words and phrases, e.g',
Middle East, Palestine, etc.

z. Searches fot Libraryt of Congress (LC) Classification numbers on
the area-e.g., DS36, Fr869, etc.

3. Searches for Dewey Classification numbers on the area-e.g., 956,
972, etc.

4. "If-scan" searches-The "IF-scan" function enables the user to

scan a specified field of the Record portion of the MARC/DPS record for
a given character or character string. In this case, we specified that the

computer scan the field called DDCNO, which is the Dewey classifica-

tion number, for an area code. Such a search for the area code 56 (Middle
East) would yield such Dewey numbers as 56o, 956, 3z r.ooq56, etc'

The first step in preparing the keyword searches was to compile a

list of words and phrases which would yield records relevant to an area
study. We examinid the Dewey and LC classification schedules for the
two areas and listed all of the relevant words and phrases we could find'
To this list were added such words as geographic names, names of reli-
gions, and famous people representative of the area, etc. Each word and
phrase was checked in our "index list of keywords in MARCS/DPS"e to

iee if the word appeared in the file of 8,ooo MARC records. If a word
was not listed in this index, it was discarded.

The words which remained formed the keyword searches. They were
combined accordinE to DPS vocabulary and syntax rules in such a way
as to retrieve every MARC record which contained any one or more of
the specified words or phrases regardless of where it might appear in the
Text portion.

The LC and Dewey Classification searches were prepared by examin-
ing the LC and Dewey schedules to determine the apPropriate class num-
bers on the area. These class numbem were checked in the "index list."
If they appeared in this index, the DPS search was written to retrieve
every MARC record which contained the specified LC or Dewey classifi-
cation numbers.

The "IF-Scan" search was prepared for the applicable area notations
from the Dewey Classification Area Table.1o All MARC records having
a Dewey class number built with these alea notations were to be retrieved.

The thirteen searches run on MARCS/DPS are listed in the Appen-
dix. Each was assigned a number from zo6-zzo.

e EncycloFedia Americana (International ed.; New York: Americana Corporation,
1968),  vol .  r7,  p.r .

s This list is available from LEEP at a nominal cost.
ao Deuey Decimal Classification and Relatiae Index, rTth ed., vol. z (revised), (Lake

Placid, N. Y.: Forest Press, 1967), p.re63-r5o3.
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Methods of Recording the Information Gathererl in the Searches

Once run, each of the searches resulted in a printout, with statistics
and document references which met search criteria. Each MARC record
in the MARC/DPS file has a unique number (see DOCNO in the Record,
Figure r) and that document nuhber was used for identification of in-
dividual MARC records.

Each MARC record was examined and the following information
was recorded (see Figure z):

Side r: Document number
Js it relevant (R), questionable (e)

or nor relevant (NR)?
Search number
Kind of search
Keyword(s) which caused the record to be retrieved

Side z: Document number
Keyword(s)-excluding LC or Dewey numbers
Location (by MARC tag number) where the keyword

appeared

Releuance J udgments

The MARC record was judged to be relevant if it fell within the
boundaries of the definition of area studies quoted earlier in this paper.
one person judged the relevance of all of the MARC records. In ordei to
test her judgment, another member of the LEEP staff judged a group of
ninety-five MARC records which had been retrieved by the uteu ieutiher.
The two evaluations agreed for eighty-three MARC records. rn the case
of nine MARC records, one of the judgmenrs was in the questionable
area (Q - R or Q, - NR). In only three of the ninety-five MARC records
was there complete disagreement (R - NR, or vice versa).

Analysis of Data

The different rypes of searches (KW, LC, DC, IFSc, and cornbinations
of these) which caused MARC records to be retrieved for the Middle
East and Latin America searches are shown in diagram form in Figures
g and 4, respectively. This informarion is also shown in tabular form in
Table z.

The precision of each type of search was measured. The precision
ratio (number of relevant MARC records retrieved to total retiieved) is
shown in Table g.

The estimated recall of each type of search was measured. The recalr
ratio (number of relevant MARC records retrieved by a given srraregy
to the total relevant retrieved by all strategies) is shown in Tible 3.

To estimate the total nurnber of relevant documents in the file. for
each area study, a group of roo MARC records was selected randomly
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)oc . No. 4!+69 R& O NR
iearch No. Kind KI,l

208 LC DS 80 .9

209 DC 955.92

210 IFSc 956.92

207 KI^I Lebanon

Side 1

Stde 2
Figure z
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)oc .  No.  4469
KW T10 T20 T60 T70 Other

Lebanon x x
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TABLE 3
Pnpcrsrox eNo EsrrrrlerBo Rrc.lrr or' E.q.cn TvpB op SBancn

Middle East

Precision Recall
Ratio Ratio

Latin America

Precision
Ratio

Recall
Ratio

Search
q+'^ +^^"
J  L I  4  L L S J

KW
LC
DC
IF SC

K W & L C
K W & D C
K W & I F S C
K W & L C
Total

/R  re t . \
Relevant

H i ts  \T  re t . /
ror 40.670
36 r4 .4
2 6  r o 4
2 1  8 8

r o 3  4 r . 3
ro3  41  3
ro2 40 9

/  R r e t .  \
l - f
\ : totat n/

9 7 . t T o
3 + 6
2 5 0
2 0 r

/R re t . \
Relevant | - I

Hits \T ret.  /
r43 $ 47o
6 o  r 4 r
4 7  r r . o
3 6  8 4

r45 33 9
r44 33 7
r43  33 .4

/ R r e t . \
t - - l
\rotat n/

98.670
4 r .3
3 2 4
2 4 8

99
99
98

roo

roo
9 9 4
9 8 6

roo

Note: Total R is ro4 (Middle East), r45 (Latin America).
T Retrieaed for any single strategy is the sum of documents retrieved using it alone
or in combination with other strategies (see Table z for details).

from the file. These MARC records were examined and their relevance
to the Middle East area study and to the Latin America area study was
assessed. None of the randomly selected MARC records was relevant to
the Middle East study. Two were judged relevant to the Latin America
study. Frorn this we concluded that the estimated total number of rele-
vant documents retrieved from all the search strategies employed in this
study is close to the total number of relevant documents.

Analysis of Failures

In studying the non-relevant MARC records which were retrieved,
certain patterns became evident:

r. Those retrieved by the use of keywords resulted from homonyms,
i.e., certain keywords have mo e than one meaning. Most of these false
drops would be unavoidable.

In the Latin America study, a system error was the sole cause of
twenty-eight false drops. A group of words (South, Central, Latin, Span-
ish and Pan) were linked with the root word AMERTcA. The intent was
to restrict the search to documents which contained phrases such as South
America, Latin America, Pan American, etc.ll These instructions were
ignored in error and MARC records with either word were retrieved.

Iluman error in preparing the list of keywords for the searches caused
a few false drops. Careless tuncation of words yielded such false drop
keywords as Jewelry (from yaw-) and Arabesque (from ARAB-). A little

rr See Search ezo in Appendix.
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TABLE 4
KBywono Hrrs ey MARC Der.t FrBlo

Middle East Latin America

Keywords in
Data Field Relevant

Question-
able

Non-
relevant

Que.stion- Non-
Relevant able relevant

Single field hits:
Tro (author)
Tzo (title)
T3o (imprint)
T6o (notes)
T7o (subject
heading)

Hits in more
than one field:
Tzo/T7o (title

and subject
heading)

Tzo/T6o/T7o
(title, notes
and subject
heading)

o
5
T

o
o
o

3

I 6

9
l 2
I I

J

7

o
I

2

o
8
U

r9

I I

r 5
I O

r 6

I

more attention to the compiling of rhe keyword list can eliminate some
non-relevant hits.

3. -The analysis of false drops uncovered the fact that false drops oc-
curred more often in certain fields of the MARC records. The fields for
author-and imprint often yielded false drops. These same fields were
never the only reason for the retrieval of a relevant MARC record. The
fields for corporate tracings yielded the same results. It appeared that
keyword searches restricted to fields for the title, series state^nients, notes,
and.subjec_t headings eliminated many false drops without sacrificing the
retrieval of any relevant records.

times misleading.
using thrs evidence, the search strategy for the area studies could be

adjusted and many false drops might be'avoided. This would raise the

12See Searches 2ro and zr3 in Appendix.
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D C / r F S C / L C  I

Tota1 Relevant Retr leved - I04

Totel  Quest lonable Retr leved - 27

Total  Non-relevant Retr leved 118

Middle East SearchesFigure 3.

precision ratio considerably. If, in the Latin America search, for exam-ple,
ihe "IF-Scan" search were discarded and keyword searches restricted to
title, series, notes, and subject heading fields, there would be a reduction
ol zg7 false drops and four questionable hits. This would raise the pre-
cision ratio for keyword searches fuom gg.4 Percent to ?6.8 percent. The
change for the Middle East would be smaller-a reduction of forty-nine
false drops and one questionable hit, changing the precision of the key-
word seaich from 4o.6 percent to 5o.8 percent. In both cases, there would
be no change in the number of relevant MARC records retrieved'

Conclusions

r. Our findings lead us to recommend the heyword search as the

optimum search stategy to obtain 95 percent of the relevant literature on
un area of the world. (In the Middle East searches, the keyword search
retrieved over 97 percent of the relevant MARC records, while 98 P€rcent
were retrieved by the Latin America keyword searches.)

D C /  I F S C / t
L C 1
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KI.I/ LC
I I

Total  Relevant Retr leved - 145

Total  Quest lonable Rerr leved '  10

KW/LC
no ne

r t  Retr ieved - 272

Figure 4. Latin America Searches

2. To retrieve the rest of the literature on an area, we recommend
the use of LC numbers and then Dewey numbers, in that order. The
Middle East searches required the use of both LC and Dewey to retrieve
the three remaining relevant MARC records. The LC search yielded two
new records and the Dewey search supplied the last one. The Latin
America searches required only the use of the LC search to retrieve the
remaining two relevant records.

3. Our examination of the non-relevant records retrieved leads us to
conclude that although some false drops are unavoidable because of the
homonym problem, the search strategy can be refined to minimize the
number of false drops without afiecting the number of relevant hits.
The system and human errors described could be avoided if greater
attention were paid to details of the programming system and truncation
of keywords.

\Fsc/Ld
r rnL /LU \none
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Recommendations

Our study has led to the following recommendations concerning the
searching of MARC Pilot Project tapes for area studies:

r. If only one search is contemplated, do a keyword search of the
following fields: filing or conventional title (TtS), title statement (Tzo),
series, traced (T5o), series, not traced (Tfr), notes (T6o), and subject
headings (TZo).

z. trn preparing the list of keywords, use as many as you can discover
that will describe the area. Watch out for homonyms, e.g., Israel (country),
Israel (surname).

3. Be careful when truncating.
4. If more than one strategy is used to retrieve more material on the

area, use the relevant LC class numbers.
5. Use the relevant Dewey classification numbers if the remaining

relevant material is to be found.
6. An "IF-Scan" search by area code in DC is not recommended.
The fact that keyword searches were better than searches using a

classification system was not surprising. Material on a given geographic
area is not easily found on the shelf in any library. It is scattered because
other aspects of the material are highlighted and used for primary sub-
ject access. The subdivisions of subject headings, more than the geo-
graphic codes in DC, appear to provide access to some of this material.
To access the subdivisions, however, a catalog reco d must be in machine-
readable form and the programming system used for searching the records
must allow access to any word in the subject heading field, not just the
first word. MARC/DPS is such a system. Our results show that two
MARC I fields (title and subject) provide access to the relevant docu-
ments for arr area study search. Neither is sufficient alone.

We are not certain that our findings hold true for other kinds of
subject searches (e.g., biographical, poliiical, historical, literary). Much
more work along the lines described here will have to be done before the
class numbers (either LC or DC) on MARC records should be discarded
as subject acceis points in a mechanized retrieval system. Before we can
sa,y that the title and subject heading fields should be considered the
primary routes of subject access to library materials, someone will have
to test the entire system more rigorously than we have done here.
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ApprNotx

MIDDLE EAST SEARCHES

KEYWORD SEARCHES

Search Number zo6
Lr  DEAD & SEA(* r ) ;
Lz MOUNT & CARMEL(*r);
L3 TEL & AVIV(*r);
L4  IBN & SAUD(* r ) ;
L5  BENI  &  KURT(* r ) ;
L6 PALESTINE,ISRAEL,JORDAN,ARAB($) ;
L7 ANTIOCH,PALMYRA,SMYRNA,SUMERIANS,TYRE,UR;
L8 JEW($),JERUSALEM,BETHLEHEM,EMMAUS,MEGIDDO,NAZARETH;
L9 NEGEV,NEGEB,CAPPADOCIA,HEROD,HUSSEIN,JUDEA,

AFGHANISTAN;
Lro L6 & Tro(NOT SEN);
Lrr PERGAMON & T3o(NOT SEN);
LTz MEDINA,DARIUS,BAHRAMPOUR,ISMAIL,MAHMUD ;
L r 3 L r,Lz,L3,L4,L5,L7,L8,Lg,Lro,Lu,Lrz ;
LIST OFFLINE,TEXT,SUBJECTS;

Search Number zo7
Lr  MIDDLE & EAST(* r ) ;
Lz NEAR & EAST(*I);
L3  UNITED & ARAB(* I )  &  REPUBLIC(* I ) ;
L4 TURKEY,TURKS,CYPRUS,SYRIA,LEBANON;
L5 I RAQ, I RAN,PERSIAN, MESOPOTAM IA,EGYPT($) ;
L6  ASIA & MINOR(* I ) ;
L7 MOROCCO,ALGERIA($),TUNIS($),LIBYA,SUDAN ;
L8 ARMENIA, ISLAM($),BEDOUIN;
L9 EUPHRATES,ANATOLIA,ANKARA,ARARAT,ADEN, MOSQUE'

MUSLIM($);
Lro BABYLON($),KURDISH,KISH,BEIRUT,LEVANT;
Lr r Lr,Lz,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,L9,Lro;
LIST OFFLINE,TEXT,SUBJECTS;

L.C. SEARCIIES

Search Number zo8
Lr DSr($),DSz($),DSsrs($),DSrz6($),DSg8($),DS43.55,DS4a($),DSa8.F53'

DS+s($);
Lz DSsa($),D56z($),DS6s($),DS7o.6($),D57r.oz($),DS8o's($),DS8+($)'DS8s.T($);
L3 DSss($);
L4 Lr,Lz,L3;

LIST OFFLINE,TEXT,LCCALL;

DEWEY SEARCEES

Search Number zo9
Lr ers.6($),ess($),ss6($);
Lz Lr & T9z(SEN);

LIST OFFLINE,TEXT,DDCNO ;

"m-sceN" sEARcHEs

Search Number zro
ALLDROP;
LIST OFFLINE, TEXT, DDCNO;
IF DDCNO SC '56';
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LATIN AMERICA SEARCHES

"lr-scaN" sEARcHEs

Search Number zr3
ALLDROP;
LIST OFFLINE, TEXT, DDCNO;
IF  DDCNO SC'72 ' ;

L.C. SEARCII

Search Number zr4
Lr Fzo66($),Fzr3r($),Fzr6r($),F zt7 t(f i ) ,F zz6a(g),FzzZo($),Fzg8+($),FzSo8($);
Lz Fz5to($),Fz5zo($),Fe6zr ($),F2668($),F3o9+($),Fgtzo($),Fa+zq($),Fzgz6($) ;
L3 Lt,Lzl

LI'T OFFLINE, TEXT, LCCALL;

DEWEY SEARCH

Search Number zr5
Lr er7.z($),9r8($),szz($),s8($);
Lz Lr & T9z(SEN);

LIST OFFLINE, TEXT, DDCNO;

L.C. SEARCII

Search Number z16
Lr Frzo($) ,Frzr($) ,Frz3z($) ,Frz33(g) ,Frz34(g) ,Frz+(g) ,FrzZ6(g) ,Fr+o(g) ,

Fr+r(g) ;
Lz Ftq:($),Fr+s($),Fr++6($),Fr+6g(g),Fr5z6(g),Fr6o8(g),Fr6zr(g),Fr6tr(g);
Ls Fr7($),Fr869($),Fr8zz($),Frez4($),Fr9z8(g),FrsS8(g),Frq65($),Fzo+r($);
L4 Lr,Lz,L3;

LIST OFFLINE, TEXT, LCCALL;

KEYWORD SEARCHES

Search Number zr7
LT BOLIV($),GUIANA,GUYANA,BRAZIL,BRASIL,TRINI DAD,VENEZUELA,

HONDURAS,PANAMA;
Lz GUATEMALA($),SALVADOR,NICARAGUA,BERMUDA($),BARBADOS,

MARTINIQUE,LUCAYAN;
L3 PARAGUAY,AZTECS,MAYA($),HIDALGO,MORELOS,ITURBIDE,

JUAREZ,DIAZ,MADERO;
L4 GUEVARA,YUCATAN,PANAMERICANO,DARIEN ;
L5 Lr,Lz,L3,L4;

LIST OFFLINE, TEXT, SIJBJECTS;

Search Number zr8
Lr CUZCO,LIMA,ECUADOR,MONTEZUMA,BAHIA(g),PARA,JANEIRO;
Lz PARAGUAY,MONTEVIDEO,CHACO,ARGENTIN($),URUGUAY,

CORDOVA,CORRIENTES;
L3 PAMPAS,CHILE($),PERU,INCA,INCAS,NASSAU,CUBA($),HAITI,

HAVANA($),CASTRO;
L4 SANTIAGO,JAMAICA,HISPAN($),CARI BBEAN,GUADELOUPE,

REDONDA,ANDES,COLOMBIA($) ;
L5 Lr,Lz,L3,L41

LIST OFFLINE,TEXT,SUBJECTS;

Search Number zrg
Lr  WEST & INDIES(* r ) ;
Lz SPANISH & MAIN(fr);
L3 PUERTO & RICO(*I);
L4 SANTO & DOMINGO(*r);
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L5 DOMINICAN & REPUBLIC(*r);
L6 PUERTO & PRINCIPE(*r);
L7 SANTA & CLARA(fr);
L8 CANAL & ZONE({I);
Le SANTA & ANNA(*r);

Lro BAJA & CALIFORNIA(*r);
Lrr  RIO & GRANDE(fr ) ;
Lrz VERA & CRUZ(*I);
Lr3 SAN & JOSE(*I);
L r 4 L r,Lz,L 3,L 4,L 5,L6,L7,L8,L9,L r o,L r r,L r z,L t 3 ;
LIST OFFLINE, TEXT, SUBJECTS;

Search Number zzo
Lr AMERICA($);
Lz SPANISH & Lr(*r ) ;
L3 PAN & Lr(*r ) ;
L4 CENTRAL & Lr(gr);
L5 SOUTH & Lr( { r ) ;
L6 LATIN & Lr(*r ) ;
L7 MEXIC($);
L8 Lz &NEW(NOT SEN);
L9 EASTER & ISLAND(f r);

Lro BUENOS & AIRES(*r);
Lrr  CAPE & HORN(*r) ;
Lrz SANTA & CRUZ(*I);
Lr3 SAN & LUIS(*r);
Lt4 SANTA & FE(*r);
Lrs VIRGIN & ISLANDS(*r);
L r 6 Lz,L3,L 4,L5,L6,L8,L9,L r o, L I r,L r 2,L | 3,L r 4,L 1 S i
LIST OFFLINE,TEXT,SUBJECTS;
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Indexing a Classified Catalog
Cr-en-t IIovNn, Libr arian

Classification Section

Jewish National and fJniaersity Library
Jerusalem, Israel

The Jewish Nationol and [Jniuersity Library in Jerusalem has started
indexing its classified catalog for more efiectiae use. The classified
catalog brings together material lrom fiae difierent alphabetic catalog;s,
none of which includes subiect headings. Discussed are two indexes in
the social sciences. An area index contains listings of aII class numbers
containing publications dealing with the area. A subiect index includes
the subjects of the books in the collection as ueII as the subjects listed
in the schedules. Both indexes were begun on the basis of a review of
existing class cards and undergo continual reaision and expansion.

TTOLLOWING ACCEPTED EUROPEAN PRACTICE, the Jewish
I' National and University Library in Jerusalem has had a classified
catalog for some forty years. Only in the past five years, however, have
any attempts been made to provide indexes for this catalog.

By way of introduction, we may point out that the JNUL serves two
functions, as its name implies. It is, first, the national library, not only
of Israel but of the Jewish people; and second, the central library of the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem, the first and largest university in Israel.

Implementing its first function, the library classes its extensive

Judaica collection under its own special scheme which is equipped with
a detailed index. Based as it is on the library's own collection, with
additions made regularly as new class numbers are required, this scheme
and its index have proved to be quite effective bibliographic tools.

Difficulties have arisen mainly in connection with the library's second
function. With the rapid growth of the Hebrew University and the great
expansion in the scope of its book collection, librarians, as well as
students, faculty, and the public, have found the problems of retrieval
in its unindexed classed catalog increasingly formidable.

Function of the Classed Catalog

Before describing the indexes, some brief explanation may be useful
about the function and the structure of the JNUL classed catalog,
especially in view of the unfamiliarity with this type of catalog in the
United States. The main points to be understood are: first, class numbers
are assigned solely for the purpose of identification of subjects-they
have no connection with call numbers; and second, the classed catalog
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is the only (catalog) source for material by subject-there are no subject
headings in the alphabetic catalogs.

The classified catalog therefore provides a single center under a
neutral numerical basis for bringing together cards frorn all the alpha-
betic catalogs in a specified order of language under the class number.
The provision of an index to the classed catalog may answer some of the
criticisms made by propon€nts of the subject catalog.

C lassi.fication S che dules

Edition 16 of the Dewey Decimal Classi,fication is today the basic
scheme used by the Classification Section, but in some subjects (philos-
ophy, literature) Edition r4 has been retained and in some areas
(psychology, history) Edition r7 has been adopted. In medicine, law,
and public administration, rhe old UDC sysrem (the "Brussels" classifi-
cation) is used. As we pointed out above, Judaica has its own system,
and this is also the case with Islamic studies.

The various class schemes are, however, used consistently, without
overlapping, and only one particular schedule may be used for any
specific area. Thus, despite the multiplicity of schedules, there is only
one classified catalog.

In order to achieve grearer flexibility, within the limits of a classified
system, the stafi of the JNUL Classification Section has freely improvised
numbers using various techniques short of actually changing the num-
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bers in the schedules: by adding a letter to a class number (e.g., Small
groups psychology-3or.r58(S)); by joining two numbers using brack-
ets (e.g., Statistics for use in geography-3rr[gr]); by adding country
numbers in parenthesis after DC numbers (e.g., the petroleum industry
in the U.S.-gg8.z7 2.8(7 g ).

Thus in addition to the normal problems of retrieval experienced
within any single classification scheme, this proliferation and free adapta-
tion of systems has made the adoption of a unified index virtually
imperative.

Indexing

The JNUL collection, which was begun some eighty years ago,
numbers today about z,ooo,ooo volumes. Therefore, the work of index-
ing is being carried out simultaneously in various areas of the classified
catalog by the individuals responsible for classification in each subject
area. IJnfortunately, the work up to now remains largely uncoordinated
and forms only a small part of the work of several persons, each working
independently.

This article will describe two of the indexes in the field of social
sciences, which is the responsibility of the author. The indexes are by
area and by subject. Both were begun rerospectively, on the basis of
cards already in the catalog, and are now kept current with the new
books as they are classified.

Area Index

This was the first index undertaken, partly because of the specific
needs of many new area-oriented faculties (especially Asia-Africa
Studies) and partly because it was relatively easy to get under way. It
was initiated primarily to cover all the subjects in the social sciences
and has been subsequently expanded to include subjects in all fields
considered useful. The names of the areas and the subjects are in He-
brew; there is an index to area names in English. In the examples below,
we have translated from the Hebrew.

Starting with 3oo, all cards in the classed catalog were reviewed in
each class number and cards made out by the name of the area. Only
areas in modern history were included. For example, for 316.76r, a card
was made out and filed alphabetically:

Uganda
General statistics 3r6.76r

An authority card was made out for the subject and filed in numeri-
cal order:

3r . . . General statistics

The purpose of the authority card is to specify the designation of the
subject or subjects covered in the class number. This may not be identi-
cal with the term used in the DC schedule-in any case, it is in Hebrew.
Thus we avoid synonymous subject designations.
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As new books are classified, the index is expanded, at the discretion
of the classifier, by additions to (r) the areas covered, (z) the class
numbers included, and/or (3) the subjects covered under a specific class
number.

In cases where the class number is not subdivided by area, the class
number may also be included if the publication contains information
on a specific area. Thus, a publication on the cotton textile indusry in
India, which is classed 9g8.476.77r, without subdivision by country, is
included in the index as follows:

India
Cot ton textile industry: economics " y8.47 6.7 7 r

The small circle in front of the class number indicates that the number
is not area-divided, which means that the reader musr search through all
the cards in this particular class number (usually they are few) in order to
locate the book relating to the area that interests him.

The areas included in the index are those defined by the geographic
divisions of DC Edition q and comprise countries, continents, blocs
of countries, e.g., Eastern Europe, developing countries, Far East, in
addition to the individual countries. In some instances parts of countries
are indexed (e.g., Ukraine, Sicily); however, cities have thus far not
been indexed.

After a country is included in the index, a standard reference card is
inserted in the General Foreign Language catalog, under a subject list-
ing of the name of the country, as follows (this is, in efiect, an excep
tion to the rule of no subject headings):

Uganda
For listing of classed marerial
about this country see

i " . Jt::.T,li; f I #,",0**) r
fname of .oil.rtry (in Hebrew)]

The entries in the index for each area consist of the following:
r. Each area is preceded by a guide card which includes upward

see also references, e.g., "Material on Uganda is likely to be found also
in publications on East Africa."

z. The first card is standardized and has been Xeroxed in advance
for reasons of economy of time. It lists the four broadest subjects in order
of generalityi the number itself is listed, of course, only if material is
actually available. In the following example, all four class numbers are
found in the catalog:

Uganda
Geography & description 9r6.76r
History 967.6r
Culture 9or(676.r)
Society 3o9.r67.6r
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3. All subsequent cards are in alphabetical order of subject. Gen-
erally there is one number on each card, except where the first word
of the subject is identical. (This occurs more often in Hebrew than in
English, because the noun precedes the adjective.)

Uganda
Planning, economic a38.967.6 r
Planning, social 3o9.2(676. r)

The number of subjects under each area is open and unlimited in con-
trast to the indexing system of the Boston University Library which
adopted the limited LC subject listing under areas.*

There are no see or see also references among the subjects. Therefore,
in order to locate the class numbers of relevance to his search, the
reader, unless he is looking for something very specific and knows exactly
how it is expressed in the index, will find it most useful to read through
all the cards on the area. This may come to a considerable number in
areas like the U.S.A., Great Britain, or India. Under Uganda, at the time
of this writing, there were forty-six cards. However, because the practice
of classifying by the most specific number widely scatters much of the
material desired by persons studying areas, it is necessary to include each
number in the index. lfhus, for example, a reader interested in fiscal
problems of an atea, might be interested in publications classed in
"inflation," but it might not occur to him to look under that specific
heading.

Subject Index

The subject index for the social sciences was also undertaken ,first on
the basis of a review of all the cards in the classed catalog and is now
kept up to date by additions based on the ongoing classification of new
books. The procedure is as follows:

r. An authority card is made for each class number included. Each
card lists all the subiects covered in the class number, in Hebrew and
in English. For example,

323.2
Political struggles:

pol. sci.
Revolution: pol. sci.
Subversive activities:

IEquivalent
subjects
in Hebrew]

pol. sci.
Coup d'dtat: pol. sci.
Terror, political

z. Subject cards are then made out in Hebrew and in English on
the basis of the authority cards. These are afterwards edited to fit the

* Index to the Classed Catalog ol the Boston Uniaersity Libraries, a Relatiae lndex
Based on the Library of Congress Classtfication (zd ed., rev. and enl.; Boston: G. K.
Hall, 1964).
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style of a relative index such as DC, and, if changes are made, they are
made also on the authority card..

3-. On the whole, form divisions are disregarded,, with the exception
of those which actually designate subject ireas, such as, operaiions
research (. . . or8.4) or the class number 658.o18, which, as methodology
in management, includes specific known techniques. The authority caid
for the latter is as follows:

658.or 8
Management-scien tific

methods
Games: management
PERT
Program evaluation and

"", 

r"ut"* technique

Critical path method
Mathematical models:

D ".i,i #iil:3ff ilul,, ur.-".,,
- 1. Tl" same procedure is followed with regard to the special section

o{ the classed catalog which contains all the 
-material 

on israel (pales-
tine)' The-subject index to this material is prepared parallel to tLat of
the general subject index and the cards (of a differerit color, and with
the heading Israel on each card) filed afier cards on the same subject
in general. Thus, for example:

(White card)

BUILDING INDUSTRY

Accounting 657.869
Cooperative associations 334. r
Econornics 998.476.g
Management 658.gg
Safety g3 r .823[69]
Workers ffir.769
see also: HOUSING

(Yellow card)

ISRAEL

BUILDING INDUSTRY

Economics E 998.476.g
Workers E ggr.769

Wages E 33r.a86.9

The initial formulation of subject names owed a great deal to the
DC index. Frowever, as new terms appear in the literatirre and decisions
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are reached with regard to their place in the classification, these terms
hre added to the index. Of particular imPortance, of course, are the

subjects in the class numbers ldopted by u1 and not found in the DC

index.
Constant expansion and revision is required as class numbers are

revised.. In resp-onse to reader questions, cross-references and new sub-
jects are added steadily.

The index is located at pres€nt at the toP of the sectio-n of the

catalog containing the 3oos. It is planned to add another bank of card

cabinets ro the clissed catalog which will be used to bring together in

one place, although not initially in a single alphabet, all of the various

indexes scattered throughout the classified catalog. Ultimately, the aim

is to bring together all of the indexes in the various subjects into a

single unified file.
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The Indexin g of "The Reference Shelf"

JoHIv B. Wnrrn
Associate Professor of Library Science

N orthern Illinois Uniaersity
DeKalb, Illinois

The well-hnown H. W. Wilson Company publication called Tt'e Refer-
ence Shelf is partially indexed in many places, described in the article,
but nozohere completely so. The anornalous character of the publica-
tion and its treatment in libraries are discusserJ.

SMALL RED VOLUME on Federal Aid for Education which came
fl. into the writer's possession some years ago is a representative
example of the H. W. Wilson Company's series published under the
title of The Reference Shelf . Compiled in rg4r by Julia E. Johnsen, it
was volume 14, no. ro, of the series. In its e86 pages it reprinted 16
articles, 8 of them under the heading "General Discussion," 9 affirmative,
g negative, plus several pages of short excerpts under each of the three
sections. At the end of the book a convenient "summary of Arguments"
was given in r5 pages, followed by an exrensive Br-page bibliography,
likewise divided into general, affirmative, and negative.

The usefulness of these little books to debaters is evident at once,
even to those unfamiliar with the series. But not debaters only have
benefited from these handy compilations. The subjects of the volumes
are chosen for their timeliness. On the front endpapers of the book on
Federal Ai,d a list is given of the titles of the previous five years that
were still in print. Included were such topics as these: Western Hemi-
sphere Defense; Compulsory Military Training; The United States and.
War; Radio Censorship; Dictatorships as. Demouacies; Reo,rganiza-
tion of the Supreme Court; and other topics of paramount interest in
the years just prior to World War II.

In more recent years there have been numbers devoted to The
Water Crisis, Safety on the Road, Mental Health, The Peace Corps,
The Outlook for Youth, America's Educational Needs, and many
other important topics.

A west coast college library recently reported that it was assembling
and photocopying for its studenrs packages o{ articles on subjects of
current interest. The Reference Shelf does not and could not cover all
such topics. But for those it does cover, a library would do better to buy
the volumes and give them away. On the subjects chosen, no library
can do a job comparable to The Reference Shelf, in either content,
convenience, or cost.
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The front endpaper of this little book also carries a statement about

the indexing of ih6 series: "The Reference Shelf is indexed in the

Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature, Education Index, Industrial

Arts Index, Cumulative Book Index, and Book Review Digest"' This

statement provides the text for the present paPer.
1.he kiird of indexing referred to in thi3 siutement is not the thorough

and cornplete indexing that librarians have come to exPect from in-

dexes like t]ne Readers' Guide. It does not enable the user to locate a

specific article by a given author. It is, rather, indexing of the catalog

type, entering the books under author (compiler in this case), title,

and subject or subjects.
An unsuspecting user might thus have been misled, seeing The-

Reference Sietf in- the "List of Periodicals Indexed" at the front of

the Readerf Guide.The ry4r-4g cumulation of the Guide, for example,

states that volume r4, number 8, through volume 16, number 4, ry4r-
rg4g, arcindexed. This is ffue only in the limited meaning of the word'- -The 

user who might wish to locate a statement of the views of a

particular individual, such as John W. Studebaker, Samuel Brownell,

tVittium Munro, Senators Elb-ert Thomas and David Walsh-all of

them represented in this volume of. The Ref erence Shelf-would not be

helped by the Readers' Gttide. It has an entry for the _compiler 
(and

nine other of her compilations in the same series). It has, no doubt,

the appropriate subject entries: from the heading EDUSATIoN-FEDERAL
aro, which is not used, one is referred to rouceuoN AND srATE.

This is the same kind of general help given by the card catalog,

though the subject headings chosen may difier. At all events, when a

.pe.ih. statement is sought, a general index reference of this kind is

only an area hunting license.
inconsistencies in indexing are almost inevitable over a period of

time. It is in a spirit of appreciation of the wilson company's indexing

achievements, and not one of niggling cornplaint, that these observa-

tions are made.
The Readers' Guide subject-indexed each number of. The Reference

shelf under one or more appropriate general headings from the begin-

ning of the series in rgaz until 1953, after which it was dropped from

the"Guide. The early numbers do not, however, have entries under the

names of the compilers. Thus the work of Julia Johnsen, who edited

some of the numbers of the first volume, is not fully reflected in the

Readers' Guide.
Ttre Representatiae American Speeches number, which has been a

yearly feature of The Reference Shelf since rg38, was indexed in detail

in the Readers' Guide but only until r94o' It was picked up by the

Essay and, General Literature Index, another Wilson service, which in-

dexed it from 1946 to 1965. It is indexed completely, by authors and

subjects, in Speech Index, edited by Roberta Briggs Sutton- (New York:

The Scarecrow Press, 1966). This subseries is, apparently, the only

porrion which is given complete indexing. It has its own cumulative
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author- indexes, beginning in the lg3g-rq4o volume. The Wilson Com_
pany' by the way, should be credited-witl the first edition of sutton's
Speech Index, rggg.

The indexing of the series in Ind,strial arts Ind.ex and in Ed,uca-
tion Index is, understandably, confined to numbers dealing with sub-
jects that come within the special area covered by those indexes. 1ru-
dustrial Arts Index listed Thi Reference shetf in;ts ,'I-ist of periodicals
indexed" until ryg5. Education Increx puts selected numbers under
appropriate subject headings and, until ii became a subject index onlv,
under the name of the compiler. Thus the number on Fed,erar aid, forEducation is entered undei Johnsen and under the sublect headinq,
FEDERAL ArD FoR EDU.ATT.N. The volume is not analyzed. For example,
the article it contains by John w. studebaker is not entered under his
name- His speech, "Democracy Shall Not Be plowed Under," was in_
dexed ftom Edtr,cational Trends and vital sbeeches and the con-
densation in Agricultural Education Magazine. Education Ind.ex did.
not, however, pick up tlre fact that the spiech was reprinted. in volume
r4, number one, the r93g-lg4o ReprZsentatiae Atnerican Speeche.s
number of. The Ref erence Shelf , as noted in Read.ers' Guide.

No one would expect t]..e cumu,latiae Booh Index to do more than
catalog these books, listing them under author (compiler), title, sub_
jects, and series. But after i96z the series en*y does n* upp.u., though
individual numbers continue to be entered.

. .O"l endpaper quotation also srated that The Refere.nce Shelf is
indexed in the Booh Reaiew Digest. Some numbers were indeed found
described in BRD, b.ot Fecl,eral Aid was not one of them. Those founcl
in the volumes for rg4o to rg42 were identified by series titre but with-
out volume and number. No series title entry was given in the title
indexes for^those years, nor in the cumulated'title indexes for ryg7_4rand 194z-46. selective inclusion is in accord with the poricy ot"Eilb,
but the starement that it indexes The Reference shelf has to be seriously
qualified.

. 
rn the publisher's standard catarog series, the public Li,brary cata-

/og 
_(formerly the stanclard, catalog for public Libraries) evidently in-

cludes all numbers of rhe Referince shetf . The series listing in the
index 

-provides a list of all, numbers published during th! period
covered, with references to the class numbers under wliich they are
annotated. The senior High school Library catalog (formerly'stan-
dard catalog f or High school Libraries) similarly ri i ts'selected num-
bers.

- The publisher's Debate Index, which is itself a part of rhe Re-
ference shelf, includ,es it in its indexing. Again, this indexing is of the
catalog type, and does not provicle a.iess 1o the full autho"r and de-
tailed_ subject contenr of the series. rts infrequence of publication
(r96+ being the most recent) makes it of little herp in using the leries.

The* bibliographic conrenr of the series stfugests th1 wilson corn-
pany's Bibliographic Index as anorher upptou.tii" the subiects covered.
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BIP.
The American Book Publishing Record (Bowker) includes the

individual numbers, which can tre located under compiler or under

title, with the full bibliographic listing given under the apProPdate

have been a costly burden.
Part of the econorny was offset by the practice in most libraries of

putting a set of cards in its catalog for each number. Not content to rely

Ln the'various orher avenues, alf doing much the same job, catalogers

section.
on the other hand, for a library that uses the unit card it is staggering

to rhink of the number of series-title entries its catalog will contain. If

the unit card is not used for the series title, it is nevertheless necessarv
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this valuable series has not been given the bibliographic attention that

it merits.

occasion.
continued comprehensive indexing is essential. why not include

it in the So'cial Sci'ences and Humanities Index?
series listing in the wilson's own cumulatiue Book Index o]ught

to be resumed, and the gap bridged.
The publisher shoritd routinely include every numbet in his Booh

Reaiew bigest- Perhaps some stepPed-up publicity attending the publi-

cation of eich number and for the seriis-as a whole would gain wider

recognition for it.
B-owker's attention should be drawn to its omission from important

bibliographies and trade tools published by that company.. The series

listingi biief ttrough it is, should be restored to the title section of Books

in Pint.It oughito be in Ulrich's or in lrregular Serials, whichever is

more appropriate.
Th; 

-finil 
recommendation is no doubt asking too much of the

publisher. For many years ten numbers a yeai were issued; recently,

only six. The number of possible subjects, however, has not declined-

far from it. Many subjects previously dealt with need updating. It is

in tribute to a fine publishing project that one ventules to suggest an

expansion once again to ten, or even more, numbers Per year'
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Worn Book Checklist for
Academic Libraries

Lrs MarrrsoN, Director
Bemidii State College Libraries

Bemidji, Minnesota

Dech_i,ons on the disposition of worn boohs from a library collection
should be based on systematic eaaluation. Since each aolurne is unique
and its condition subiect to ma,ny aariables, a chechlist of questions to
be asked in sequence is ofiered. It d.ifferentiates between ilicisions that
may 

.be made by clerhs and those that may need the eualuation of a Ii-

HEN BOOKS IN POOR PHYSICAL CONDITION come to the
Y Y attention of a librarv staff member. thev reouire evaluation as to

whether they should be rebound, withdrawn, r'eplaced, microfilmed,
treated as rarities, ignored, or given minor repairs and kept in circula-
tion. Making the decision should take into account a number of variables.

A worn volume might be inexpensively replaced rather than rebound
if the title is in print or a revised edition is available. Or the library may
have several other copies or editions which are sufficient to fill the need.
The copy in question could, and likely should, be withdrawn.

But, for lack of a procedure, worn books may be set aside "until later"
(sometimes much later) when a bemused "off the top of the head" con-
sideration of the book's condition and its place in the library's collection
may or may not result in a decision based on sound academic values. Or,
for lack of a procedure, unneeded books may be autornatically mended or
rebound. Or, equally wasteful, an old book valuable for its cover or for-
mat may be ruined by routine binding.

A checklist of significant considerations, arranged for decisions in a
sequence order, simplifies and regularizes the evaluation process. The
checklist printed here was developed in the Circulation Department of
the University of Minnesota Libraries. With adaptations it has also been
used in the S5,ooo-volume Bemidji State College Library.

The form permits most of the routine decisions to be done by a clerk,
passing on the less frequent but more difficult problems to a librarian
whose critical evaluation is also aided by the list which helps him apply
the criteria and reach a decision. While the form serves as a training aid,
it also encourages the recording of decisions on the form which, kept
with the book, explains its status, and reduces the need to evaluate the
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book again. With the checklist, decisions may also be quickly reviewed

should this become desirable.
Divided into two parts, the checklist would have routine decisions

made by clerks and reier special problems-to librarians conversant with

the library's objectives, the'scope'of its collections, and the intricacies of

bibliography and the book trade'
Th"e device is offered for others to adapt' It has been on mimeo-

graphed 8y2" x rr" sheets with part II on the verso of Part I' All the

i"nformation- about the book is thus available. The sheet may be folded

lengthwise to protrude from the book or folded across the width to tuck

into the book.

WORN BOOK CHECKLIST PART I DATE:

OUESTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED BY THE CLERK:

CALL NO.

A. Is this an early imprint, special edition, unusual binding' signed' or otherwise

unusual?
Yes _-. Refer to librarian.
No -.

B. How many other copies does the library have?

On the shelf? --. Charged out? --. Lost?

Are there enough to fill the demand without this copy?

Yes -. Withdraw this coPY.
No -.

C. Book needs only
duplication.
Yes -. Order
No -.

slight repairs or replacement Pages available through

needed pages -. RePair Rebind-'

D. Likely in print? (Check BOOKS IN PRINT)'

Yes -. Reorder.
No -.

E. Is condition of the book good enough to stand rebinding?

Yes-. Rebind.
No -. Paper too brittle or margins too narrow'

DECISION: Iietain Withdraw Refer to librarian

By

WORN BOOK CHECKLIST Part II DATE:

QUESTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED BY LIBRARIAN:

A. is the form or content significant enough to justify keeping this copy in

our collection?
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Yes -. Keep this copy in a portfolio or box -.
On open shelves

. On restricted shelves.
No -. Withdraw this copy.

B. Contenr available in variant edition. Yes _. No _
C. Content available in variant form? Yes No _.

Microfilm Microprint _. Microfiche __.
Facsimile reprint
Vendor:

D. Copy available on second hand market? Yes _-_. No
Vendor:

DECISION: Retain Withdraw this copy
Reorder as checked above _.
By
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Library Services to University Branch
Campuses: The Ohio State Experience

C. Jaurs Scnl.rot
H e ad, U n der graduate Librarie s

Er,q.rxr K. Resr
Head, Regional Compu.ses Technical Seruices Diuisiotl'

1o'*'l?*uo*o
Inf ormati'on S^tstems Librarian

Ohi; Stuk (Jniuersit lt

Columbus,  Ohio

The Ohio State (Jniaersity Main Library acquires and processes boohs,
on a cost-supported contract basis, for each of fou,r regional campus un,'
dergraduate libraries. The system (a) accepts LC carcls in full, reuising
only edition; (b) uses a combined requisition and ord.er form; (c) pre-
catalogs, using OSU Libraries' Iarge public catalop; and proofslip fiIe;
and (d) organizationally combines acquisition and cataloging functions.
Results inclucle (r) drasticall.y reduced cycle time, dependent on dealer
deli,uery time; (z) reduced processing cost ($r.4o/ztolume); (j) reduced
original cataloging (5 percent of boohs receiued). The article describes
requirements, rationale, and procedures, and di.agrams procedural flow.

rF HE PAST DECADE has been one of incomparable growth in
I higher education. In addition to exponential increases in enroll-

ments, library budgets and collections have also grown, causing an in-
crease in the kinds and complexity of problems in library service. One
facet of this growth has been the development of regional camPuses
o branches of universities. Many institutions reached what they felt
was the maximum enrollment for their central or main campuses. The
numeric definitio'n of this "saturation point" varied, but the trend
toward creation of regional or branch campuses as an alternative was
frequently used, especially by publicly supported universities.

The relationship which a branch campus has with its parent insti-
tution varies widely, as for example the relationship among the nine
campuses in the University of California system or the many units in
the State University of New York compared with the loose affiliation
of Oakland University with Michigan State University. In each case,
when the relationship was devised, whatever its form, consideration
had to be given to state laws and regulations, political climate and
public opinion, geography, and population. This paper is a description
of the relationship between Ohio State University and its four regional
campuses with special reference to library services. In establishing the
regional campus library/main library relationship, we have developed
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some quantitative data on technical services which may be useful in
othel circumstances. It iS also apparent that errors made in our plan-
ning are ones which,-because of this experience, can be avoided by
others faced with similar problems.

Ohio State University is a land-grant institution founded in 1869
with an enrollment currently exceeding 4o,ooo students on its central
campus. The university is organized into seventeen instructional units:
sixteen colleg;es and the graduare school. One of these colleges-Uni-
versity College-has as part of its mission the creation, development,
and coordination of regional campuses. Fulfillment of this mission was
guided by two policies imposed from ourside the university:

r. Regional campuses or branches of state-assisted universities in
Ohio receive their financial assistance directly from the state
legislature, and these funds can be spent only at the specific
branch for which they are appropriated.

z. According to the master plan for higher education, regional
campuses or branches of state-assisted universities are to offer the
first two years of baccalaureate studies in the liberal arts until
the enrollment at any branch reaches 5,ooo students. At that
time a branch will become a separate state-assisted institution.

The effect of these two policies was to create campuses which, although
fiscally independent, would nevertheless be dependent upon the re-
sources of the central campus until at least rg85.

I. Administration of Library Setwices
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first step toward solutions to these problems was taken when the Dean
of University College and the Director of Libraries agreed that the
University LibrarieJ would assume full and complete administrative
responsibility for library services and operations at each branch campus,
which were to be funded at a specified level by University College'
The funds to be provided were established by a series of ,formulas
which outlined size of professional and clerical staff, book budget, sup-
plies and equipment 6udgets, and student wages budget. A- campus
director man *itfr the approval of the Dean, provide funds in excess
of the formula amounts (and some have), but in no case may a library's
budget be cut below the formula level. It has been intere$ting to note
that since July r, 1967, when the agreement went into eftect, no camPus
has had a l-'ibrary fuaget less than 4.5 percent of its total camPus budget'
This compares-favoribly with the ALA Standards for Junior College
Libraries which suggest 5 percent.

The responsibility foi implementing this agreement ,was - assigned
to the head of Ohio State University's Undergraduate Libraries. Prior

to this agreement the Undergraduate Libraries Office had been con-
cerned solely with service to the over 3o,ooo undergraduates on the

central campus. Ffowever, given the nature of these camP-uses as pri-
marily lowei-division undergraduate units, it seemed logical to central-

ize responsibility for library service to all undergraduates.
Tlie Undergraduate Libraries Office, then, serves as the coordinating

agency for regional campus libraries. Budgets are developed through
tiis oifice based on data ind enrollmenr projections from the Dean of

University College. Library faculty members assigned to these camPuses
are evaluatea ana recommended'for promotions in rank, tenure, and
raises through this office. Interlibrary loan requests are handled through-
this office, is is all other interlibrary communication. The head of

Undergraduate Libraries chairs a monthly meeting of the head librar-
ians from each campus and their stafis which serves as a regular and

permanent forum for discussing problems of mutual interest.

IL Operation of Library Seraices

The first priority after July r, 1967, was to PrePare a procedures

manual. The 
-agreement 

between University College and the Libraries

was based on the assumption that acquisitions and cataloging for

regional campus libraries would be done by existing -dePartments 
in

th"e main libriry. Each campus would then reimburse the main library

on a cost per volume basis. Fully processed books and sets of catalog

cards werd to be trucked weekly to each campus. Serials would be

ordered centrally but received directly by each camPus and claimed as

needed by each campus. Binding was to be done by the university

Libraries contract binder on a dropshipped basis.
when the first procedures manual was drafted covering these and

other points, the fun began. within six months it became clear that

the syitem as planned cost more than the Libraries were being reim-
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r. Raise reimburs6ment rate to equal processing costs.
z. Revise procedures in existing deparlments.
3. Create a new department.
4. Contract with a commercial firm.
5. Contract with the Ohio State Library Catalog Cenrer.
6. Allow each campus to do its own processing.

The first alternative was rejected because reimbursement at the actual

processing sgrvjces with a commercial firrn or create a separate technical
services unit for these libraries which could operate within the cost
limits imposed. Although we had a quotation fiom a commercial firm
which was comparable to the reimbursemenr rate, we were convinced
that we could perform these services at a lower cost per volume and
with a shorter processing cycle time. So, on February rz, 1968, the

\gqTut lampuses Technical Services Division (RCTSD) 
- 

of the
Ohio State University Libraries began operations.

III. Technical Seraices for Regional Campus Li,braries

The design of the system and procedures for RCTSD proceeded
from the requirement for lower costs and was based on two assumptions:
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l. That lower-division undergraduates do not require as much de-

tailed cataloging data at thut produced for graduate students

and faculty it.itb.tt. Reduced ittention to detail was expected

to result in lower processing costs.
z. Simplifying procedures and eliminating overlapping oPerations

could cut costs and shorten cYcle times.

we visited the cataloging center operated by the ohio state Li-

brarv. and the head of nCfSl made a second and longer visit to

obseive these routines in detail. The first economy in our system was to

accept available cataloging without change. We established two initial

,or.i., of catalog datal tf,e I-C proofslip file maintained by the OSU

Libraries catalog*Department, ana osu-Libraries' own^public catalog.

After a few moiths,^ RCTSD's own "official catalog" file became the

third source of catalog data. Any item without catalog copy from these

sources is cataloged 6y the head of RCTSD-a professional cataloger

purloined from the existing Catalog Department.' 
we agreed that LC copy (including the LC-assigned_LC call num-

ber) wou"ld be accepted ln'rutt, when available. osU Libraries have

bee'n using LC cardi for many years, and this offered a high-assay lode

of. LC .oply. W. also agreed that if LC copy were- not available for an

item, OSIJ'Libraries copy and call number would be accepted in full,

again when available. Since OSU Libraries have been stringently fol-

lo:wing LC cataloging practice, this offered another source of highly

acceptable catalog data.
Wh"r,"o". LC copy was found in OSU's catalog (i'e', a-printed LC

card), the call numb6r assigned to books processed by RC,TSD would be

that assigned by LC rathir than by OSU. ft was expected that this

would. r."d.,." pioblems of call number conflict in the future. Under

current practic;, however, by searching the RCTSD catalog file first'

it is likely that few conflicts of this nature (between OSU's and LC's call

numbers) will be found.
Since we would accePt all call numbers as assigned by LC, we had

to develop some method for assigning classification numbers to those few

titles requiring original cataloglng. The method used is an arbitrary

symbol ptu."a"ut tf,e end of the Cnttet number, e'g., LB zgoS A64x;
.ix" was'chosen to minimize the chances of such a number ever being

used by I-C.
A second major economy in the system design is a simplifi"9- up:

proach to ordering. The requisition and the order forms were combined

into one 5-part folm which is completed by each camPus library' Four

cOpies urJ,"nt to RCTSD, which iends two copie_s_ to a vendor; one is

requested to be returned by the vendor. One is filed in the order file

by title, and one is kept oni for searching. Orders are not verified prior

to ordering since we were convinced that most vendols can identily

a book wiihout reference to librarians' official main entries. The re-

latively low number of wrong books received (none of which has been
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from the vendor.

TABLE 1
LBNcrn or CycrB (rN cer,nNnAR or,vs, Jur,.re, 196g)

Prior to RCTSD
Q/r/67-rz/3r/67) AfteTRCTSD (r/r/65-) Improvemenr

High
Low
Median
Mean

268
6r

r92
r89

(N :  8z)

r84 days
zg days
74.57o
n.o7o

369
24
8 z . s
94.8

,1 Although we have not studied the matter in detail, we also feel that labeling an
order "rush" does not significantly increase the speed with which a vendor fills
the order.
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84
32
49
5 r

( N  :  r r z )

TABLE z
LBNcrn or.Cvcr,B (rn Cer_rwoen De.vs, Jur_v, 1969)

Improvement over t967

Ifigh
Low
Median
Mean

ror days
f,/ days
57 iVo
49 77o



tions, the estimated dollar value of orders placed in excess of funds

was increased from ro Percent to 25 Percent, and finally to 33ys Per-
cent. Third, the book iontract was revised to specify a minimum of

one delivery per week.
Thus far ihe costs for RCTSD have not been calculated using time

equipment, and travel, and then divide by the projected mrmber of

lrolnmes to determine charge per volume. The initial per-volume pro:

cessing charge to the .umprrses of $z.or per volurne has been reduced

to $r.4o based on this method. The steps followed for each camPus can

be expressed in the formula

( r - s ) -g - t t c :N ,whe re :
(P+C)

T = Total book budget
S = Cost of current subscriptions
P = Average net purchase price per volume
C = RCTSD processing charge Per volume
N = Net funds available for purchase of books

after estimated processing costs have been allowed

RCTSD maintains statistics showing the number of employees at

work each day expressed in terms of full-time employees (FTE) and
decimal fractions thereof. This is averaged each month and the avefage

divided into total volumes produced that month. The result is what
we call our production rate. Table 3 shows the production rate since
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TABLE 3
PnonucrroN RerB

Total Vols. Avg. FTE Vols. FTE %+.
t968 March

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1969 January
February
March
April
May
June

I 3 I 9
t968
485
r788
r934
r  r r4
ro67
r244
944

ro63
r574
r256
r r 2 7
2Ogr
r507
750

5 . 3
6 . 7
a i

7 . 3
7 8
6 . 6
5 . o
4 . 4
4 . 6
4 . o
4 - 6
4 . 9
4 . 7
5 . o
4 7
4 . 3

249
294
325
245
248
r69
2t3
283
205
265
342
256
240
4 r 8
32r
r70

* r 8 .  r
+ ro .5
-24 .6
- f  t . z
- 3 r  . 9
l z 6 . o
+ 3 2 . 9
- 2 7 . 6

+ 2 4 . 4
i z g . o
- 2 5 . o
-  6 . 7
+74.o
- 2 3 . 2
- 4 7 . 4

2313r

the beginning of RCTSD. These figures reveal obvious fluctuations in
production rate, the peaks marking months of steady employment and
the valleys denoting months when students were not working because of
exams, vacations, and so forth, or months when the delivery of books
from vendors lagged behind production. We have discovered that the
use of production rate as an index has two serious deficiencies: it is not
comparable to other data available in library literature, and it does
not pinpo,int bottlenecks in the system. Flowever, as a gross measure,
the production rate index does reliably reflect the output we can expect
from the system. With the evidence of data colleited over sixieen
months, we can arrive at dependable projections of output for future
fiscal years. We are currently projecting an annual production rate of
3,o3o volumes per FTE, and have set as an immediate goal a ro percent
increase in that figure.

that its performance would
through June 1969 is shown

When RCTSD was created, we agreed
be evaluated after one year. Data collected
in Table 4.

IV. Conclusions

IhS problems of developing library services at regional campuses
of Ohio State lJniversity have been challenging and stlmulating. As a
result of this experience, the authors have come to share some skepti-
cism regarding automation of technical services in libraries. We areln-
clined to the view that simplifying manual systems may be more benefi-
cial in many libraries than mechanization of those sysrems. Such a
view inevitably clashes with the accumulared mystique of tradition and
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TABLE 4
SuMMlnv TesI-e

Total Total
Vols. Titles Vols./Title

OSU or
LC Titles

Original
Cataloging %%

1968 February
March
April
May
June
Julv
August
September
October
November
December

1969 January
February
March
April
May
June

Summary

992 613
r 3 r 9  r r r r
1968 rS34
2385 zz66
1778 r52o
1934 16o8
r r14  ro42
10,67 toz6
1244 1176
944 768

ro63 989
1574 r4 r7
1256 1224
r r27  932
2o9r 1723
r5o7 1458
750 q4

t . 6 z
| . 1 9
r . z 8
r  . 0 5
r . 1 7
r , 2 0
r . o 7
r  .04
r 0 6
r . 2 3
r . 0 7
I . I I

r 0 3
t 2 l

|  . 2 1

r  . 0 3
I . 1 8

J / J

to6z
r522
2047
r476
I  55 I
970
954

r r05
74r
968

r407
r  r6 r
85a

r655
r 38r
6 tz

% 8
s 5 . 6
99 .2
9 0 3
9 7 . r
9 7 r
9 3 . r
93  .o
94.o
96.5
9 7 . 9
99.3
94.9
9 r  . 5
96. r
94 .7
96.  5

3 8  '  6 . 2
4 9  4 4
1 2  o 8

2 r 9  9 7
4 4  2 9
5 7  2 9
7 2  6 . 9
7 2  7 . o
7 1  6 . 0
2 7  3 5
2 1  2 . 1

r o  o . 7
6 3  s . 2
7 9  8 . 5
6 8  3 . 9
7 7  5 3
2 4  3 5

24r r3  2 ro4r I . 1 5 95.2 loo3 4 . 8

with the professional preoccupation with detail often plevalent in

technical iervices. Such a view also clashes with the theory that it

is easier to bypass this mystique via automation and to eliminate the

human effort riquired to answer questions of value and judgment' The

latter, while tempting, seems to ,rJ like pulling a Conestoga wagon with

will always be necessary, but its duration and the number of problems
discovered during it can both be greatly reduced by the record and

we had hoped. It is clear, however, that RCTSD has processed more
materials at a lower unit cost with shorter cycle times than would have
been the case with any of the other available alternatives. If delivery
of materials from vendors could be increased, the cycle time could be
further reduced. But that is another storv.
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Search Catal.ogs
Copy cdds ,
type label

(see Chart  2)

Search sl i
for t l t les

qrpe ailded
e D t r i e s ;
apply spine
Label
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(Approx. 3og

(Approx .30?
found )

( A p p r o x . 3 f t

N o t e :  F i l e s  a r e
searched ln order
of preferred data
r a c h e r  t h d  i n
order of mogt
product ive "f ind"
r a t e .
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sl lp f i le

Search for
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oSUrs pubf lc

Re-f1l .e
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i n  f l l e s
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Dewey and Religion

those such as:

263 Sabbath. Lord's DaY' SundaY
.7 OPening libraries and museums'

cers, a right to keep company with ladies.' "3

Despite lprobibly because of) this reliqious orientation,. numerous

attacks^have"been made on the Decimal system, emphasizing its deficien-

cies and faults for the classification of religious books. To what extent

have these charges been justified?

Inadequacy for Large Collections in Religion

been shot at frequently. For the field of religion one representative

comment is: "Hinduism and Confucianism, which number their devotees

Rosrnr N. Bnoenus
Professor of Library Science

N orth ern Illin ois U niuersitY
DeKalb, I l l inois
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by the million, are still on a lever with minor presbyterian sects."e rhe
criticisms are justified, b-ul rhg-lport never had much'poiat, ,irr.. Dewey
himself was well aware of the difficultv.

^ 
Th,: surprising part is rhat so many theological libraries use the DC.

According to Kortendickro more American catholic l ibraries use DC than
.'€ any other system, though many of these have, of course, made exten_

sive modificarions. Since- irost speciarists in other discipl'ines consider
P:*"I 

inadequate for their o*.r fi"rdr, the compraints'of theological
librarians on this score are not unique. rt must be remembered. that the
original purpose of the scheme rur'to serve not large specialized collec-
tions, but one college library.

T he P erhins-Schw artz,, Due t,'

other attacks on the DC have been based on the religious point-of-
view of Dewey as a person. one of the most vicious denunciations ever
made of an-y-library classification system was that by Frederic B. perkins
and-Jacob schwartz in r886, the year followins pubiication of the second
edition.ll Both men were associated closery *:iiir l"*"y ur-orr. time or
another, and each had by this time fashioned a crassificition plan of his
own. (schwartz' scheme, remodered several times, was srrrely Lne of the

f man.) In a long bill of parriculars,

ch, with surprising ingenuity, Mr.
his scheme." They referred particu_
sm and Supernaturalism under .,De-

heresY'ra
Ls wise to ignore the first charge (it
r batting back the accusation of Uig_
laining:

To hav omitted Arian heresy so generalry known by that name wourd certainlyhave aro-used- sharp criticism.frori u -rr.h rarger class. we tried io lgrror. p".-sonal.beliefs in assigning ropics, but as ofren h"appens if there ate but"two horns
to a dilemma, we just take one and let the othei iide abuse us for it. It,s merely
choosing whose abuse to endure.14

Roman Catholic

icular church organizations have
.ng unnecessary bias. Roman Catho_
rts than has any other group. For
, be the conception of the ihurch
1, "Catholics do nor look upon the
t-Reformation rimes, but rather as
and continuous from it."r5 Kapsner
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found similar fault with the A'L'A. Ct

of the Catholic Church as being but c

of the Christian faith. . . . To a Cath
basic conviction." (He also spoke dir

article.)16 Since many churches feel t
obvious that no one classification ca
two of them) on this point.

Hagler Jorrt.rrd.d that Dewey's arrangement of the zoos is unsuitable

for Ca?frotics, as well as for some other Zhurches, because it reflects the

compiler's understanding of religion as a subjective and,not a dogmatic

.*pdrierrce. He put it frinkly when he went on to say' "No system can

cla'ssify religioui materials without some evident and- planned bias."r?

Sister Norberra acknowledged that no modification of Dewey will ever

be acceptable to all religions.ls
The active interei taken by catholic librariansls caused many

.t utg., in the rTth edition, but Father Cook still looks for the day

.,. . . when the DDC ,"., h, to assign the catholic Liturgy its own 'specific

elements'!"m

Christi,an Science

Because Dewey spent so much time in Boston' his handling 
"-t F"

christian science *oo"-"rrt was curious. Even as late as the sixth editiotl

CInri no p1".. had been made for this group in the 2oos' but the index

:;;fi'..Chfi;it"" r.i"rr." therapeutics" r"f'"tt.d rhe user to 6r5.85r, "Mind

Cure. Influence o[ mind on^ body" under medicine' In r9o5 a letter

directed to the cataloging section of the American Library Association

by u ,ep."r"ntative of'the'Christian Science Publication Committee for

ClUtorrli" insisted (persuasively if a bit over-piously) that bo,oks on this

Jigi"nt body be iiarsed .,td". Christianity'2l In later editions this

.t u?cn has been pt"."J in 289, "Other Denominations and Sects [of

Christianity]." Fremont Rider, 
"ho*.u"', 

could not let the matter droP'

In rgro he'irad to take a jab: "The average scientist: . '  Ttq-h,t 
look on

Chriitian Science as a 'manifestation of mind' deserving of no place at

all fin the classification tables]."22

Mormonism

In another strange decision, the
ism" with "non-Christian Religions"
time the church had been known Ie

of the Latter-Day Saints"' It remai:
century, during which time the zgos
urra Oi6", nitigions." Not uniil the twelfth edition (tgz7) was this

church placed utiottg "Christian Sects" by being made s89'3''3

Judaism

Thetreatmentof theJewishre l ig ionintheDChasvar ied,nota lways
in the direction of improiement. In19r4 Walker complained that Dewey
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should not-have. placed-it,merely among non-Christian religions. Such
treatment, he said, overlooks the fact thit Judaism, too, is 6ased upon
the Bible.2a He suggested rhe arrangemenr:

Bibte

Judaism and Christianity

Judaism
Christianity

Summary
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always unsatisfactory to most users, but its faults are likely to be magni-

fied when it is examined by religionisrs. on the whole then, it seems fair

to conclude that the Decimal Ciassification's sections devoted to religion

have stood up reasonably well against charges of opponents'

r. Lydenberg, H. M. "Dewey, *.t''::;;;; rv of american Biographv'vol' XXI'

P.24r.
z. b.rr.y, Melvil. ,,Decimal Classification Beginnings," Li.brary Journal 45:r5l (r5

Feb. rgzo).

3. Kephait, Ilorace. ..Classification." U.S. Bureau of Education. Papers Prepared' for
" 
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lss and the
Note

r-Century Thinking-
SroNry L. JacrsoN, Professor

School of Library Science
Kent State Uniaersity, Kent, Ohio

, 
* Adapted from a work in progress, on the history of libraries and librarianship in

the West.
** versuch eines vollstiind,i,gen Lehrbuchs des Bibliotheh-wissenschaft; Munich-

Lindaq Hefte r-3, r8o8-ro; nejt 4, rgzg. The title means,..An Atrempt at a Compre-
hensive Text on Library Science.,'
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a subject, he explains, by asking four questions:

What is the actual subject the work treats?

i;iiinit ;ti d'er eigintliche Gege,nstand',- den- dieses werk behandelt?")

Under what name will one ordinarily look it up?
(:iitu welchem Namen wird ian d'iesen Gegenstand gemeiniglich

suchen?")
3. Under wLat other labels can the same thing also be sought? 

-,- ̂ -^" (;,nt* uelchen anderen Benennungen kann deiselbe eben souohl

gesucht werden?")
4. is rhis subject not so closely related ro several others rhat one of them

cannot really be treated aPart from the rest?
(,,Ist itieser'Gegenstanrl iirht *it eini.gen andern Gegenstiinde-n so nahe

)erwantlt, dass"einer d,erselben ohne d.in and,ern nicht uohl abgehand'elt

werden hann"; II: t43)

reliance on key words in titles with

, Citing "On the Sale of Goods from

rkauf der Waaren aus einem hYbo'

rw useless it would be to draw the

common usage, he adds; it is too t

ignorance. He does not mention the (- 
Usage also brings uP the questi(

towardJ Latin, but Schrettinger th

l .
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He simply pleads for consisrency.
Where subjects overlap one should use the most exact term, or the

Schrettinger's ideas were not very popular, partly because he was so
earnest and,argumentative. He says in the preface that he had to pay
for the publication of his second volume hirnself. one hopes ttrai is
the least of the lessons taught!
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Dr. S. R. Ranganathan
PeulrNn Atunn:row, Associate Prof essor

School of LibrarY Science
Syracuse UniuersitY
Syracuse, New York

The Margaret Mann Citation
in Cataloging and Classification
is auarded in tgTo to S. R.
Ranganathan for his Colon Clas-
sificatton uhich has ProfoundlY
influenced, tnod.ern classifi'cation
theory and research through its

faceted analysis techniques, lor
his works on the princiPles and
structure of the classi'fied and
the dictionary catalog, and lor
a lifetime of signal deaoti'on to
the advancement of  l ibrarY sci '
ence.

who know the importance of these laws on every continent and in most

every country where there is to be a philosophy of library service and

development.

The Fiue Laws of Library Science
r. Books are for use
z. Every reader his book

3. Every book itsreader

4. Save the time of the reader

5. A library is a growing organism
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The explication and amplification of these statements by teachers in
library science classes also help to perpetuate his teachings because
these words stir students to think of and believe in library seruice above
library uork as their life goal. Few writers have caught the essence of
librarianship in such few words and have been as eloquent as Dr. Ran-
ganathan has in his several lecture tours around the world in the past
forty years. His devotion to librarianship has led him to consider every
facet of work in his native India, in England and America, and on the
European continent. His many achievements, honors, and triumphs are
comprehensively treated in a Festschrift volume entitled Li,brary Science
Today (edited by P. N. Kaula, published in 1965). Colleagues, friends
and students contributed reminiscences, documentaries, and evaluations
of Dr. Ranganathan's works and life. This 832-page volume was a great
tribute to a great man on his seventy-first birthday, on August 12, rgiz.
To read it in its entirety is an awesome task, but to sample it and get the
measure of the man causes one also to stand in awe, for this man has
accurately been described as the Yogi of librarianship (i.e., a person
who has completely yoked himself to the object of achievement).

With such far-ranging interests as adult education and library
administration, library research and scientific information, you might won-
der why and when Dr. Ranganathan could focus on the field of catalog-
ing and classification. His early training in mathematics and close asso-
ciation with Berwick Sayers may be the answer, but a deeper reason may
be that he saw the need for librarianship to have a firmer theoretical base
in an area where its greatest and most original contribution lay: the
bibliographical organization of knowledge. As early as rgz4 he felt this
need, and he has worked continuously on it ever since.

Here then is where we would like to focus our attention in order to
see how much more clearly we do see our role because of the writings
and guidance of S. R. Ranganathan. He has stimulated generations of
librarians to think logically and rationally about their work. He has
devised ways of guiding our thinking. Combining scholarship and teach-
ing, he laid the foundation for a new type of librarian, one who could
design and build, analyze and synthesize, as well as follow in a great
tradition. His Classified Catalogue Code and Colon Classification show
his great care for detail, while at the same time they show his wide per-
spective and grasp of the function of cataloging and classification.

The many canons, postulates, and principles which he has enunciated
in his Prolegomena to Library Classificatio'n, and in the hundreds of
articles he has published, serve as documentation of the deep thought
he has given to the foundations of our work. The third edition of the
Prolegomena, just recently published, brings together his chief contribu-
tions in this area: the concepts of facet analysis, phase analysis, zone
analysis, the levels of work in classification, chain procedure, diverse
devices, and depth classification, to mention only a few.

His influence has been felt in his native land to such an extent that
he is called "The Father of the Library Movement in India," but his
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work on the international level for UNESCO and FID have probably
brought him the most fame in the United States. His critical appraisals
of existing cataloging codes and classification schemes prevent us from
ever looking at any of them as "sacred cows" again. The FID Study Com-
mittee for Classification Research under his direction in the early years
served to focus attention on the need for international conferences on
this important subject-at a time when traditional librarians looked on
this arei as the scientists looked on physics at the end of the nineteenth
century. From such meetings came a growing awareness of the immense
amount of work that needs to be done to bring our theories and practices

computers. This has been possible because he has stressed the fundamen-
tals underlying the intellectual processes we are tryin€i to perform.

In time and space his work outdistances most;
In personality he has no living equal;
In energy he knows no limit, working Past the point of exhaustiotr

for most;
In matter, the scales would indicate great weight'

Dr. Ranganathan's life and works mark him as :r great benefactor to
library science.

P. K. Garde, left, accepts the Margaret Mann Citation for S. R. Ranga-

nathan from C. Sumner Spalding, chairman of the Margaret Mann Com-

mittee, and Esther D. Koch, chairman of the RTSD Cataloging and

Classification Section.
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John B. Corbin
Menv PouNo

Chit:f Catalog Librarian
Uniuersity of Texas

Au,sti,n, Texas

Texas, His interests reflect unusually uell the concerns ol the person in whose name
this auard has been created, and hi.s contributions exhibit the high stand.ards of con-
ception and, performance that uere hers.

The Esther J. Piercy Award is presented to John R. Corbin, lefr,
by Carlyle J. Frarey, chairman of the Piercy Award Jury, RTSD.

DRIMARILY A TEXAN in professional education and experience,
I John Corbin attended the Graduate School of Library Science, the
University of Texas at Ausrin, as the Southwesrern Library Association's
scholarship winner for rg5g. This followed his graduation from North
Texas State University and library work at various times as a student
assistant and Special Services duty at Fr. Belvoir Post Library, Virginia.
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Following graduation from the GSLS in August 196o and until septem-

ber 1963, ;ohn was Acquisitions Librarian, the University of Texas at

Arlin[tdn,"where he re6rganized the Acquisitions Department under a

newly created Technical Services Program.

O rganizer and Superaisor

nal.

lections. are in efiect.
Concurrent with this position, John taught "Automation in the

Library," a three-hour griduate level course in the Department of

Library Service, North Texas State University.

Consultant, Author, and Editor

Consultant services have been given by Mr. Corbin to the F{ouston
Public Library (.g6+), the Ohio State Library (1966), and the Okla-
homa Department of Libraries (1968) in surveys of technical services
operationi. Several Texas libraries received similar attention through
his duties at the Texas State Library. During 1969, John presented a
paper at the Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing, the
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University of Illinois; was lecturer-staff member at the Institute on the
critical Role of state Library Agencies, sponsored by the University of
Oklahoma and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare at

editor of Texas Libraries, r965-66.

Pr of essional A c tiuities

. As mentioned, 
-[ohn 

is an active member of the Texas Library Asso.
ciation, hlyng served also in the Texas Regional Group of Catalogers
and classifiers, and the college and University Libiaries Division
(Chairman, ry7o/7r).

F{is recent activities in the southwestern Library Association include
planning for the preconference on automation held prior to the rgTo
biennial conference of SWLA.

Mr. corbin's American Library Association assignments have included.
the following: committee member, Technical services standards commit-
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Regional Groups Report

highlights from the program reports of fifteen groups'-.I*o 
meetings were-held ii ry6g/7o by the Chicago Regional GrolP

of Librarians in Technical Serviies.'At the fall meeting, Mrs. Judith F.

a sell-out and will be repeated at a later date.
In May the Technical Services Roundtable of the Florida Library

Association met in Fort Lauderdale. The Program meeting was a joint

session with the Association's College and Special Libraries Division and

the Florida Chapter of the Special Libraries Association. Richard Dough-

erty, Associate Director of Libraries, University of Colorado at Boulder,

spoke on some of the problems and possibilities of cooperation in cen-

tralized processing.
The Illinois Library Association's Resources and Technical services

Section was the cosponsor of a seminar on "Automation in the Library,"

which was held in-Northwestern University Library in May. Emphasis

MenraN SaNNrn, Chatrman

Counci l  of Regional GrouPs

HE ACTIVITIES OF THE REGIONAL GROUPS CONtiNUEd

throughout the year. The range of their interests can be seen in
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was on the practical problems and achievements of automation in the
Illinois area, and the four speakers were from that state: Mrs. Velma
Veneziano, Northwestern University; Mrs. Ellen Roop Fisher, University
of Chicago; Robert Hamilton, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb;

Joseph Paulukonis, Technological Institute of Northwestern University.
The spring meeting of the Resources and Technical Services Division

of the Kansas Library Association was held in May during the KLA
Convention. The program consisted of a panel of five members speaking
on the subject "A by 5 or What." The remarks concerned the school and
public library angle of centralized processing, MT/ST card reproduc-
tion, and xerographic card reproduction. Panel members were: Mrs.
Margaret Meyer and James Soester, Topeka Public Library; Carl Kent,
Kansas City Public Library; Crystal NcNally, Coordinator of School
Library Services, Wichita Public Schools; and Beverly Swanson, John-
son County Public Library.

Atlantic City was the site of the spring meeting of the Technical
Services Section of the New Jersey Library Association. The speaker on
this occasion was David Remington, Director of Professional Services
for Bro-Dart fndustries, fnc. The title of his address was "ANSCR
(Alpha-Numeric System for Classification of Recordings): Where It
Came from and How It Works." Mr. Remington described the scheme
and distributed example sheets of the classification system devised by
Caroline Saheb-Ettaba and Roger B. McFarland.

The Program Cornmittee of the New York Technical Services Li-
brarians conducted an opinion survey to determine the interests of the
membership; the group's spring meeting was a response to the survey
findings. Ryburn Ross, Assistant Director for Technical Services, Olin
Library of Cornell University, spoke on the topic "Recent Organizational
Changes in the Technical Services in Large Research Libraries." Mr.
Ross presented the preliminary results of a questionnaire submitted to
eighty ARL libraries on their organizational structure for technical
services. Mr. Ross said that the rg6os were critical years for the technical
services in academic libraries, but he indicated that the rgTos promise
to be more critical.

The r97o annual meeting of the Northern California Technical
Processes Group was held at rhe San Jose Public Library. The morning
session was devoted to a discussion between librarians and bookmen of
"Problems in Acquisitions, rg7o." At the afrernoon session Abraham
Tom, San Jose Public Library, spoke on the new ALA filing rules as
adopted by one library. This was followed by a discussion on use of the
Polaroid Camera with Library of Congress materials, other than MARC
tapes, by Mrs. Nancy Musser, San Francisco Public Library, and Charles
Kuster, San Jose State College Library.

The topic for the spring meeting of the Northern Ohio Technical
Services Librarians was "Blanket and Approval Order Plans." The
speakers were Mrs. Eleanor Herling Case Western Reserve University,
and Hugh Atkinson of Ohio State University.
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A two-day spring meeting was held by the Ohio Valley Group of Tech-
nical Service Librarians. The topic of the first program session was "Au-
tomation in Action." The group heard three speakers: William Studer,
Allen Pratt, and Charles Davis discuss, respectively, "Regional Campus
Lib'raries," "Research Center for Library and Information Science,"
and "SDI for the Public Library-Crawfordville Processing Center." The
dinner speaker was Robert R. Holmes, Assistant Director for Processing
Services at the Library of Congress; he talked about recent activities of
LC in the area of technical services. "Coping or Not: Traditional Meth-
ods vs. Changing Demands" was the subject of a panel discussion at the
last session, moderated by Margaret Oldfather of Ohio State University.
The panelists were Mrs. Odette Pratt, Indiana University, Mrs. Eva
Kiewitt, Indiana University, and Robert Mount of Purdue University.

At their spring meeting the members of the Technical Services Di-
vision of the Oklahoma Library Association heard Dr. Edmon I-ow speak
on "something Old-something New," a discussion of new media and
mechanization in libraries.

Williamsburg was the setting for the annual meeting of the Potornac
Technical Processing Librarians. The afternoon program consisted of a
panel discussion on the "Acquisition and Cataloging of Reprints-" Par-
ticipants were Robert L. Beare, McKeldin Library, University of Mary-
land; Frederick Altman, Kraus-Thomson Organization; F. Ruffner, Gale
Research Cornpany; and Howard Sullivan of Wayne State University.
The dinner speaker was Jim F. Comstock, editor of the West Virginia
HilIbiIIy,the Richuood Hillbilly Press, and the Appalachian Press.

The Southern California Technical Processes Group held a two-day
meeting in October on MARC II and its implications for libraries. At
the gtoup's February dinner meeting the speaker was J. K. Fordyce, an
organization development specialist. The spring meeting was held at
the Kater-Krafts Binders and included a tour of the bindery.

The spring meeting of the Tennessee Technical Services Lihrarians
featured a panel discussion on "Data Processing." The panel members
were Katherine E. Andrews and Mrs. Willodene Scott of the Materials
Center, Metropolitan School District, Nashville; Raymond R. Dickin-
son, National Laboratory Libraries, Oak Ridge; and Mrs. Eleanor Mor-
rissey of the Joint University Libraries.

The Texas Regional Group of Catalogers and Classifiers held its
spring meeting in Amarillo. The speaker was Mrs. Florrinell Morton,
Director o{ the Louisiana State University Library School, and the title
of her address was "The Times, They Are A-Changing." Mrs. Morton
stressed the importance of using nonprofessional staff to the best ad-
vantage, especially in cataloging, because of the increasing volume of
materials purchased by libraries and the lack of catalogers. Mrs. Shula
Schwartz, El Centro Junior College, then gave a short report on library
technician training programs at the college.
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Resources and Technical Services Division'
Annual Reports, 1969/1970

President's Report

W. Cenr- Jecxsor.r, President

necessitated the drafting of the newly elecred vice-president (presidenr-elect)
immediately after tallying the vores and more rhan a year before his scheduled
term. Thus I faced the immediare and unappealing task of presiding at the
Atlantic city activities of rhe Division with inidequate information and prepara-
tion.

which we took had rhe unhappy result rhar a year's work and planning, the
cost and time of invited speakers, and the cost of travel for those who came
specifically to hear speakers, were all lost. The other alternative was to allow to
be carried on, in our absence, vital discussions and actions which would affect all
members. A particularly distressing casualty of this decision was the combined
S.ections meeting on Reprinting. The prepared papers will, at least, be pub-
lished, hopefully at an early date.

determined program. It is to be hoped that the presently projected three-year
program will be the beginning of what can eventually become a worldwide
effort to provide CIP for all publications in all languages.

In spite of these problems and those mentioned earlier, the -Division has
moved forward through the work of its sections and committees. one attempt to
respond to the membership's expressed desire for new blood was the uppbittt-
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that this project will be continued during the coming years.
The AmLrican Book Publishers Council./RTSD Joint Committee, Stephen

F'ord, Co-chairman, assisted with the planning of two major programs for the
Detroit Conference: Cataloging-in-Publication and Reprinting. Meanwhile, re-

ports were submitted to the committee on the following topics: Permanent-/
burable Papers and Standards for Library Binding; the progress of Standard
Book Numbers; ABPC studies on basic research on industry problems in
marketing and on library schools and institutions as markets for trade books. A
subcommittee was appointed to investigate the possibility of having hearings at
state and regional meetings to identify possible acquisitions problems for con-
sideration at a rg72 preconference institute.

Ritvars Bregzis, Chairman of the Book Catalogs Committee, reported that the

Book Catalogs -tirectory is to be published in the Summer rg7o, issue of Library

Resources dy Techni,cal Seraices. The Committee is looking forward to reader

reaction to determine updating and expansion of detail in future listings.

Some time at the Chicago Midwinter meetin€i was allotted by the Committee

to the study of its objectives, and the conclusion was that merging of its objec-
tives and activities with those of the RSD Catalos Use Committee should be

means for effecting improvement in developing interlibrary communications

and information networks.
A list of processing centers has been compiled by the Centralized Processing

Committee, Donald D. Hendricks, Chairman, to aPpear in the Summer r97o'

issue of Library Resources b Technical Seruices. The Committee is considering

identifying one to ten representative centers serving school libraries Per state,

since it is felt that there are now too many centers for an exhaustive list.

Library associations throughout the world have been sent an "inquiry" from

Sarah K. Vann, Chairman of the RTSD Subcommittee on International Rela-

tions, asking for titles in the technical services area which might be more useful

if translated. A progress report was made at the Detroit conference.

The RTSD-LED Library School Traveling Fellowship Interdivisional com-

mittee, F. Bernice Field, Chairman, has been exploring soulces of funds to enable

teachers of technical services in library schools to get out into the field to see

firsthand what is happening and what the problems are. IJnfortunately, funds

are difficult to raise at this time, but the Committee recommends that the project

be suspended until a more favorable financial climate exists.

The Organization Committee, Margaret C. Brown, Chairman, Presented
function statements for six cornmittees to the RTSD Board at Midwinter, and

recommended that the Planning Committee be enlarged from five members to

nine. This met with the approval of the Planning Committee, Margaret C.
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Brown, Chairman, which also acted to rescind the action taken at Atlantic
City to merge the Planning and Organizations Committees. The merger was
proposed in order to simplify the RTSD committee structure, but the committees
had second thoughts and the RTSD Board of Directors approved revocation of
the merger. The Committee voted, and the Board subsequenrly approved, forma-
tion of an ad hoc Commerical Processing Services Committee to study the role of
RTSD vis"ri-vis commercial processing services.

A Documents Information Exchange was held at the Detroit meeting by the
RSD/RTSD Interdivisional Committee on Public Documenrs, Margaret T. Lane,
Chairman. At this time a beginning was made ro update the Directory of Docu-
ments Librarians. The Documents Survey is progressing, with Indiana Uni-
versity receiving full funding from the Ofrce of Education for the prepararion of
a research design.

The Resources Committee, under the chairmanship of James W. Henderson,
has been considering a series of resources guides such as the one now under
Preparation at The New York Public Library Research Libraries.

The development of standard times in technical services continues to be the
main concern of the Technical Services Costs Committee, Richard W. Boss,
Chairman. In conjunction with the Library Technology Program, the Committee
has examined two separate projects: (r) an evaluation and reformation of exist-
ing standard time studies with each activity studied available in a pamphlet
which has a general introduction, a secrion of specialized methodology, and a
section of work sheets and forms; (e) a new srudy of original caraloging and the
bibliographical searching associared with it.

The RTSD/ISAD Interdivisional Cr.rmmittee on a Universal Numbering
System for Library Materials, Warren J. Haas, Chairman, reviewed the status of
the Standard Book Numbering system and voted to recommend to its parent
Boards that the principle be endorsed and the use of SBN be encouraged.
Subsequently, the Commitree, in the belief that its mission has been accom-
plished, has recommended to its parenr Boards that it be discharged.

The activities of the four sections of RTSD and their committees, which
are summarized below, culminated in a joint section program on reprint
publishing at Detroit, but as noted earlier, only the first of two scheduled sessions
could be held.

The Acquisitions Section functioned with Connie Dunlap as Chairman. Its
Reprinting Committee and the American Book Publishers Council sponsored a
meeting with New York area reprint publishers to discuss possible improvements
in the process of selecting and acquiring reprint editions. The reprinr pub-
lishers expressed considerable interest in forming a l{eprinters Association,

The principle task of the AS Bookdealer-Library Relarions Committee has
been the examination of problems with jobbers in the areas of claims, reports,
invoicing, slowness of supply, and service concepts. A program meeting at De-
troit on these topics was planned but, as menrioned earlier, was not completed.
The Committee expects to proceed toward the establishment of guidelines for
librarians and dealers.

The AS Policy and Research Committee is investigaring the possibility of
preparing a directory of antiquarian dealers, and the feasibility of publishing
desiderata lists. The Textbook Proposal Commirtee has filed its report and has
been discharged, and the reactivation of an International Subscriptio,n Agents
List Committee has been proposed in order to keep that publication up-to-date.

The Cataloging and Classification Section, Esrher Koch, Chairman, is giving
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attention to the cataloging of nonbook materials, but three projects are under

way that should attt*ir the needs in this field. They are (r) a manual by

Jean Riddle (published this spring by the canadian Library Association) en-

iitled Non-Booh Materials; thi Organization of Integrated Collections; a work

being cornpiled by Antony Croghan on the organization of nonprint materials,

scheJuled ior pubiication 
-Uy 

thJ Library Association in the fall of r9?o; and the

U.S. Office of Education Insiitute on Systems and Standards for the Bibliographi-

cal Control of Media, the proceedings of which will be published before the end

of rg7o. The CCS program meeting at Dallas may be devoted to the subject oJ

nonbook materials, 
"nd 

fo. these riasons a preconference institute on nonbook

materials at Dallas has been cancelled.
The ccs Policy and Research committee has been considering the recom-

mendations of a Su'bcornmittee on Machine Implications for Cataloging Research

and organizarion calling for the establishment of an interdivisional group (RTSq,

RSD, ;d ISAD) to ^o-nito., review, and recommend action on draft standards

for bibliographical representarion in machine-readable form of book and non-

book library materials.
The ccs Subject Analysis and organization of Library Materials committee

has been studying anothir of the above Subcommittee recommendations, on

the need for continuing liaison with the Library of Congress in the development

of a theoretical basis for subject headings, as well as guidelines for their applica-

tron.
The ccs Descriptive cataloging committee also has delayed action on the

problems of caraloging nonbook materials,pending publicali_o1 of the Riddle

lnd Croghan m"ttiali Both at Atlantic City and at the Chicago Midwinter

meeting itle Anglo-American Cataloging Rules were discussed by representatives

of the 
"American 

Library Association, the Canadian Library Association, the

Librarv Association (Great Britain)' and the Library of Congress' and it was

agreed to issue a suppiement of consolidated amendments to rhe AACR.
" 

The CCS Audio-Visual Media in Libraries Committee is considering recom-

mending the Riddle manual be adopted as official ALA po icy, and^the com-

mittee ii also working with the Library of Congress on the MARC format for

motion pictures and filrnstriPs'
T'netCS Cataloging of bhildren's Materials Committee has agreed that the

recommendarions of tie Audio-Visual Media in Libraries Committee should

serve as the guidelines for children's nonprint materials. The Cataloging of

Children's Materials Committee, now ad hoc, has become an effective link be-

tween the Library of Congress and those who work with children, and considera-

tion should be given to making this a standing committee'

The Reproduction of Library Materials Section, samuel M. Boone, chairman,

reports thai the Committee on PhotocoPying Costs in Libraries has cornpleted

its assignment and scheduled its report for publication in ZRTS'

A RLMS Committee on Photoduplication order Form Revision has been

appointed to study the feasibility of revising this form. The Library Technology

Plogram was requested to pursue testing of roll microfilm cartridge systems.

The section is alio in the process of developing jointly with LTP a project to

produce information on thi establishment of photocopying services and on the

management of microtext collections and reading facilities for them'

In the Serials section, Betty J. Meyer, chairman, the DuPlicates Exchange

Union Committee published a new address list for the Duplicates Exchange Un-

ion List.
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communication among members of the section was fostered by the publica-
tion serials Intercom and by discussion groups at yearly meetingi. In progress
is work on the draft of a standard serial Number'program, and phasC r of a
National Serials Data Program.

I. An inordinate amount of paperwork for the president.
II. Inadequacies in the organization of the Division manual.

III. some communication gaps between tfre elected officers and the head-
quarters stafi.

IV. A pressing need for greater cohesiveness of the Board of Direcrors and
for communication among them.

v. A critical need ro examine committee membership recruiting policies
and procedures.

The consequences of these problems could well prove unfortunate for the
Division unless corrected. For example: because of the difficult and frustrating
task of soliciting recruits to committee membership, one of the most importanr
and fundamental policy questions before us wai largely unattended to ex-

I. That immediate plans and budger be prepared for periodic meetings
of the Board of Directors, beyond those now possible at midwinter and
annual conferences. Perhaps this can be furthered by the creation of an
Executive Committee of the Board.

II. An early revision of the manual, which is the most vital and heavily
used reference tool available to any officer of the Division. Such revision
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strould pull together in one place all available information regarding

any unii of thJ Division. Such information is presently spread through-

oui the volume, and is often contradictory, thus creating many err:ors of

omission and commission.

III. I have referred to the incredible amount of paperwork, little of it deal-

ing with substantive matters, which seemed to inundate me this year.

Siice a great deal of the time, money, and effort went into. recruiting

committee members, I recommend two actions to reduce this load, to

better coordinate selections, and to better inform those appointed'

provide an opportunity to send appointment invitations on standard

iorms indicating terms, requirements, and conditions of appointment.

b. That the office of second Vice-President be established (or reestab-

lished) to provide available manpower for situations such as we

Presently aie in, for the second time in this just past decade'

regarding cornmittee membership.

I would like to stress that the above remarks are made in a spirit of construc-

tive criticism, aimed at improving the accomplishments of the Division. Although

it seems difficult ut pt"t"tti to sea the end pioduct of my own frenzied activities,

I shall feel rewarded if as a conseqrr"nce ofont combined efforts, we can succeed

in what I consider the most vital and important single effort of the Division

this year: the attempt to reestablish "Cataloging-in-Source" by whatever name

it will be called.

Acquisitions Section Report
CoNNrn R. DuNr-eP, Chairman
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part program to discuss problems resulting from the great increase in reprint
publishing. By combining the program times of all four sections, it was possible
to treat this complex area much more fully than would otherwise have been
possible. Both librarians and publishers had a chance ro air their grievances
and to react to criticism. There can be little doubt that both publishers and
librarians have gained a greater understanding of one another's needs and
problems, and from this understanding will come a determination to solve these
problems to the benefit and satisfaction of all.

At Midwinter, the Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee invited several
book sellers to participate in a "round table" to discuss various problems fte-
quently encountered by acquisitions librarians, to determine how dealers and li-
brarians may unwittingly contribute to one another's inefficiency, and to discover
the means by which many of these difficulties could be solved. Throughout the
discussions, it was emphasized that librarians must corne to the realization that
greater standardization is necessary if book dealers are to improve their services
measurably. The multitude of different order forms with varying amounts and
quality of information causes the dealer to be inefficient, and this inefficiency not
only delays shipment of the requested items but also increases the cost of books
and services to the library. In an attempt to achieve greater standardization,
the Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee continued its work on a uniform
library order form, terminology and symbols, and dealer report forms. The Mid-
winter Round Table proved so fruitful that it was to have been expanded into a
program meeting for the Annual Conference at Detroit, but it had to be can-
celled because of the lengthy ALA membership meetings.

Other Acquisitions Section committees have also been actively seeking ways
to assist the acquisitions librarian. The Policy and Research Committee is
investigating the possibility of preparing a comprehensive directory of antiquar-
ian dealers and the feasibility of publishing desiderata lists which would avoid
the delays and arbitrary list reductions of currently available sewices. This com-
mittee has also proposed a study of comparative costs of microform and hard-
copy serial runs. The Textbook Proposal Committee presented its final recom-
mendations at Midwinter for an up-to-date working manual for acguisitions
librarians. The stafi of the ALA Publishing Services has recently loca'ted
an author for this much-needed book. The Library Materials-Price Index Com-
mittee has issued new indices for microforms and for periodicals and serials ser-
vices. These latest contributions will be especially helpful in budget planning.
Future work will include out-of-print, newspaper, and audiovisual materials
indices.

In order to keep International Subscription Agents Zrsf current, a request
was made to the RTSD Board to reactivate this committee. It has been recom-
mended that future lists be published in loose-leaf form or that they be printed
periodically in ZRTS so that new information can be made available as soon as
it is known.

At the annual business meeting at Detroit, Acquisitions Section members
agreed to abolish the Bylaws Committee. A section member will represen't
the section on the Division Bylaws Committee.

A special vote of thanks is due especially to the chairmen of the Acquisitions
Section committees and certainly to all members of the vari-ous committees who
worked so diligently to further the goals of the section and to serve all acquisitions
librarians. without their support and great effort, no amount of success would
have been possible. We all owe them a debt of sratitude.
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Cataloging and Classification Section Report

Esrrrrn D. Kocs, Chairman

The year ry6g/rg7o saw the start of a new decade and prompted a quick
glance at the history of the Cataloging and Classification Section. This section
celebrated is Toth birthday this year, having been established in rgoo as the
Cataloging Section of ALA. In r94o, it was changed to the Division of Cataloging
and Classification, and in r957 became the Cataloging and Classificatlon Section
of RTSD.

There is a legend that Adam said to Eve as they were ejected from the Gar-
den, "My dear, we are living in a time of great change." So it has been with
the catalogers and classifiers in ALA, but no doubt when the section was estab-
lished in rgoo one of the first items of business was to appoint committee mem-
bers. Committees are still the heart of the work done by the section, and-this is a
summary of the work accornplished by them this year.

The major work of the section chairman, in addition to carrying on incidental
business and correspondence during the year, was the planning, in cooperation
with the chairmen of the other three RTSD sections, of the joint sections
program meeting on reprints at the Detroit Conference. This was designed as a
two-session meeting, with reprint publishers speaking at the morning session
and librarians speaking at the afternoon session, and time for discussion by
the audience. The morning session, which was preceded by a breakfast for all
program participants, was most successful. Unfortunately the afternoon session
was cancelled due to the prolonged ALA Membership Meeting that was still in
progress; this proved a disappointment to participants, audience, and planners
alike.

Traditionally, one of the most important committees in the section has been
the Margaret Mann Citation Committee. C. Sumner Spalding was the chairman
of this committee, which selected S. R. Ranganathan as the recipient. Dr.
Ranganathan was not able to be present at the Detroit Conference, and the cita-
tion was accepted on his behalf by a former student of his, P. K. Garde, Chief
Reference Librarian, United Nations Library. Dr. Ranganathan recorded an
acceptance speech in advance, and the tape was played at the RTSD Membership
Meedng.

The Nominating Committee (Dorothy Ladd, chairman) did its work early
in the year, presenting a strong slate of nominees. The Bylaws Committee
(Richard D. Johnson, chairman) transacted no business as a section committee
and was voted out of existence at the Detroit Conference; its work will henceforth
be carried on by the Division Bylaws Committee.

The Policy and Research Committee, under the chairmanship of Mary Her-
rick, presented a resolution which was passed unanimously by the CCS Execu-
tive Committee, recommending the continuation of the present type of activity
organization in ALA because it encourages concentration of efiort by librarians
representing various types of libraries in areas of common interest, such as
cataloging and classification. A Subcommittee on Machine Implications for
Cataloging Research and Organization, known more conveniently by its acronym
MICRO, wa$ appointed, with Joseph Rosenthal as chairman, to grapple with
the problems raised by the association of computers and cataloging. Seven
recommendations were presented to the Executive Committee at the Chicago
Midwinter Meeting. One recommendation, for continuing liaison with the
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Library of Congtess in the development of a theoretical basis for subject head-
ings as well as guidelines for their applicarion, was referred to the Subject
Analysis and Organization of Library Materials Committee. Another recom-
mendation, that the RTSD Book Catalogs Committee be encouraged to issue
information and recommendations on considerations and techniques of produc-
ing book form catalogs by computer, was referred to that committee. It was
voted by the CCS Executive Committee and approved by the RTSD Board of
Directors that an interdivisional committee (RTSD, RSD, and ISAD) be
established to monitor, review, and recommend action on draft standards for
bibliographical representation in machine-readable form of book and nonbook
library materials.

The Subject Analysis and Organization of Library Materials Committee
(Paul Fasana, chairman) has edited the Proceedings of the Preconference on
Subject Analysis of Library Materials held in Atlantic City in 1969, and publica-
tion is expected soon. Plans are being made to assist Ann Painter in the prepara-
tion of a book of readings on subject analysis, probably by supplying a bibliog-
raphy. In reference to the MICRO recommendarion referred to the committee, it
was recommended, and the Executive Committee approved, that the committee
chairman invite the Library of Congres to name a liaison pe$on to the com-
mittee in order to formalize the communication channel between the com-
mittee and the Library of Congress. The Executive Commirtee also accepred
the recommendation of rhe Subject Analysis Committee to investigate the
possibility of being a cosponsor, with the National Federation of Science Ab'
stracting and Indexing Services, of a three-day tutorial on "Indexing in Perspec-
tive" during the early part of rg7r.

The Descriptive Cataloging Committee is always one of the hardest working
committees in CCS, and this year has been no exception. The year was notable
for the fact that, for the first time since the publication of. the AngloAmerican
Cataloging Rules, representatives from the American Library Association, the
Canadian Library Association, the Library Association, and the Library of Con-
gress met together to discuss problems concerning the rules. Paul Berrisford,
Chairman of the Descriptive Cataloging Committee, agreed to coordinate corn-
munication between the four gro.tpi; irrorrrr.e*e.rt of changes will be made
in dre LC Cataloging Sentice bulletins, with Brirish and Canadian acceprance
or nonacceptance of changes and additions indicated if simultaneous an-
nouncements are not possitrle. Romanization tables for Tibetan, Arabic, Persian,
Pushto, Greek, Amharic, and Armenian were approved by the committee. Be-
cause of the great need for the development of rules for cataloging machine-
readable data files, John Byrum has been appointed chairman of a subcommittee
to isolate the requisite elements of description and recornmend methods of
description. Questions were raised concerning the kinds of problems that the
Descriptive Cataloging Committee has to deal with (often calling for the expertise
of a specialisQ, the geographical spread of the committee members making it
impossible to hold meetings except at conferences, and the relation of the com-
mittee to the Library of Congress. The Policy and Research Committee agreed to
work with the chairman of the Descriptive Cataloging Committee in a study of a
possible new stmcture of the committee and the redefining of its responsibilities.

Tbe (ad &oc) Audiovisual Media in Libraries Committee, established in
1968 under the chairmanship of Richard Darling, studied the manual by Jean
Riddle published earlier in r97o in a preliminary edition by the Canadian
Library Association under the title, Nore-Book i\Iaterials; the Organizatton of
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Integrated Collections, and recommended it highly. The ALA Audiovisual
Committee unanimously and enthusiastically endorsed the recommendation of
the CCS Committee. Therefore the CCS Executive Committee voted to accept
this book as an interim guide for the cataloging of nonbook materials, with the
proviso that a permanent ALA/CLA committee be established to work on any
necessary revision for the final edition and its supplements, and that the ad
hoc committee remain in existence until the permanent committee is established.

Tlne (ad hoc) Cataloging of Children's Materials Committee (Priscilla
Moulton, chairman) is functioning at least until the r97r Midwinter Meeting.
It added its endorsement to the action taken on the Canadian Library Association
manual on nonbook materials. The committee devoted major attention to the
recently published list of subject headings for children's literature, the possible
incorporation of these LC subject headings into a revised edition of Sears, and
the growing interest in and endorsement of the standardization concept.

The section's representative to the RSD Catalog Use Study Committee,

Jessica Harris, reports that the committee is considering a study of book catalog
use and is in the process of selecting an academic library and a public library
for a pilot study. The main question being studied is whether the type of survey
used for previous studies would be applicable to a study of book catalog use or
whether another type must be designed.

Donald Cook, CCS Assistant Editor of Library Resources 6 Technical Sen-t-
ices since 1967, asked to be relieved of this responsibility due to many other
pressures upon him, not the least of which is his election as the President of the
Resources and Technical Services Division fot ry7o/rg7r. We are sorry to lose
his editorial services, but are fortunate in having found an able replacement in
Phyllis Richmond.

The Chairman wishes to express her appreciation to all who helped with the
work of the Cataloging and Classification Section during the year. This includes
members of the Executive Cornmittee, committee chairmen and members, sec-
tional representatives, and especially Carol Raney and her secretary, Janice
Adams.

Reproduction of Library Materials Section Report
Seuum- M. BooNn, Chairman

The year 1969-7o witnessed the successful conclusion of a number of long-
term projects, the continuation of others, and several new projects which reflect
the growing importance of photocopying techniques in the modern library.

In the area of photocopying technology, one of the more important -func-

tions of the American Library Association is the sponsorship of the American
National Standards Institute's Committee PH5, which is concerned with stan-
dards for documentary reproduction. During the past year, standards in the fol-
lowing areas were reaffirmed: microfilm readers, micro-opaques, micro-opaque
readers, and paper sheets for photo-reproductions. Standards were approved for
,specifications for microfiche and for the storage of processed film. Work is
in progress for the establishment of standards for several new areas of documen-
tary reproduction.

Hubbard Ballou, of Columbia University, who has represented the Associa-
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tion on the standards committee for thirteen years, has submitted his resignation.
The section has been fortunate to have such an able representativC in this
important post, and the section wishes to extend a special vote of thanks to
Mr. Ballou for his years of devoted and skillful service.

The section further wishes to reaffirm its conviction of the vital importance of
the American Library Association continuing its interested, but uncommitted,
support of ANSI Committee PH5.

Another important project which came to fruition during the year was
the publication of the fourth edition of the Directory of Institutional Photocopy-
ing Seraices, edited by Cosby Brinkley. The format of this new edition was
changed to include items of information concerning interlibrary lending prac-
tices.

The ever-increasing role of photocopying in interlibrary lending was also
recognized in the establishmenr of an ad hoc committee to study the feasibility
of revising the Photoduplication Order Form to conform more nearly to current
interlibrary lending needs, and to reflect changing pracrices in this growing
area. It is now estimated that almost half of the interlibrary transactions in the
country are filled by some form of photocopy. This commitree is studying
Practices of members of the (British) Library Association and the Canadian
Library Association with the hope of making the form inrernarionally acceptable.

To assist libraries in the organization, administration, and stamng of photo-
copying services, the section has appointed a committee to implement a
proposal to create training workshops for photoduplication laboratory tech-
nicians. The section has also proposed a cooperative arrangement with the
Library Technology Program which would result in the publication of litera-
ture bearing on the organization and administration of photoduplication
laboratories and in the organization of microtext collections.

The Library Technology Program has also been encouraged to pursue
testing of roll film cartridge systems and the possible development of standards
for such systems.

Looking to the future, the newly created standing Committee on Telefacsimile
keeps abreast of developments in the field of direct distance transmission of
documents.

Other concerns of the section have been with the ever-present problem of
copyright issues. The section attempts to keep informed on developments in
the legislative and judicial areas of this topic which might affect library applica-
tions of photocopying and has appointed a representative to keep it informed of
such developments.

Serials Section Report

Bnr"ry J. Mrvrn, Chairman

. During ry69/7o the Serials Section continued its work through its com-
mittees and its representatives to joint committees with other divisions.

The Duplicates Exchange Union Committee under the chairman, Mury
Pound, worked with a new cornmittee as it was necessary to appoint one new
rnember and to replace a committee member. The Duplicate Exchange Union
list was reviewed and a new address list was published in November 1969.with a
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revised mailing list to be issued. More libraries, including high school libraries,
are interested in the program, and additional requirements for libraries wishing
to join soon after establishment (libraries which do not have a back file of dupli-
cate materials to share) are items which the committee expects to consider.

Mary Pound, University of Texas Library, Assistant Editor for ZRTS, as-
sumed responsibility for the article "Year's Work in Serials," and reported
that there is no backlog of articles on serials to be published and that articles
are being solicited.

The serial publication, Serials Intercom, edited and compiled by Barbara
Gates, Oberlin College Library, continues to be sponsored by the section for
communication purposes among its members. Two issues were to be released
before the Detroit Conference.

The Policy and Research Committee, with Mrs. Elizabeth Greer, Joint Uni-
versity Libraries, as chairman, recommended at the Midwinter meeting, to the
Executive Co'rnmittee, that the Serials Section urge through ALA that state
legislative bodies pass laws requiring that one copy of the current state docu-
ments be deposited in the Library of Congress. The recommendation was re-
turned to the committee for reevaluatins. As a result, at the Detroit Conference
a motion was presented to the RTSD Board of Directors by the chairman to
transmit to the American Association of State Libraries a statement supporting
ASL in its efforts to gain the cooperation of state Iibraries in securing one coPy
of all current state documents for deposit in the Library of Congress. This
support was offered primarily because bf the need for improved bibliographic
control of state documents. The section chairman also expressed the interest
of the Serials Section in the furtherance of such research as represented by the
draft study proposal on staie and federal documents (the Fry study), and its
willingness to assist ASL in such investigations wherever this seemed appropriate.
Other action by the committee concerned the preservation of underground
literature, and a recommendation at the Detroit Conference that an ad hoc
committee be appointed to investigate work performance, costs, optimum allo-
cation of personnel, and associated record keeping functions in the area of
serials records. This committee is to be charged to work specifically in the area
of manual serial check-in records. The recornmendation was acted upon by the
Executive Committee.

The Discussion Groups pcrform a valuable function within the area of
serials as yearly meetings of interested members generate solutions to problems
of libraries of comparable size. The informal organization is to be maintained,
as it creates an atmosphere of a workshop, which the members prefer.

The Joint Committee on the Union List of Serials, with Kenneth Soderland,
University of Chicago, as the SS representative, reported the work on the pilot
serial project using the MARC format which is Phase I of the National Serials
Data Program. Phase II has not been funded, but it has been determined that
the data bank program is feasible.

Mrs. Elaine Woods, SS representative to ISAD, and Robert Croneberger,
both of the Library of Congress, continued to report on the work on the draft
of the Standard Serial Number program. International numbers for serials are
now being considered and it may be necessary to expand the program.

The Nominating Committee, chaired by Mrs. Janice Horn, Clarion State
Library, presented the slate for the year ry7o/7t for the elective offices. The
full slate was accepted by the Executive Committee at the Midwinter meeting.

The chairman of the Conference Program Committee planned with the
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Cataloging and Classification Section, Acquisi'tions Section, and Reproduction
of Library Materials Section, a joint meeting for the Detroit Conference on
"Reprinting: Programs, Directions and Challenge ." The Serials Section chair-
man assumed the responsibility for the speaker from the public service areas.

The chairman is grateful to the officers, chairmen of committees, the mem-
bers, and the Executive Secretary for the section of ALA for their continued work
to study and evaluate serials work, and the development of any new ideas and
progTams.

Executive Secretary's Report
Cenor ReNrv, Executiae Secretary

After a year as your Executive Secretary, it is helpful to stop and reflect on
the activities of the past year and think about the needs of the future. The

ry69/7o year has been one of change for the RTS[! office. There has been a
complete change of personnel during the year. I arrived in the office in June,
and my secretary, Mrs. Janice Adams, joined the RTSD stafi in December.

I found that my experience as an officer of a Section and the Division was
invaluable as an orientation to the organization, activities, and needs of the
Division. I hope also that it has made me more understanding of the heavy
load which officers carryl They not only have a full-time library job, but an
important and time-consuming one for RTSD. One of the aims of the RTSD
office in the years to come is to assist in every way possible to keep the Division's
activities running smoothly. By streamlining our procedures, I hope we can
diminish the flood of paper with which this office has inundated officers and
committee chairmen this year, while at the same time making the organiza-
tional mechanics smoother and easier for all.

Because of the recommendations of the ACONDA renort and the uncer-
tainty about the future of divisions in the ALA structuie, it is difficult for
anyone to make long-range plans for RTSD. However, I feel strongly that the
subject area of our Division will remain important, regardless of ALA's organi-
zational structure. The Division's activities must continue in some form. For
example, the eflorts toward standardization as expressed by the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules, tl;'e ALA Rules for Filing Catalog Cards, participation in the
work of the American National Standards Institute PH5 Committee, etc., must
be carried on. RTSD or any successor needs to be a leader in identifying needs
in the technical services area early enough to also be a leader in fulfilling those
needs.

The amount of time this year in the RTSD ofrce devoted to answering
letters from librarians and nonlibrarians requesting assistance indicates the
importance of having a central place where people can request help with ques-
tions of acquisitions, resources, cataloging, classification, serials, and reproduc-
tion of library materials. More bibliographies, reprints, etc., are needed to help
with this consulting work. An important part of the work is keeping in touch
with developments in the literature and also in technical services departments by
visiting the field. This year I spoke at a meeting of the Resources and Technical
Services Section of the Iowa Library Association and conducted two cataloging
workshope at the Church and Synagogue Library Association conference.
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, This year has been a busy one for the Division and the RTSD office. I would
like to salute Carl Jackson who was catapulted into the presidency of RTSD
immediately upon election and navigated the Division through a difficult year
with skill. I salute also the Section chairrnen, Connie Dunlap, Esther Koch,
Samuel Boone, and Betty Meyer, who served with vigor and imagination, too.
One of the pleasantest parts of the Executive Secretary's job is working with all
the capable and energetic people who serve the Division and its units in so ilurny
capacities.

Council of Regional Groups Report
ManreN SaNNrn, Chairman

The regional groups affiliated with RTSD are "where the action is-" The
two reports on regional groups, published in ZR?S, contained summaries of
the programs and activities of twenty-two groups and give an indication of
just how active our regional groups are.

There are twenty-seven groups now affiliated with the Council of Regional
Groups. Their memberships range in number from go to bzo. The frequency of
meetings varies among the groups from biennial sessions to four meetings a
year.

The only meeting of Council members occurs at the annual conference, so
that Council business is carried on by correspondence. Two general mailings
were sent to all Council members during the year.

The annual Council of Regional Groups Workshop and Luncheon were held
during the ALA Annual Conference in Detroit. At the workshop the officers of
three regional gtoups described the work of their groups during the year:
Florence R. Tucker, Michigan Library Association, Technical Services Section;
Nadine Baer, New England Technical Services Librarians; and Elizabeth
Nebehay, New York Technical Services Librarians. Carol Raney spoke about the
RTSD office and its relationship to the regional groups. Following Miss Raney's
remarks, there was opportunity for informal discussion and exchange of informa-
tion among the Council members present.

This has been an interesting year and the Chairman has enjoyed the privilege
of working with these active groups. This report ends, as most RTSD annual
reports do, with an expression of appreciation to Carol Raney and her staff for
their support during the year.

Decimal Classif ication Editorial Policy Committee Report

FnaNcns FftNroN, Chairman

The Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee held i$ annual meet-
ing, October z7-28, ry6g, at .the Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. A
second meeting, in the same location, was held March 16-17, rgTo.Minutes of
both meetings have been distributed to all parties concerned.

Membership on the Committee was the same throughou,t the year: Edwin B.
Colburn, Virginia Drewry, Doralyn Hickey, Frances Hinton, John A. Humphry,
Mary Louise IVIann, Pauline A. Seely, Marietta Daniels Shepard, and William J.
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Welsh. At Meeting No. 6s, October 27, tg6g, the Committee elected Frances
Hinton chairman for a two-year.term and Edrvin B. colburn vice-chairman for
a one-year tefrn.

The year ry6g./7o was chiefly a period of tidying up final recommendations
for Edition r8. The only new schedule to be discussed was the "phoenix" class
g4o Law, prepared by Margaret Warren, the assistant editor. T-he Committee
recommended approval of an arrangement by basic branches of law and later
recommended a reordering of the branches so as to retain the basic numbers
used in previous editions for rnternational Law and constitutional Law.

The Index to Edition r8 received a great deal of atrenrion. At Meeting No.
6z a true sample could be examined, one that actually indexed all schedules

Index further.
The detailed Editorial criteria for Abridged Edition ro were reviewed ar

Meeting No. 62. A few changes were suggested, and the committee recommended
approval of the criteria.

The first draft of the Editor's Introduction to Edition r8 was discussed at
Meeting No. 63. A second draft, dated May rr, rgzo, was distributed ro members
of the committee in June, togerher with the first draft of the preface, the
Glossary, and the Index to the Introduction, preface, and Glossary.

The Directors of Forest Press took action on most recommendations made
by the Committee. By the end of June rgfo, only the number of volumes in
Edition r8 remained to be decided. publication oI DCdr, however, never ma-
terialized. several recommendations that had been deferred or disapproved by
the Directors were approved after the committee clarified the reaions for its
stand. In turn, the committee withdrew or reversed some recommendations that
would have increased the size and cost of Edition r8.

-4t Meeting No. 63 the committee learned that pauline seely will leave the
committee to become Assistant Executive Director oI Forest press. At the same
time Virginia Drewry announced that she would not be available for another
terrn as ALA representative on the Committee. Both will be missed.
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SRIEF HISTORY OF USBE

The United States Book Exchange, Inc. (USBE) is rhe result of a happy
coincidence of ideas and circumstances. The' idea 

'of 
a cooperative clearing-

house for exchange of library duplicates goes back at least as far as Melvil
Dewey (1876) and Dr. G. M. Gouid (1898), a founder of the Medical Library
Association 

.Exchange. The fortuitori .-ir.r-,-stu.rce which provided the idea
with operative realities was the ffeation and existence of tlie American Book
Center for War-Devasrared Libraries, Inc. (ABC) from rg44 through August
1948._The ABC grew out of the experience of rhe Ameri.ui-hb.ury .*o*-.riity
in rehabilitating libraries after w;orld war I and out of subsebuent plans.
carried on throughout,world war II to help in the necessu.y *orid*id"'po.t-
war restoration of libraries and library iervices. when ABC reached its

I, it left to the newly formed USBE its
rsive free operating space in the Library
n of a great number of libraries and
I five staff members trained in the par-

- Eight monrhs before the demise .tt*"TEl"j?1t""; of thirty librarians and
educators mer in New york to discuss the possibiliiies of a irr.."rro, agency
which would be a self-supporting exchange ilearinghouse, serving librariis all
over the world. As a national exchange center, usBE would serve libraries
within the united srates as that cential depository and distriburion cenrer
which u.S. librarians had been thinking of and making tenrarive plans for
during the seventy-two years since Dewe*y's suggestion. TYhe internati,onal ori-
entation at rhis time of USBE's beginnings refldcled not only the nature of the
ABC but also the activity abroad thro.rgiont tg47 and. rg4ti which resurted in
the establishment of the UNESCo ciearingh-ouse for i'ubtications, and in
UNESCO enco_uragement of new and existiig national exchange centers. It
was to a considerable exrent the expectation of distribution abroad. by usBE
which led the Rockefeller Foundati& ro authorize a granr to usBE ro enable
thebeginning of exchange operations on January l, rg4g.

During rg4g, its first year, USBE completed org-anization plans and began
to distribute publicatiorrs. 

_The original and still-operarive plan for financ'ing
c.onsisted of levying a fixed flat fee for each book or each periodical sent to a
library, with the total earnings from these fees to cover the total expenses of
the nonprofit operation. At first, u.s. and canadian libraries were to be as-
sessed fees, c_overing the whole processing costs, for items they received, whereas
it. was hoped that part or all of the costJ to foreign libraries could be met from
block funds provided by American institutions."By the end of rg4g, rao li
braries had been enrolled as exchange members, eighty-five i" ;h; United
states and canada and thirty-five abroad. Distributioi oi gr,4g4 publications
to foreign institutions during r94o included a number r"ic ui'g'irtr ro non-
exchange libraries, wirh the -rt. of all being borne by the RockEfeiler grant.
The 27,34r items shipped to domestic instltutions brought in USBE's firsr
+5,4Oo rn earnrngs.

T{:h" end of rg4g it was becoming very clear rhar few foreign libraries
would be- able to begin to pay handring fees when the Rockefellei grant was
concluded. The cold war, worldwide economic difficulties, and tre Koiean war
in r95o, made it even more plain that exchange to librarres in a large part of
the world would need almost total financial J,rppo.t from outside t"or a tong
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Service libraries abroad for distribution.

not under its jurisdiction. As a policy, IISBE maintains a salary level for its

employees as close to Civil Service scale as possible'^Th" 
o..t.o*e of nonrenewal of the AID contract found USBE at the be-

the r963 distribution, and USBE survived.
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LC PRACTICE WITH REGARD TO U.S. DOCUMENTS
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Seruice, bulletins 79 and 8o.

All changes in catatogirig rules proposed. by the Library of Congress are submitted

to the ALA Descriprive 
-cu'turogini. 

iommittee for approval. The approved changes

are then submittecl fo, .otrriiE uiion to the Library-Association (British) and the

Canadian Library Ar.ociaiio". The changes become effective upon publication in
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LIBRARY OF CONGRESS TO USE DEWEY fi

, Th. 
Library of Congress has announced that on January r, rg7r, it will

begin to assignDewey Decimal numbers from the forthclming nditio'n rg of the
?"y"y 

Decimal classification and to prinr the resurts on caiarog cards and in
book catalogs, as well as to record them on the MAITC taoes.

Edition r8 of the DDC is now in press and is expected to be published in
mid-rg7r by Forest Press, Inc. from lts new addresls, g5 Waterviiet Avenue,
Albany, New York reeo6, Although libraries utilizing LC's"bibliographic services
may drus receive classification numbers the meanings"of which huie rrot yet been
published, they will enjoy- the advan,tage of early use of many importanr new
expansions, such as those for mathemat-ics, lalv, economi.r, ,rrril"u.'physics, the
biological and medical sciences, history, and geography.

f-he decision of the Library of congres, t.-uplrty the provisions of DDC rg
before publication is based on a desire not only io'take early advantage of an
edition of Dewey deemed superior in many respects to DDb t7, but arso to
promote international cooperation through'coordination with the British Na-
tional_Bi,blio.graphy, which has already clicided to use DDC rg on January r,
with the beginning of its new five-year cumularion, ry7lry7b.

LRTS EDITORIAL CHAI{GES

* 
A't. the r97o Annual Conference of the American Library Association in

Detroit, the IRTS Editorial Board voted to recommend to the RTSD Board
naging Editor of ZRZS be abolished,
major portion of the Managing Editor's

Ll Production Unit stafi of the American
o longer to be required.
re, ,the remaining duties associated with
ferred to the newly appointed Assistant
loctoral candidate in library service at

Also beginning with rhe winter issue, the Assistant Editor for cataroging
and classification will be PhyIIis Richmond, professor a,t case-western Reserve
Universiry._she replaces c. Donald cook, whb is currenrly president of RTSD.
_ The Fall rgTo issue of IRTS is the last one to be prinied by The william
Byrd Press of Richmond, virginia. In an artempt to consolidare ihe production
work of the various ALA journals, LRTS will, in rhe f',rure, be printed by The
ovid Bell Press. The stafi of LRTS, and the Managing Editor in particular,
would like. to express 1o lhe William Byrd. press urrd Witti, A. Shell, Jr., with
whom we have worked so long, our sincere appreciation for a "job weli done."
It is with considerable regret that we terminiie a rerationship Legun with the

I:"9.1." 
of,the journal. In parting, we can only say a deeply felt".'thank you,,

Ior the excellent work provided by the officers and'staff of ft" wilriam i3yrd
Press.
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AACR AMENDfuIENT BULLETIN

G U I D ELI N ES FOR PRO CESS/NG
NONBOOK MATERIALS

its supplements.

LIBRARY d, INFORMATION SCIENCE ABSTRACTS &ISA)

Street, London, W.C.r.,  U'K.
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Zj9 NEWS RELEASE

To facilitate the effective use of this standard, a lisr of srandard. abbreviations
for words found in seriar and nonseriar titres has been prepared by z3g,s
National clearinghouse for periodical Title word Abbreviations and is avail-
able from Chemical Abstracts at a nominal cost.

copies of rhe standard, designated,2g9.5-1969, are available from the Ameri
can Nadonal Standards Institute, r43o Broadway, New york, N.y. roorg at
$a.75 per copy.
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ERIC/CL6 ABSTRACTS
Selected' and edited by Rornnr Wrocnwonrn

The following abstracts are based on those prepared by the Clea"ringhouse for Li-

brary and Infoination Sciences of the Educitioiral Resources Information Center

(ERrc/cL$).
Documents with an ED number may be ordered in either microfiche !MF) 

or hard

copy (HC) from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, National Cash Register

co'*pl"y, 4936 Fairmont Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland zoor4' orders must include

ED ;u;be;";nd specification of forrnat desired. Payment must^accompany orders

t,ulirrg less than 6i.oo. no. orders totaling less thar $-goo: 1d.d $9;ft^,f-"i Jrandling'

Documents available from the Clearingiouse for Federal Scientific and Technical

Information, Springfield, Virginia zzt5t hun. CFSTI number and price'

A t h e r t o n , P a u l i n e , a n d o t h e r s ' E a a l u a t i o n o f t h e R e t r i e a a l o f N u c l e a ' r S c i e n c e
Documen tRe fe rences t Js i ng the [ Jn iaeysa lDec ima lC lass i ' f i ca t i ' onas the ln .
ie*ing Language for a Co"mputer-Based System' 1968' 46p' CFSTI PB t79

679. MF $o.65, HC $3.oo.

A single issue of Nuclear Science Abstt

indexed by Universal Decimal Classificatio

of UDC for Nuclear Science and Technol

indexing records formed a computer-store

of 5oo additional abstracts, taken from a c'

bv UDC. An experimental design was dt

rJtrieval tests wilh the full collection coul

from the two smaller data bases. sixty questions were collected from nuclear science

;;;.;h-"tg""izations in North Americi and Europe' Two search analys,ts' neither

of whom was familiar -iit tt 
" 

policies and practices of the indexers, formulated

Iogical search statements wiih udc numbers. 
^The 

resulting queries were processed

".e?'"" 
,il iloEi"a.".a data bases. They-were also.processed !y :l::^*1 

informa-

ttn ."*i."r. Twelve questions, a subset bf the original sixty' were chosen for more

detailed analysis. The results are presented in the report'

Austin, Charles J' Meillars, t96i-t967' 1968' 83p' ED o34 555' MF $o'65' HC

$3.oo.
Institution (Source): National Library of Medicine'

The purpose of this document is to

MEDLARS iyrt.- ut it evolved througl

described as it was functioning on Januz
ments discussed are: (r) the inPut subsyste

books and serial titles' This system prod

for the central NLM card caialog a"a 1z; the NLM current catalog' a comPuter-

produced book-form catalog avaiiible to'other medical libraries on a current and

ir.on"o, basis for use as an acquisitions and cataloging tool'
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Blackburn, Robert H. Financial Implications of the Douns Report on Cana-
dian Academi,c and Research Libraries. 1969. 46p. ED ogz 8g4. MF go.65,
HC g3.oo.

Institution (source): Association of universities and colleges of canada, ottawa
(Ontario).

A related document is ED or9 og5.

Newhouse, Joseph P. Libraries and the Other Triangle Und.er the Demand,
Curae. rg7o. r rp. CFSTI AD 7or r87. MF go.65, HC g3.oo.

. A simple theory of library ser-vices was developed as a normative tool to aid libraries
in answering- the quesrion: which books should 6e bought by rhe library. Although the
theory was developed for normative purposes, it geneiates iestable predictions.

Stolk_H. A. Glossary of Documentation Terms. ry1o.4Bp. CFSTI AD 7oo 3eg.
MF 9o.65, HC g3.oo.

rnstitution (source): North Atlantic Treaty organization, Neuilly sur seine (France),
Technical Info,rmation panel.

The glossary consists of approximately 585 rerms used by documentalists. This
compilation draws on the terminology from such disciplines as: computer science,
information science, library science, mathematics, and linguistics. Relatively few ini-
tialisms or contractions of terms are included. The arrangiment of terms within the
glossary is alphabetical, and "see" references are provided for synonymous terms.

'fhe j R's: Reference and Research Library Resources. June 1969. zop. ED
o3z 9r9. MF 9o.65, HC g3.oo.

Institutiln (source): New York Stdte Education Deparrment, Division of Library
Development.
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REVIEWS

Barker, Ronald E. Photocopying Prac-
tices in the United Kingdom. Lon-
don, Faber and Faber, rq7o. ro4P.

30s.

There cannot be too many books on
the subject of copyright infringement
and fair use until-and in order that-
the dilemma be solved. As Barker so
aptly points out in his excellent book,
". . . publishers, although obviously in

business to make a profit, are also ex-
tremelv necessarv toward the further-
ance of education and research, and
widespread practices of photocopying
which deprive them of rightful mone-
tary gain may develop a trend toward
fewer and more costly publications."
There is some evidence to indicate
that, in periodical publishing, an)'way,
this trend is already underway. Al-
though Barker's book is concerned
with the photocopying practices within
the United Kingdom, the practices
there sound strikingly similar to those
employed by many libraries in the
United States.

Based on a questionnaire sent to the
member libraries of Aslib (Association
of Special Libraries and Information
Bureaux), the book outlines the cur-
rent practices involving single and
multiple photocopying of copyrighted
materials. The cross section of libraries
responding includes ro5 academic li-
braries; 89 public libraries; r7 gov-
ernment research establishments; 5q
scientific, technical and learned socie-
ties, institutions and associations; and
rgg industrial and commercial organi-
zations. Thus, i t  rePresents a quite
good statistical sample. The question-
naire, which is reproduced in the ap-
pendix, asks for yearly figures of (a)
journal articles and (b) extracts from
books copied in single and multiple
copies including microfrlm and micro-

fiche copies. The figures from each li

brary group are presented and analyzed

separatelv and further comments on

the part of the respondents are added

as biing worthy of note. Among the

findings are the following: .

r. Photocopying from periodicals is

far more extensive than from

books. (Perhaps an indication that

publishers, more so than authors,
ire in danger of being financiallY
damaged.)

z. Multiple subscriptions to periodi

cals appear to reduce the number

of multiPle coPies Produced, as

well as photocoPYing generallY;
but the duplication of book stock
appears to have no discernible ef-

fect on the PhotoioPYing of ex-

tracts.

4 .

Multiple copies averaging uP to

55o per librarY are made of Pe-
riodical articles. This would seem

to be a flagrant violation of "fair

use" as understood in both the

U.S. and the U.I(.
Librarians find the Present law

relating to photocoPying a hin-

drance and, in manY instances, are

violating the regulations. The

reasons are rarelY economic but

rather of immediate need.
q,. The majority who make coPies

would gladly paY for them (to the

extent that such coPYing exceeds
that alreadY Permitted bY law)

orovided they did not have to ob-

iain permission in advance in

tively simPle'
6. PhotocoPying is exPected to in-

crease as machines become more

efficient and the demands of schol-

J '
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ars grow. Nor will demand be
lessened by the development of
computer information storage and
retrieval centers.

To those interested in photocopying,
fair use, and copyright, tte nidings
will not be new. A restating of them,
however, serves to remind uJ that ..un-
less some kind of control (not preven-
tion but, rather, regulated pennission)
is exercised, photoiopying^ could be'_
come so extensive that it would no
longer be economically possible to pub_
lish the things that 

'cbpiers 
wisfr to

copy." It would have been better if
Barker referred specifically to multiple
copying in this conrext.

The author believes a solution to the
problem would need to encompass .,. . .
a system which allowed the making of
single copies of a particular length
r'vithout the need fof prior permission
or pa)'rnent, coupled with a licensing
system for making copies of longer ex_
tracts and multiple copies, with an
upper limit (on length and numbers)
beyond which copies might not be
made without prior permission.', He
also believes it would help immeasur-
ably to have the "general license" in-
corporated into the law. The parties
concerned. would have to 

"g.a"'or "fee per page/ per copy, rnd though
still a matter for wide discussion, he
feels this could be accomplished with-
out much difficulty. In saying this, rhe
author indicates he is an incurable op-
timist. He states further, the system of
charging musr be "simple and lend i t-
self to automation (for records and
accounting)."

Barker's own proposal toward a so u-
tion would be the setting up of a cen-
tral authority aurhorized by individual
copyright proprietors, on whose behalf
it would: (a) issue licenses to those
wishing to make photocopies and will-
ing to undertake to keep records in
an agreed form and make periodic pay-
ments, and it would be unlawful for
anyone to make copies without

such a specific license; (b) receive fees;
(c) maintain a cenrral fund of fees
". . . from which those whose works had
been copied would be paid in propor-
tion to the extent to which their works
had been copied." This proposal is
strikingly similar to a plan put forrh
in the United States as early as rg4o,
and subsequently from time to time by
the Authors League of America and
other interested parties.

Barker also suggests that publishers
need to consider possibilities for mak-
ing photocopying unnecessary. Journal
publishers, for insrance, might consider
first issuing abstracts or summaries and
then supplying separate prints of the
full articles; or, they might publish
more offprints of articles to meet an
apparent demand. (Publishers might
ask who would bear the economic loss
if the demand never materialized.\
They might also consider, in return for
a higher subscription rate, allowing
copying to a specified limit. (A sur-
prising number of periodical publish-
ers, in the United States, at least, now
charge a higher subscription rate, and,
in some cases, a much higher rate, to
libraries than ro individual subscribers.\
Book publishers might consider tle
possibility of publishing certain ter-
tiary level textbooks in parts, as well
as in bound volumes, ?rlthough, as he
points out, this would natuially in-
crease the publishing risk, and thus the
price.

It is obvious that so complex a prob-
Iem as phorocopying of copyright ma-
terials cannot be resolved by a single
solution. A central authority, such as
Barker describes, might work for the
photocopying handled by some agency
(library, corporation, etc.), but when
individuals can themselves oDerate a
copying machine, as is the widespread
practice in the United States, anorher
system of control and fee collecting
would need to be devised, assuming, oi
course, that it was deemed necessary.
Barker, fortunately, does not pretend
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that this aspect of the picture does not

exist. His book, unfortunately, does not

deal with it. It does, however, fulfill

the author's hope that it might "pro-

vide a useful basis for discussion among

Carroll, Dewey 8., ed. Proceedings of

the 1969 Clinic on Library Applica-
tions of Data Processing. Urbana,
Ill., University of Illinois Graduate
School of LibrarY Science, r97o-
r49p. $5.oo.

One of the fascinating aspects of the

application of data processing to li-
biiry services is the infinite variety of

circumstances, systems, problems, and
results which emerges. Several vari-
ables combine to make this so, such as

the characteristics of an individual li-

brary, the computer configuration and

auxiliary equipment to be used, the

administrative arrangements, the na-

ture and availability of funds, and,

most important, the moment in time

when the particular application takes

place, for all these variables are time-

dependent, and usually in a nonlinear

fashion.
Fascinating? It dePends on Your

point of view. There certainly need be

no lack of topics for discussion at con-

ferences for a long time to come, but

what advice does one give to the li

brary manager in this field? Libraries
have been running comPuter systems

for nearly a decade now; what is their

cumulative experience? Has this vol-

ume any answers to give?
If you read carefully, the answer to

the last question is "yes." One thing
does seem clear, and that is that now,
in the summer of rg7o, every librarian
ought seriously to be planning where

and how he should be using aPPro-

there is little variety in the computer

equipment used, although one-is able

to compare experience with older and

newer hachines, and that not always

to the disadvantage of the former'

A paper bY T. C. Dobb (a librarian

t.rrtte^d compnter manager) could have

made a moJt valuable contribution to

the literature. Entitled "The Adminis-

do not. This is true, but we are no

further on than when we started'

But Dobb touches on a vital Point
when he comPares the different aP-

proaches of librarians and systems men

(or, to use the latest terminology, "data

processors") to their work. There is a

iesson for us all here, first to choose

and define objectives, achieve them in

an organized and logical manner, and

then to monitor performance so as to

optimize the oPerations.
Two other PaPers fail in their task

of demonstrating the suitability of the

IBM programming language PL/l for-

library work. True, theY are full of

praise, but are unable to come down

"u"r, 
to the level of the librarian semi-

skilled in programming, to show just

how and iny m-P imProves on the

other languages successfully used in

library work.
Stephen Salmon has a well-written

and informative paper on the develop-

ment of automated systems for the

Library of Congress Card Division'
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This, of course, concerns us all, and
it is heartening to learn of the im-
provements in service tha,t have re-
sulted in this division. But remember,
the Card Division is nor a librarv. but
a factory, and the two are very dif-
ferent-which is precisely why ii is so
(comparatively) simple to auromate a
factory, and so (comparatively) difficult
ro automate a library.

where they are being used.
Librarians must beware of the dan_

gers of following blindly a rapidly ad_
vancing technology. While improve_
ments in service are to be welcomed,
is there not, however, for any given
library at a given point in time, an
optimum level of service, which is not
necessarily the highest level of service?
Sometimes in achieving this optimum,
a librarian will find thar no suitablv
advanced technology exists. But on
other occasions, surely, the librarian
will be forced to say '.No. I do not
need to use this latest piece of equip_
ment. Something simpler would suit
my needs better."

We need some librarians to say ,,No."

They wil l  give us al l  some needed
guidance in a difficult and rapidlv
changing situation.-R. T. Kimbei,
School of Library and Information
Studies, Queen's tlniaersity, Belfast,
Northern lreland,
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Henley, J. P. Computer-based Library
and Inf ormation Systems. (Com-
puter Monographs, r2) London,
MacDonald; New York, American
Elsevier Inc., r97o. 8+p. $f.lf.

This work, an outgrowth of a thesis
for the M.Sc. degree at the University
of Dublin, physically appears much
more like a volume of poetry than "an
attempt to bridge the gap between li
brarian and computer specialist." Al-
though brevity is a quality often sadly
lacking in Tibrary / computer literature,
I would view the purchase price of
this particular volume with consider-
ably more equanimity had it indeed
been filled with verse. Henley attempts
to explain computers to the librarian,
and to eive the machine expert an un-
derstanding of library problems, and
ends up by accomplishing nei,ther ob-
iective.

Chapter z, "An fntroduction to the
Computer," covers everything from
binary digits to real-time multi-access
computing (in eight pages!). T'he ex-
planation here sufiers by comparison
with the corresponding passage in The
Computer and the Librany, by N. S. M.
Cox, J. D. Dews, and |. L. Dolby (New-
castle upon Tyne, University of New-
castle upon Tyne Library, 1966), prob-
ably because the latter work seems truly
concerned with inducing understand-
ing while Henley's writing seems to be
more occupied with displaying his own
knowledge.

The next chapter, on "Library Sys-
tem Requirements," discusses possible
applications including serials systems
(with holding lists, recording of cur-
rent receipts, claiming for nonreceipts,
renewing subscriptions), cataloging con-
trol, and networks. To be sure, all of
these are conceptually feasible, and, as
Henley points out, there are now op-
erating or prototype examples of each.
lfowever, the presentation is com-
pletely misleading with regard to the
degree of difficulty in implementation,
to say nothing of a factor virtually
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unmentioned throughout the book-
cost. Perhaps Henley is taking the long-
range view, but the uninformed and
unwarned librarian may well read him
and assume that push-button librarian-
ship is here for the asking.

The author's true bias-or orienta-
tion toward the machine-aPPears as
he proceeds with a teasingly inade'
ouate discussion of file organization,
bearing l i t t le relat ion to l ibrary or
bibliographic problems, and showing
none of the implications of various
types of file orginization for difierent
library systems or subsystems which
mav be vitally afiected by file structure.
Thlre follows a chapter on informa-
tion retrieval, most of which deals with
coordinate indexing (clearly explained),
selective dissemination of information,
and a superficial examination of the
problems connected with hierarchical
structuring of subject indexes and/or
classification systems. A more than pro-
portional share of space is allotted to
a description of the author's experi-
ments in devising a series of programs
for input of and access to bibliograph-
ical information (iournal articles with
simple citations) in the context of an
error-prone situation. The final chap-
ter, which purpotts to be a philosoph-
ical overview of computer applications
in the librarv/information field, is un-
rewarding, in terms both of raising
significant issues and of the possible
solutions outlined to the somewhat
minor problems which are discussed.

It is difficult to imagine how the
bibliography, accompanying a suP-
posedly scholarly work in the discipline
of. inf ormatiorz science, could have

passed an editor's scrutiny. The com'
plete citation for the Airlie Confer'

ence proceedings is: Markuson, B. (ed').

Proceedings of the 1963 conference of
Libraries and Automation.

Another reference-in its entirety:

Kent, A. (ed.). Information Retrieval
and Machine Translation (z vols).

As a whole, this book might be satis-

factory for the PurPose of fulfilling--a

degree requirement: it carries a well-

,r.i-ttan rerliew and summary of selected

items from the library/comPuter litera-

ture, and some evidence of interesting
personal hands-on experimentation'
Nevertheless, the literature revlew rs

not comprehensive enough, nor are the

experimints either conclusive or of

enough significance to wanant Presen-
tation in this form.-/oseph A. Rosen'

thal, Chief, Prepa,ration Sentices, The

Nezu York Public Library, Neu York,

N.v.

Jahoda, Gerald. Information Storage

and. Retrieual Systerns f or Indiaidual
Researchers. New York' Wiley-Inter-
science, r97o. rgbp. $8.95.

Addressed to the research worker

having difficulty in finding reports a-nd

documents in his own collection, this

index use and PreParadon, and a

glimpse at information storage and re-

uievil systems of the future. If it is

indeed possible to encomPass these

topics adequately in r35 pages, Jahoda
has not demonstrated i t .

The larger part of the book consists

of chapters dealing with the various

types of indexing systems now in use:

conventional, i.e., alphabetic subject,

classified, and alphabetico-classified; co-

ordinate; keyword-from-title; citation

(are there many Personal citation in-

dexes?); and "other," e.g., faceted, au-

thor. and combinations. These sections

suffer from the fact that the author,

attempting simplicity, conciseness, and

novelty in his presentation, has fre-

quently achieved only confusion. It is

simply not possible to explain the prin-

ciples of facet classification to someone
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without bibliographical sophistication
in a matter of three pages. Author
indexes merit less than a page. The
whole subject of the physical arrange-
ment of the documents themselves is
given short shrift, and it is regrettable
that .fahoda was unable to cite his
own finding (American Documentation
2o:977-8o, Oct. 1969) that searching in
a collection of documents filed under
subject compared favorably in speed
and efficiency with a special KWIC
index. One would feel more sympathy
with the author's evident need io be
brief if he had not compensated for
his skeletal trearmenr of basic topics
rvith dispensable prolixities elsewhere.
To quote one example from the chap-
ter on keyword-frorn-title indexes:
"The three decks of cards are fed into
the computer in designated order. I f
all is well the computer will then eo
to work. It examines the first word in
the first title given to it and deter-
mines whether or not it is a delete
word. This is not done by anv feat
of magic. . . ." A researcher seeking
knowledge of .the various indexing
schemes now in use would derive mori
profit from the clearer explanations
given in Sharp's Some Fundarmentals
of Informatian Retrieual or Lancas_
ter's Inf ormation Retrieaal Systems,
the larter publ ished. I ike fahoda, in
the publisher's f  nf ormati in Science
Series.

One would expect the real heart of
the book ro be Chapter g, on ..The plan-
ning, Design, and Evaluation of per_
sonal fndexes," in which the researcher
is guided in the choice of an indexing
system optimal for his specific needs.
He4e again he must be disappointed.
The author provides a decision flow-
chart by which choice is to be made,
along with brief explanations and dis-
cussions of the questions asked, the
whole occupying little over rhirteen
pages. Unfortunately many of rhe ques-
tions are of a type which the researlher
is not likely to be able to answer, and
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many require prejudgment or arbitrary
choice on his part. Nor are unequivocal
decisions provided in all cases.

There are notable omissions through-
out the book, omissions only partly to
be excused by lack of space. In the
chapter on "Controlled Index Voca-
bularies," Jahoda quotes Gasrer's bib-
liography on thesaurus construction
but makes no menrion of the COSATI
standards for thesaurus construction.
There is no mention, in the section on
evaluation, of Lancaster or the Cran-
field analyses and their sequelae.There
is very l i t t le said about the MAC-TIp
Project at MIT, despite the number
of reports available on the successful
use of this system by individual re-
searchers. There is no mention of the
AIChE coordinate indexing system de,
signed for the use of its personal mem-
bers, and not a word about the com-
puter-based FAMULUS system, devised
by Yerke expressly for the use of indi-
vidual researchers dt the Pacific South-
west Forest and Range Experiment
Station at Berkeley.

One might have expected Jahoda,
himself a teacher of librarianship, to
suggest, somewhere in the book, that
a visit to a research library and a talk
with a trained librarian might be of
some use to a researcher wantinE to
improve his information system o, Jt"rr
a new one. The researcher could do
worse.-George Piternick, School of
Librarianship, The Uniuersity of Brit-
ish Columbia, Vancouaer, 8.C., Canada.

American Association of State Librar-
ies. Standards Revision Committee.
Standards for Library Functions at
the State Leuel: Reaision of the 1963
Edition. Chicago, American Library
Association, rg7o. 56p. gz.oo (paper-
bound).

This revision of the 1963 Standards
was adopted by the ALA in 1969. It
has as its purpose "defining and clarify-
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ing roles, establishing goals, and pre-
senting the guidelines" for attaining
the objectives set forth in the seventy-
five numbered paragraphs which make
up the bulk of the text of this volume.
-fhe Standards view the state library
as the capstone of the library Program
of each state and as the leader in
"planning, initiating, directing, and
inspiring."

This leadershio should be used to
assure the coordination of all types of
library sewices for the benefit of each
and every citizen of the state. The state
library is charged with the responsi-
bility for securing funds to finance
adequate library service. Comprehen-
qive state plans, cooperation, larger
units of service, interstate library com-
pacts, consultant services, and networks
are prominent topics. Networks are to
be linked to other networks, extending
outward to become national and inter-
national.

The Standards are intended to be
practical, not unattainable goals. They
encompass virtually every type of li
brary service and library user-public,
school, college, and state institutional
libraries; special subjects or collections
such as law, history, archives, and legis-
lative research; and special users such
as government officials and handi
capped persons. The appendix con-
tains statements on the responsibility
of the states for collecting state and
local history and on the relationship

and responsibilities of the state library

to state institutions.
While there can be little difierence

of opinion on the desirability of stan-

dardi, one is aPt to feel a little over-

whelmed when reading them. So much

talk about planning, coordinating, re-

searching, networking, and cooPerating

should not lutl us into the belief that

these alone will provide satisfactory

library service to everyone. We maY

forgei that the basis of all good library

re*ic. is the individual librarian work-

ing in one library, large or small, and

usually helping just one Person at a

time.
Few will doubt the need for Plan-

ning and leadership at the state level'

Thele may be doubt, however, that

most state libraries are now equipped

or oualified to do most of the things

set 
^forth 

in these Standards, which

state, "Leadership and toP quality ser-

vice will not be possible unless the

very best librarians are attracted to

state service."
The ALA blurb accomPanYing this

volume describes it as a "complete re-

vision" and an "extensive revision,"

and refers to tt'e Standards as "new"'

In her Preface, the Chairman of the

Revision Committee writes: "That the

revisions are so few is a tribute to the

soundness of the original document"'

which is a more accurate description'-
Ray O. Hummel, Jr', Assistant State

Librarian, Virginia State Library, Rich-

mond, Virginia.
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Bishop, Gwynneth H' 4o7-zo.
Blanket orders, 5-r8, r68-69, 258-68, 305-

gg,4oo-o6.
Book catalogs, r8r-82, 34r-54, 5oz-r6.
Book Catalogs Committee (RTSD), 34t-

+ J .

Rook Erchange (U.S.), 6o7 o9.
Book selectior, r68-69, qg5-qq, 4oeo6,

559 -6 r .
Bl ,one,  Samuel  M..  6oc-ot .
Ilregzis, Ritvars, 342-43.
"Brief History of USBE," 6o7-oq

Brinkley, Cosby, 468(r).
Broadus,  Robert  N ,574-t '8
Burkhalter, Barton R., 445r-54.
Bylaws changes,  r3G-37.

C

Campbcl l ,  H.  C. ,  3o8(r) .
Card catalogs, 485-96, 497-5ot.
Card serv ices.  r74-76.  z- , t - r ,2.  134-38.  130-

44 ,517 -29 '
Cartl sorting, 415-54.
Carroll, Dewey E., 6t8(r)
Cataloging and Classification Section

lRTSD).
Annual rePort, 598-600.
Bylaws, r37.
Mann Cita[ion, 582-84.
Nominees, r35.

Cataloging-in-publication, r75-76.

Cataloging procedures, 68-83, 98-ro8'
46-b7, 42r-27, 439-44' 467-68(r),

468-69(r) ,  6og-to,  6rz.
Cataloging rules, 68-83, rzg-gz, t74, t9o-

8t, 248-49, 292-96, 297 , 3o6-o8(r), 4r8-

3 3 ,  6 r z .
Catalogue of Hebrew Boofts, 3o9-rt(r).
"Catalogue Retrieval: A Library Econ-

omy:' 429-44.
The Catalogutng Requirernents ol the

Book Diuision of a Rare Books Lz'
brary, 467-68(t).

Cayless, C. F., t46(r).

Centralized processing, 169-7o, r8o, z69r

78,  3r2-r4(r) ,  355-89.
Centraliied Processing Committee (RTSD)'

355-56.
Chapl in,  A.  H. ,  z9z-96.
Charno, Steven M., r48(r).
Chemical materials, 298-99.

Children's materials, 249.
Classification, 84-gr, 579-8r.

Dewey, 176, 25o, 517-29' 530-45' 574-

78 ,6o4 -o5 ,  6 r r .
Library of Congress, 84-9t, r5r-521r;'

r77, 249, 42r-21, 530-45.
Universal Decimal, q8, 47r-72(r)'

Classified catalogs. 546-52.
Colloque sur les Implications Administra'

tires de I'Automatisation dans les

Grandes B i'bli'oth? ques' 47-48(t)'
Colorado academic l ib lar ies.  r7o'  3r2-

14(r) .
Commerical processing, r38, rio-71, 180'

Computer-assisted Procedures, 3r-55' 247'

25r-52, 3rr-r2(r), 4o7-2o' 468-69(r),
goz-16, 53o-45, 6r8-t9(r)' 6r9-2o(r)'

Conieptuat Design of an Automated Na-

tional LibrarY SYstern, r49r5r(r)

Conventional entries, 428-33.
Cooperation Between Types ol I'ibraries,

473-7 4\r).
Cooperative processing. Sea Centralized

processing; Shared cataloging.

Copyright, r7r, 203-o6.
Corbet, Charles B., 428-3o.
Corbin, John 8., 585-87.
"Corrections in Commercial Processing

DirectorY," r38.

Cost  studies,  q,6-6?,  279-89,  472-73F),

474-75\r).
"Clouncil of Regional Groups Report,"

6o4
Cunningham, JaY L. ,  3rr( r ) .
Custer ,  Benjamin A. ,  527-zq.
"Cut to Fi t , "  Br-55'

D

Danish public libraries, 474-75F).
Data processing, 3r-55' 6t8-t9(r).
Decimal classification, q6' ry8' 25o, 47r-

72(r), 5r7-2g, 530-45' 574-78, 6o4-o5,

6 r  r .
"Decimal Classification Editorial Policy

Committee RePort," 6o4-o5

DeHart, Florence E., 56-57.
"Delight and Pitfalls of Subject Catalog-

ing," 98-ro8.
Demos, John T., 395-99.
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DeueloFmen.ts in Nati.onal Docurnent and,

^.  517-29,  Sgo-45,  874-78,6o4_o5, 6rr .
Directmy of Institutional phot6copying

Seruices, 468(r).
Divided caralogs, 485-96, 4gj_'Sor, 5oz_r6.
Document Reproduction in Li\raries,

469-Zo(r).
Documents, 84-gr, 245-47, 45b-57, 609_ro.
Dolby, J. L., 468(r).
Doughcrty,  Richard M.,  3rz(r) .
Downing,  J.  C. ,  3o6(r) .
I )uhrsen,  Lowel l  R. .  84-gr.
Dulka,  John, 485-96.
Dunlap, Connie R., 596-9Z.

G

"Gifts and Exchanges," gz-g7.
Gimbel, Henning, 474(r).
Government publications, z4b-47, 4bb_b7,

6o9rro.
"Guidelines for Processing Nonbook Ma-

terials," 6rg.

H

Hansard, James W., 3r-55.
Harris, Jessica L., 5oz-r6.

Volume 14,Number I,  Fal l  t97o

Hebrew materials, 3og-1 r(r).
Heinritz, Fred J., 4jz-72.
Hendricks, Donald D., a5S-S6.
Henley,  J.  P. ,  619(r) .
Hines, Theodore C., 5oe-r6.
Hinton, Frances, 6o4-o5.
Hitchcock, Jennetre E., +7+-jS.
Hoag, LaVerne, 44b-b4.
Hovnc, Clara, 54G-52.
Hudson, Judith A., 53e45
Hummel,  Ray O, Jt . ,  62r-22.

I

"IFLA International Meeting oI Catalogu-
ing Experts," z9z-96.

Illinois library plan, 473-74G).
"In the N{ail: Reprinting," r38.
Indexing and indexing systems, 3oo, b3o-

4b,  b46-b2,553-58.
Information Dynamics Corporation, 43g-

44.
Information systems, rog-zr, zg8-gg, 3o8-

oqf), 47 o-7 | F), 619-zo(r), 6zo-.2 r (r).
International Meeting of Cataloguing Ex-

perts, r3r-32, 184-85, :9z-96.
International Relations Subcornmittee

(RTSD),  rzz-32.
"Internationalizing RTSD,', rzz-32.
An Introduction to UDC, 47r-72(t).

J
Jackson, Sidney L., 579-8r.
Jackson, W. Carl, bgr-g6.
Jahoda, Gerald,6eo(r)

Jewish National and University Library.
546-52.

Johnson, Donald W., +3+-g8.

K

Keyword retrieval systems, bgo-4b.
Kimber,  R.  T. ,  618-19.
King, Donald R., 468-69.
Koch, Esther D., 598-6oo.

L

LaHood, Charles G:, lr., 469-7o.
Lancaster, F. W., rog(r).
Lane, Alfred H, gz-97, tg9.
Latin American Newspapers in United

States Libraries: A Union List, t4g-
49(r).

'  6zb

E

Entries, 42818.
ERIC/CLIS abstracrs, rZg-45, 30r_ob,

463 -66 ,614 -15 .
Esther J.  Piercy Award,  5gb-87.
Ixclranges, g2-97, 6o7-oq.
"Executive Secretary,s Report,,' 6o3_o4.

F

Fasana, Paul J., r47(r).
Filing- rules and procedures, q5, 445_b4,

48b-96, 4g7-for, 5oz-16.
"Foreign Blanket Orders,,, :5g_6g.
Form headings, 4e8-33.
Forsyth, V. J., 468(r).
Fristoe, Ashby J., 165-73.
"Functional Organization plan for Tech_

nical Services," 458-62.



Law materials, 428-23.
LEEP (Library Education Experimental

Project), 5go-4b.
Leonard, Lawrence E., 3tz(r)'
Library and, Inlormation Science Ab-

stracts, 6rZ.
Library Automation: A State ol the Art

Reuiew, gr4-t5(r).
l,ibrary of Congress.

Card Division, 174-76.
Cataloging policies, 6o9-ro.
Classification, 84-9r, r5r-52(r), r77, 249,

42r-27, 530-45.
MARC, r8z-83, z5o, 256, 530-45'
Processing Dept., z3G-57, 517-29, 6t r.

RECON, r84,  256.
Subject headings, z4g.

Library Resources b Technical Setuices,

462 ,  6 r r .
"Library Services to University Branch

Campuses: The Ohio State ExPeri-

ence," 562-73.
"Library Surveys and Development

Plans," zgg-3oo
Linford, John, 562-73.
"The Long-Term Effects of Approval

Plans," 4oo-o6.
Lucy, Mary Lou, 468.

M

Maier,  Joan M.,  3r2(r) .
Manuscripts, Z2b-4o.
MARC, r8z-83, z5o, 256, 5go-45
Margaret Mann Citation, 582-84
Mason, Alexandra, 467-68.
Mason, Donald, 469(r).
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

472-73\t)-
Mattison, Les, 559-6r.
McKinlay, lohn, 5t7-27.
McMaster UniversitY, 435-44.
Mechanization. Sae Automation; Com-

puter-assisted procedures; Data Pro-
cessing.

"MEDLARS: A SummarY Review and

Evaluation of Three RePorts," ro9-

2 t .

Meise, Norman R., r49(r).
Meyer,  Bet ty J. ,  Sgf-Sg,  6or-o3'
Microfilm rate indexes, 390-94.
Microforms, r8g-:o3, zo6-13, 39o-94, 439-

44.
Micrographic Catalogue Retrieval Syt-

tem (MCR), $S-44.
"Modern Manuscripts: A Functional Ap'

proach," 925-40.

Monthly Catalog ol Government Publi'

catrons, 455-57.
Moore, Richard E., 497-5ot.
"More on DC Numbers on LC Cards:

QuantitY and QualitY," 517-29.
NIount, Ellis, 3o8-o9.
Music scores, 42r-27.
Myers, Rose E., t65-73.

N

National Library of Medicine, tog-zr'

National Program for Acquisitions and

Cataloging, r7r-72' r75' 24r-43'

National Serials Data Program, r83, z3t'

257.
National Union Catalog' r72' 254-55,439-

44'
Networks, ro9-2r, r49-51(r)' 298-99' 473-

74$).
Newberry Library, 325- 4o.
Newspapers, t48-49(r).
Nitecki, JosePh 2., 485-96-
Nominees, t34-35.
Nonbook materials, r8o-8r, r8g-2o3, zo6-

r3, 325'40, 3go-g4' 42r-27 ' 612.

Nyholm, AmY Woods, 325-40'

o
"Ode to a Librarv Course," 297.

"'Offcial Use' Trend in the Monthly

Catalog of United States Government

Publications," 455-57'
Ohio State University' 395-gg, 562-73'
Ordering. See Acquisitions procedures'

P

Painter, Ann F., 470-7r.
Passman, SidneY, 47o(r).
Paul, Huibert, r9-3o.
Pautzsch, Richard O., t74-88.

Perreaul t ,  Jean M.,  r5r(r ) ,  47r(r ) .
Phonorecords, 42r-27.
Photocopying, 279-gg' 43418, $9-44'

468(r), 6t6-t8(r).
Photocopying Costs in Libraries Com-

mittee (RLMS), z7g-8g.
Piercy Award, 585-87.
Piternick, George, 6zo-zt.
Potts, HilarY, 146(r).
Poucher, LucY A.' 497-5or.
Pound, MarY, z3r-35, 585-87'
Price indexes, fig' 235' 3944.
Proceed'ings ol the tg59 Clini.c on Librart

Appliiations ol Data Processing, 618-

r 9(r).
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Processing centers, r38, 169-7r, rgo, z69-
78,3b5-89.

"The Processing Departmenr of the Li-
brary of Congress in 1969," 23G57.

"Proposed Amendments to the RTSD
Bylaws," r3G-37.

Public libraries, 474-7S(r).

R

Raffel, Jeffrey A., 472(t).
Raney, Carol, 6o3-o4.
Ranganarhan, S. R., 5gz-g4.
Rare books, 467-68(r).
Rast, Elaine K., g6z-7g.
Rate indexes, 3go-g4.
Reader-printers, 4Zg-44.
Ready, William, #g-44.
"Recataloging a College Score and phono_

record Collection," 4zt -27.
Reclassification, r5r-52(r).
RECON, r84,  256.
Recordings, 42r-2j.
The Relerence Shelf, g5g-58.
"Refiling by the Second,,' 4g7_bot.
Regional Groups reports, rgo-gr, 5gg_9o,

6o4.
"Relationship of College and lJniversity

Sjze to Library Adaptarion oi

the- r967 Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules," 68-83.

Religious materials, 574-j8.
Reprinting, r38.
Reproduction of library materials, rgg_

zgo, 279-89, 468(r), 46917o(r), 6rG_
r8(r).

Reproduction o{ Library Materials Sec_
tion (RTSD).

Annual report, 600-0r.
Bylaws, r37.
Nominees, tg5.

Resnikoff, H. L., 468(r).
Resources and Technical Services Divi-

sion (AI-A), rzz-gz.
Annual reports, bgl-604.
Bylaws, 136.
Nominees, r34.
Piercy Award, 585-87.
Regional groups, zgegr, 58g-9o, 6o4.
(See also names of committees ancl

sections.)
Reviews, rog-zr, 146-52, 906-15, 467-7b,

616-zz.
Richmond, Phyllis A., t47-48, r5r-52.
Roberts, Matt, 6rG-r8.
Rosenthal ,  Joseph A.,  3rr- tz ,  619rzo.

Volume 14,Number 4,Fal l  t97o

s
Salmon, Stephen R., 3r4(r).
Sanner, Marian, z9o-9t, 58&-go, 6o4.
Schaefier, Rudolf F., 98-ro8.
Schieber,  Wi l l iam D.,  3rr( r ) .
Schmidt, C. James, b62-7g.
"Schrettinger on Class and the Subiect

Heading," 579-8 r .
Scientific and Technological Communi-

cation, 47o1r(r).
"Searching MARC/DPS Records for Area

Studies," b3o-45.
Selection of materials, 5-r8, 168-69, g95-

gg, 4oo-o6.
Seminar on the Anglo-American Calalog-

ing Rules,3o6-o8(r).
Ser ia ls,5-r8,  r9-3o,  rz8-zg,  r83,  z3r-35,

257.
Serials Section (RTSD).

Annual report, 6clr-03.
Bylaws, r37.
Nominees, r35.

Shared cataloging, ryv72, t7S, 24r-4g.
Sharp, N. F., 3o6(r).
Shishko, Robert, 472(r).
Shoffner, Ralph M., 3r r(r).
Shores; James R., 297.
Smith,  Kather ine R.,  5-r8.
-southern Oregon College,  g1-Sot.
Spalding, C. Sumner, 3o6-o8.
Standardization, rgF3o, 68-83, r67, 252-Sg,

257, 294-95, 613, 6zr-ze(r).
Standing orders, 5-r8, 168-69, 395-99.
Stansfield, Cynthia M., 47r-72.
State libraries, z69-78, 6ar-zz(r).
State University of New York at Bing-

hamton, 4d7-zo,
Stevens, Norman D., rcg-zt, r4G-47.
A Stud.y ol the Organizati.on and, Search

of Bibliographic Holdings Records in
On-line Computer Systenxs, 3r r-rz(r).

Subject cataloging, 98-ro8, r77-8o, 57g-Br.
Subject headings, z4g, g7g-8t.
Sullivan, Robert C., r89-23o, r7gr89, 3go-

94.
Summers, F. William, z69-78, 47914.
Syracuse University School of Library

Science, 530-45.
Systematic Analysis of Unitersity Librar-

rcs, 472-73$).

T
Talmadge, Robert L., Zrz-r4.
Taylor, Gerry M., 3r-55.
Technical services, 56-67, zg6-g7, 458-62,

562-7n.
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T'echnical Services
(RTSD), 56.

Tesovnik, Mary E., 56-67'
Thomassen, Cort 8., 473$).
Time studies, b6-67, 445-54.
Towards a Theory for UDC, 47r-72(r).

U

Union lists, r48"49F), 232.
United Nations documents, 84-91.
Universal Decimal Classification, ry8, 47r-

72\r).
University of

96.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 485-

Cost Committee Vianer, Allen B.' 3o$-rr'
. Voigt, Melvin J'' 3t4-t5'

Voorde, PhiliP Van De, 455-57'

Unputrlished Studies of
vice Time and Costs:

w

Weber, David C.' t4gr5r.

Wedgeworth, Robert, 258-68, 463' 6tt'

Weeding, 559-6t.
Welsh, William J., zZ6-17'

White, John B.' f5A-58.
Wienpahl, Robert W', 42r-27'
Wilden-Hart, Marion, 4oo-o6'
Willard, D. Dean, 428-33'
Work Simplification in Danish Public Li"

braries, 474-75F).
"Worn Book- Ch".t li.t for Academic Li-

.braries," 559-gr:

Y

"Year's Work" PaPers' 165-235'

z

"Z3g News Release," 613'

Technical Ser-
A Selected Bib-

liography," 56-67.
U.S. Book Exchange, 6o7-o9.
"The Use of Conventional Headings in

the Cataloguing of PrimarY Legal

Miterials," 42813.

v

Van De Voorde, PhiliP, 455-57'
Vann, Sarah K. ,  rzz-gz.
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l
Now Published bY the

American Library Association

A Biographical DirectorY
of Lihrarians in the

United States and Canada

formerly Who's Who in Library Service

L,ce Ash EDITOR

* New Fifth Edition now ready

* 20,000 biographies of librarians'
archivists. and information scientists

* Includes librarians employed by

U. S. govemmental agencies
and stationed abroad

In addition to basic biographical data, each entry gives

information on languages teid or spoke-n, professional ac-

tivit ies, memberships and offiees in prolessional and o[ner
pertinent organizations.

A Bingraphical Directory of Li.brarians 'in the United

Stotrt iia bonoao is a uni{ue fund of facts available from

;;;ah; single source. M5'oo

The fifth ediLion, compiled and produced by Shoe String
Press, is published by the American Llbrary Asoclatlon'

aJ Pd i'Tfl'fi\ssocrA'oN
\-/ 

l lJ\-/ [ SO E. Huron St., Chicago 60611



Anne Rockwell, Helen Hoovet Svmeon Shimin,
The Devlins, Barbara K.Walker; Friso Henstra

and many more famous illustrators and authors are represented in the

New Children's Books for Fall
from Parents' Maga zine Press

ANIMALS NEAR AND FAR
by Helen Hoover, illustrated
by Symeon Shimin

Famous for her nature writ-
ings, Mrs. Hoover here takes the
y o u n g  r e a d e r  o n  " v a c a t i o n "
sludying wi ldl i fe atong the way
-lrom the rene of Hawai i  and
polar bear ol  Alaska to the Bat-
l imore or iole and Great plains
prair ie dog Ages 4-8; Grades
K - 3 .  $ 4 . 5 0  $ 4 . 1 2 1 l L  O c t . t s

THE ROUND SULTAN AND
THE STRAIGHT ANSWER
by Barbara K. Walker,
l l luslraled by Friso Henstra

This Sultan loved to eat, and
all the doctor's pil ls. diets and
exercises did no good. Bul a
wise  o ld  hamal  p rov ided the
"straight" answer to the orob-
lem.  Ages 4-8 ;  c rades  K-3 .
$3.95 $3.47 L/L Oct.1s

ii
:! !;

ALL YOU RABBITS
Carl Memling,
slrated by Myra Mccee

What do rabbi ls do? Hoo and
)p! And what do ducka do?And what do ducks do?

s h e e p ?  A n d  c a t s ?  A n d
ies, pigs and pups? ldeal
nuEery school and kinder-
)n whe.e chi ldren can olav
p a r t  o f  v a r i o u s  a n i m a l s .

i lt o,llf? 
"" $3 es

OLD WITCH AND THE
POLKA DOT RIBBON
by Wende Devlin,
i l lustrated by Harry Devlin

An h i la r ious  seque l  to  the
populat Old Blaek Witch! which
was made in to  a  t i lm t i i l ed
Wintet Ol The Witch slailino
Hermione Gingotd .  Th is  on ;
tells how the lovable old witch
outwits Mrs. Butterbean and
wins the cake-baking contest.
Ages 4-8; crades K-3. S3.9S
$3.47 L/L Oct- 15

MEXICALI SOUp by Kalhryn
Hit le and Wil l iam D. Havis.
i l lustrated byAnne Rockfret i

Mama's Mexical i  souo was
real ly something speciat,  But
eager to contorm to the wavs of
the big ci ty,  Maria bids her t i rave
out the poldtoes. whi le for Anto-
nio she omits the peppers. and
for Juan lhe onions, and so on
unt i l .  !  This is a reversat ol  the
classic "Stone Soup" storv. set
in a colorful  Mexicin-Ameiican
background. Ages 4-8; crades
K-3. $3.95 $3.47 L/L Seot.  ls

THE STEPPING-
STONE BOOKS

to Science and Social
Studies, Grades 1-4

This new gerles ot nonJici ion,
curf lcutum onented boolG 13
deslgn€d to meet the growing
n e e o  r n  p i l m a r y  g r a d e s  l o r
i lvery, easy-to-aead, inlorma-
t lonal books. Separate Gulde-
l ines For Toachers" provid6d.
HOP, SKIM AND FLy: An tnsecl
EOOk.
FFESH AS A OAISY, NEAT AS
A PIN: Tho Clean Book_
INDIANS: The First  Americans
A ZOO FOR YOU: Some Indoor
Pots And How To Keep Thom.
A PLACE TO LIVE: A Studv Ol
Ecology.
FROM SCROLLS TO SATEL-
LITES: The Story ot Communl
calon.
THE FAR[4: How peopte Live
and Work On The Farm_
T H E  E S K I M O S :  P e o o t e  O l
Alaska.

Each book 9347 L/L
(sjngle edit ion onty)

ei$dit

These are but a lew of our new books for Fal l  for chi ldren ol  al . l  ages. please

;",:: l%iil:"","9 
which describes many more, ano incruoes ouriliy anno_

The symbol L/L denotes parents, Magazine press Longt i fe Library Binorngs

Parents' Magazine Press
5 2  V A N D E R B I [ T  A V E N U E ,  N E W  Y O R K ,  N . Y . 1 0 0 1 7

fwo Now
BACKGROUND

BOOKS
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
EXPLONING OCEAN FRON.
TIEBS. On Who Own! Ths s.e.
by FEnce! and Waller Scott.
I n r 9 . D O O X  9 e e k s  t o  a n s w e r
questons th6l  have ar isen with
the current explorat ion ol  the
ocean s depths. Also inctuded
are chaptors on submersibles.
h a b i l a t s ,  l i s h e r i e s .  m i n e r a t ;
and the Law of the Sea. Aqes
1 2 - u p i  G r a d e s  7 - u D .  $ 4 : 9 5
$4.28 L/L Oct.  1s
SOCIEIY AND THE ASSASSIil
On Politlc.l lvlu.der bv Bern:
hardt J. Humood. This book
lrace6 lho hislory ol  assassina-
t ion and discusses the impact
ol  he assassrn on hrstory, soci-
oly as lhe assassin, assassins
a s  h e r o e s  a n d  v r l l a i n s .  a n d
A m e r i c a ' s  v i o l e n t  o a s i  a n d
Uncenain fulure," AOeS 12-uo:
Grades 7-up. $4.95 g.ia
L / L  N o v . 2



Attention:
Libraries with large collections

in given subject areas

Bro-Dartos
Books-Comil

Program is de
Books-Coming-Into-Print, a program of

Bro-Dart's Stacey Division, the nation's
eading academic bookseller, simplifi es

book sllection and acquisition for
libraries acquiring extensively from givenl rbrai les acqulr lng ext€nslv€r) rrurrr Brv(
subject areas. And, it vastly reduces the

"os[ly, 
time-consuming task of evaluating

thousands of notices and reviews. You
receive unique Advance Notice Cards.on

^ 
Books-Coming-Into-Print

has been develoPed to sPeed and
'simplify book acquisit ion in
specific disciplines for Your

EASTERN DIVISIoN: 1609 Memorial Ave., Williamsport,Pa, |770|

WESTERN DIVISION: 15255 East Don Julian Road, city of Industry' cal 91746

For additional inform
on this time and moneY-savi
service, write DePt.

require, you specify the other criteria
use in book selection.

Using this information, we evalua
all new b"ook announcements and noti

of only those that match your profile;

teeardless of how broad or narrow
arEas of special interest,or desired
academic 

^level. 
You'll thus receive an

Advance Notice Card prior to publica
for each title which falls
within vour Profi le.
rl You'll be dealing with

one source for new books
from more than 4,000
publishers. This Program
ipplies to all books in the
humanities or the sctences'

in depth, you select the tYPe
of book and level of
puUtication which you normallY

continuations, and
by commercial and
n-on-commercial Publishers.



IIARVARD University Library
Widener Library Shetflist

In its effort to computerize certain of its bibliographical records, the Har-
vard University Library is converting to machine-readable form the shelf-
list and classification schedules of Widener Library, Harvard's central re-
search collection. As each class is completed, a three-part catalogue of the
holdings of the class is published in the Widener Library Shelflist series.
The first part contains the classification schedule and a list of the entries in
call-number (i.e. classification) sequence. The second part lists the entries in
both author and title sequence. The third part lists them again chronologi-
cally by date of publication. Thus, each entry appears four times. Each ca[a-
logue is a valuable tool for scholars and librarians since it makes an impor-
tant contribution to the bibliography of its subject. Volumes 1 through ZO
average 70 entries per page. Beginning with volume 27, all page copy is
photocomposed in double columns, with approximately 1.40 entries per page.
8r/z x1'1,; durable paper; cloth bound.

Volumes in print:
s-6 .  LATIN AMERICA.  1e66.  1 , ,492 pp . ,
27,292tilles. 2 vols.. $65.00

z. BIBLIOGRAPH'(.1.e66. 1.,066 pp., re,643
titles. " ' 

sa6.oo 23-24 EcoNoMIcs. 1e70. t,t:t j,i.:3j;133
e-13. AMERICAN HISTORY. 1,s67. 4,087
pp., 83,867 titles. 5 vols,, $1Z5.OO

14. CHINA, IAPAN AND KOREA.7s6B. 4s4
pp.,11,388 t i t les. $2s.oo

ls. PERIODICAL CLASSES. 1,s6s. zsB pp.,
25,685 t i t les. $Z5.OO

16-17. EDUCATION. 1e68. r,6Lo pp.,82,722
titles. 2 vols., $60.00

18. LITERATURE: General and Comparative.
Ls68.78spp. ,5 ,o65. t i t19r r , , , , , .  $1o .oo

19. SOUTHERN ASIA: Afghanistan, Bhutan,
Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, India, Laos, Ma-
laya, Nepal, Pakistan, Sikkim, Singapore, Thai-
land, and Vietnam. 7968. 543 pp., IO,Z72

22. GOVERNMENT. L969. 263 pp., z,r9o
ti t les. $20.00

Volumes in prepara,tion:

zs. CETTIC LITERATURES. te7o. re2 pp.,
7,500 titles. $ZS.OO

26-27. AMERICAN LITERATURE. 1970.
1,,600 pp.,50,000 t i t les. 2 vols.,  $95.00

28-31. SLAVIC HISTORY AND LITERA-
TURES. 7970. 2,7oo pp., 93,000 titles.

4 vols.,  $190.00
32. GENERAL HISTORY. 1970. 35,000 titles.

$s0.00

33. REFERENCE COtLECtlON$i' Yslbl'1&t
pp., s,000 t i t les. $10.00

34. AFRICAN HISTORY AND LITERA-
TURES. -te70. 5o0 pp., 16,000 titles. g3s.oo

Information subiect to change.$20.00

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS
79 Galden Street,  Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

titles.

20. CANADIAN HISTORY AND LITERA- Distributed for the Hdir)dtd lJniaersity Library.
TURE. 1963, 477 pp.,-1,0,272 tilles. $17.5o Volumes may be ordered separately, oi stordiig

21, LArrN AMERTCAN rrrERAruRE. 1e6e. \ii:"ii T:i !:r:::::i"r:',:i:,iii'{"!"'"iii,i,i;tl
498 pp.,16,900 titles. $4O.OO sent to



From Baker & Taylor-
A reliable
monthly
information
sourGe
for new
scholarly
books
Each month Baker & Taylor 's new appear long after publ icat ion.
publ icat ion, CURRENT BOOKS FOR
ACAOEfvff  C LIBRARIES, keeps uni-  l f  your universi ty,  col lege gl .gq"_.. i .d
versi iy,  coi tege and spebiat l ibrar ies t ibrary is not now using^Cy111EIT
aOrei 's i  of  v ir" tuat ly af inew Ooof.s ot BOO(S FOR ACADEMIC LIBRAR-
interei t  to them. And, i t  provides an lES, please wri te.  io .your. .nearest
oppoi iuni ty to select new t i t les for Baker & Taylor div is ion. We' l l  be
tdst Oet ivery-without the necessity pleased to send you a samp.le copy.
ioi  * iOing ihrough masses of pre- bne subscript ion is avai lable to in-
puUticat io"n mater- ial  or await ing re- div idual universi ty,  col lege and spe-
views of scholar ly books which often

THE BAKER & 1
OLDEST & LARGEST BOOK WHOLESA

Ertl€m Divlsion: Somerviile, N.J. 08876, 50 Kirby Ave. Blker & Taylor New-Bo-oks-ln^speclion Cenlers:

lrriaiijt e sournein Divistoiitlomence, tti. oogdl tos Angete-s, c4!if:909991 5820 wilshire Blvd'

WeeternDiv is ion:neno,Nev.-e95Oi,gAO'Edl tonWay f tousto-n,Tei .77019, 1701-W.G-raySt 
n,Mass 02172miJrr[iJilo-jaiv sir"ii" co': in suosiolarv): Boston vicinitv: 372 Main St , w'

Oklahoma Ci t i ,  Oxta.  731 18,  4600 N. cooper



Now the corporate librarian
has a non-secret weapon.

Science Gitation Index'
Scienti f ic and
technical Derson.
nel often fail to
delegate the
responsibi l i ty for
literature searches
to the library,
where it belongs.
They think
information
searches are too
complex for
"laymen" to
handle.
l f  this is the
attitude in your
company, Science
Citat ion lndex@
is the best non.secret weapon to prove what
a professional l ibrarian can real ly do.
SClo is the only index to science and
technology that permits a l ibrarian to f ind, in
just a few minutes, the relevant articles needed
to answer cri t ical ly important questions l ike
these. Not just for R&D but Marketing,
Personnel and many other departments.

l .  Has industry appl ied this concept before?
2. ls the proposal technical ly feasible?
3. Has there been a cl inical evaluation?
4. Was this patent cited in the recent literature?
5. What companies are working in the f ield?
6. What is the state-of.the.art?
7. What are the potential new markets?
8. What has this man published on the subject?
9. Has this appl icant 's research had

signif icant impact?
10. How.strong is R&D in the acquisitiorl_lging

considered?
11. ls this research necessary, or has someone

already done it?

Canpuafford tobe
rvldroutlt?

12. Are there new uses for this product?
13. Are the data obsolete?
14. ls there a more econofnical synthesis for

this compound?
15. Does this compound have signif icant

biological activity?
16 Does the development program have a

marketing payoff?
17. ls there a better method?
18. Who are the top men in the field?
19. What are the relative merits of the two

approaches?
20. Does the methodology promise a route to

solut ion?

SCI's subiect coverage matches its utility.
SCI indexes completely over two thousand
scientific lournals. Every article, review, letter,
correction. Four million individual entries are
contained in the latest annual issue. Al l  of
them derived from the literature of the past 12
months. And you get all this quarterly,
cumulated annually. Weekly updating Service
also avai lable through lSl 's unique ASCAo
system. Think how much time you can save
your R&D staff. What better way to emphasize
the real dollar and cents value of your library
is there?
Want even more convincing reasons to use on
your library committee? Just return the coupon,

ESE i*rnturE F'R scrErrnc rrr.nr.1;ld;l
325 Chestnut Streel, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106, USA
Telephone: (215) 923.3300. Telex: 84.5305. Cable: SClt{F0

l32"lligh Street, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UK
0ther offices in Washington, Oltawa, Paris, Tokyo

Gentfemen: 
23'247

Please send me full inlormation on Socncc Citrtim Indcro

i lAME/TI]tE

IIBRARY

c0MPANY/DrVrSt0il

AODRESS

ZIP-

COIJI{IRY ITI,IPHOI{E



Purchasing
Library Materials
in Puhlic
and School
Libraries
Eve lyn  Hense l  and
Peter  D.  Ve i l le t te

Purchasing procedures and the rela-
t ionships of l ibraries to purchasing
agenc ies  and dea lers .  Gu ide l ines  fo r
evaluating book dealers, bidding con-
tracts and invoices. Case studies com-
p a r e  a n d  c o n t r a s t  t h e  p u r c h a s i n g
methods of six l ibrary systems. Tabu-
lat ion of questionnaires, examples of
form letters, book bid invitat ions, and
contracts are appended. Very useful
to l ibraries of al l  types. paper $3.00
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The Procurement of
Library Furnishings
Speci f icat ions,  Bid
Documents and Evaluat ion

Frazer G. Poole and
Alphonse F. Trezza, Editors
Archi tects,  l ibrary representat ives,
d e s i g n e r s  a n d  l i b r a r y  e q u i p m e n t
manufacturers treat the problems of
l i b r a r y  f u r n i s h i n g s  p r o c u r e m e n t .
Topics covered include contracts and
purchase orders, preparation of bid
documents and speci f icat ions.  High-
ly informative; sponsored by ALA's
L i b r a r y  A d m i n i s t r a t i o n  D i v i s i o n .
Helpful  to l ibrar ies of  a l l  types and
srzes. paper $3.75

Library Automation
A State of the Art Review
Stephen R. Salmon, Edi tor
A non-technical report on the Pro-
ceedings of the first Institute on
Library Automation sponsored by the
lnformat ion Science and Automat ion
Div is ion of  ALA. Detai ls  progress in
informat ion networks,  bui ld ing plan'
n ing,  systems analysis and design,
cataloging and other areas.

PaPer $7 '5o

International
Subscription Agents
An Annotated Directory,2d ed.
Comprehensive directory of more
than 200 dealers who handle orders
f o r  f o r e i g n  p e r i o d i c a l s .  I n c l u d e s
agents '  addresses,  names of  coun'
t r ies,  mater ia ls and serv ices avai l -
able, business data. Prepared bY a
jo int  cornmit tee of  the ALA' 

PaPer $3.5o

AM ERICAN U BBARY ASS0 CrATr 0 N 3g :#:,i"133,s'638",



CTyIC6RS
MCRS means Mic rograph ic
Micrographic Catalog Retrieval
books in the hands of yo
economically. .qi

MCRS is a rap

E Reduces LC

at the same time, use the convenient coupon below.

DYNAMICS CORP WHERE THINGS HAPPEN AND THEY HAPPEN TO SERVE THE LIBFARY COI,4MUNITY.

l ike to know more about how the MCR System can
ical processing in your library and save operating

INFORMATION DYNAMICS CORP.
BO MAIN ST. ,  READING,  MASS.  01867

tlnl Please send me more information about MCRS and how
IIV{ it can give me added economy and efficiency. ! Havs an IDC
q representative call on me, Tel. no. _

f  . .Name _ Tiile -_=----

!

n
n

Retr ieval System. And
means that you can get
faster, easier and more

ieval system which:

two minutes and cuts main

current '  without requir ing any
of  S l ios .

e l im ina t i ng  f i l i ng .

that any staff member can begin to do
after only a few minutes of instruct ion.

o f  speedy economica l  in -house card

Inntrtrr
ntrntrrn
lrnxnr
TNtr I I I
T t ]T INN
NNI t rDE
T!TTt rN Aft i l ia t ion

Address- Ci ty_ State_ Zip_



Miurnul'ailius
lleuus&Uinuu$
ll| i|I|mflail l|e[|
il-u00lily i]|l0rll|afi0]l
$0Hic0 lill|ging yol|:
r Up.to-date information and informed opinion
r Peripheral vision of developments in other fields
r lnsisht into the meaning of new technologies, such as

comiuter-microfilm inteirfaces, laser recording,
vide6 systems, and UMF (ultramicrofiche)

r An "early warning system" to alert you to new trends
and applications

r Conlidence that your micrographics knowledge is
current

NEWS COVERAGE INCLUDES:
D New trends and develoPments
E Products and services
! Systems and aPPlications
E Emerging technologies
E Newcompanies
E People and associations
D New publications
D Conventions and trade shows

EDITORIAL FEATURES INCLUDE:
D Responsible, indePendent,

staf f -written editorials
n Authoritative guest editorials
tr In-depth articles on newtrends

and developments
n Company profiles

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION RATES

A Guide to q Selection of
Computer. Bqsed Stience

qnd Technology Reference
Services in the U.S.A.

comPiled bY
Science and TechnologY

Reference Services Committee
Reference Services Divis ion,

American Library Associat ion

Compilat ion of 18 professional so'
ciet i6s, government agencies, and
private oiganizations with reference
le rv ices  ava i lab le  in  mach ine- read-
able form. Each descript ion includes
the characterist ics of the data base'
the equipment configuration, and the
use of the f i le. Most of the services
are also avai lable in a printed ver-
sion. 32 pages, $1.50 prePaid, $2.50
i f  b i l led .

Order f rom: Reference Services
Div is ion ,  ALA

50 E. Huron St. ,
Ch icago,  l l l i no is  60611

L O O K I N G  F O R

A N O T H E R

C O L L E G E  L I B R A R Y

J O B B E R ?

FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION ON

OT]R SERVICES:

WRITE OR CALL

COLLECT: 314-739-3rO0

ATTN: NIR. LESSER

Midwest Library Service

11400 Dorse t t  Road

Maryland Heights, Missouri 63042

Wil l ram C.  ldyers
Ed i to r /Pub l isher

M a n a g e m e n t  c o n s u l t a n t ;
fo rmer  D i rec tor  o f  Research ,

NCR E lec t ron ics  D iv is ion

General subscriber
su bscr i  ber

Add g2O fo r  a i r  ma i l  to  a l l  count r ies  o ther  than U 'S .  and
Cjn ia l .  cuaranteed:90 .dav  pro  ra ta  re fund pr iv i lege

P O. Box 2642, Pafos Verdos Peninsule, Calitornia 90271

Please enter my subscript ion for one year (26 biw€ekly issues).

E check enclosed E Bi l l  me E sgnd more informatlon

N A M F  T I T L E

ORGANIZATION

ao

.fTy STATE ZIP



Just Published !

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ASSI)CIATIt)NS
TH OUSAIVDS OF fr EVISIOIVS !
H U IVDB EDS OF B BAIVD- IVEW
EIVTBIES !

For fourteen years the Encyclopedia of Associations has been the busy librarian's key to primary sources ofup-to-date information on every conceivable subject. The new Srxth taiil." 
"i 

irrir l"drspensable referencework has been enlarged ard completely revised, with changes, corrections, and/or ;dditio;s i;;;; t07; ;ithe entr ies,  p lus ovei  I  100 brandlnew entr ies.

""I1i::g!"tl-"], lll l lc1tions, 
projects, research reports. personal.replies to questions, and other services,assocratrons are a unrque source of essential. timelv information. The isixth Edition of tire rnryit"piiio'i"1iiyou precisely whom to contact for reliable facts on such pertinent subiects a. ecoi.gy ait^ r6-.".ii"g' , "  women ' s . r i gh t s  .  a t om ic  r esea rch  . .  b i r t h  con t ro l  . . .  c i v i l  , i g t ' t . . . . - i no r i t " u r  was te . . .  unde r -deve lopedna t i ons . .  l a se rs . . .  u rbanp rob iems . . . ge r i a t r i c s  . . . r r i r i " i " i . r r " ; ; ; ; ' . . .  spaceexp lo ra t i on

VOIUME I: lllAIl0NAt 0RGANrzArnNS 0F THE ttntrED SnrES
This basic source-of-sources covers near ly.14,000 natronaf ,  nonprof i t  membership organizatrons.  Included in thebroad coverage are selected n.:T:ll!"r:hip g-"pi; roi.ig"'groups ofinlerest in America; U.S. local and regional
g: : lP^t- : jnat ional  interest ;  and c i t izen act ion groups and'gdvernmental  advisory bodi . i 'concernea wi th speci f icDroblems.

Typical entries cover sevente€n vital itens, inclucling the organization's name, address, and telephone number( i f  
,suppl ied by organizat ion);  i ts  purpose and object ivEs;  nainJ ana t i t le  o ichief  execui ive;  number of  members;pub l i ca t i ons l  and  con ren r i on  sch idu ies .
Organizations are qrouned into. nineteen categories according to their principal interests (tsusiness, Hobbies,Social welfare, etc.). The'risting for any organriation .un uJ'io-uni.;;;il,I;';ii;;;t,' i 'r,J:o,ooo-i,.- keyword/alphabetical index' in which orlanizationt it" ii.t.J t,oiir' iy conrplete proper name and under the keyword orkeywords which best identifl, thiir lields of activitv

VUAME ll: GE0GRAPHTC AM EXECAUnE IUhEX

l l i : ]y : f1r j  
index provides two addi t ional  approaches ro organrzat ions and rheir  execur ives:  The GEOGRApHICsectlon llsts tn state and citv order the associaiions which ari a_rralged jn volume t according to subleci inteiiit.The-geographic index includes execut ivc names. The EXECUTITE:; ; ; l is i ; ; i ,u.* . .  execut ives menr ionedin volume I ,  and s ives their  t i t les and the narnes oi i i r . i r  o.gunlrat ions.  Both indexes include phone numbers( i f  suppl ied by organizar ion);  the geographic index incrudis addresses wi th z ins.

VOIUME III: trlEW ASS0CtArt0ils AND 4R1JECT|
New associations are of particular interest to researchers because such new groups tend to be concerned with newideas and new problems bn 

1111n.1her u.. oft.n th. oniy *ur.", orcurrent inror'niJon. r.rnp, a quarrerly supple-ment to volume I ,  reports prompt ly on hundreds nrru. t  o.guni .ut i " " ;4.-g; i ; ; ;Jr iod between edi t ions.of  thebasic volume N,4P l is t ines contain a l l  the .ume detai l i  inct ided in entr ies in-voiu ' rne- i ,  p/as a cumulat ive indexin each issue-

ORDER ENCYCTOPEDIA OF ASSOCIATIOilS \ODAT AilO EXAMIIVE FREE FOR 30 I'AYS

v0ruME ,: Geosraphic.,,'fl:lffi";H$;i3";l'1.J,;T,ijll,1,ll,lll;jl,ns and projecrs $25 '0/year

GAIE RESEARGH GOMPAI{Y . BOOK TOWER . DETROIT 48226



LIBRARIANS DEPEND ON
GALE'S VITAL REFERENCE COLTECTION

HEBE'S NEWS ABOIIT THE FIVE IATEST ADDITIONS:
will be a frequently consulted guide to the fast grow-

ing internat ional  language expressed in a lphabet ic

contractions Many of the approxim'ately 84,000 ternrs

tn AID-3 are new acronyms for space activities and

equipment, pollution control groups and methods,

drugs, technical processes,and materials. agoncles,

movements, breakthroughs, and popular expresslons'

To keep pace wi th th is rapid ly growing vocabulary

Gaf e wi f  l  oubl ish annual  supplements to A lD-3 (1971 '

1 972 issues, $1 5 O0 each). ( | n press; ready November)

New 8%" by 11" page s ize makes four t imes mgre

terms scannable on each page. 550 pages.  522'50'

PARADISE LOST: A CONCORDANCE'
Compi led by Gladys W Hudson. Fi l l ing a great  need,

this complete, accurate, and usable work is the only

modern concordance for Milton's Paradise Lost' So

that  the concordance might  be useful  as both a

literary and a linguistic tool, the text selectecl as a

base was the second edition of Paradise Losl Pub-

l ished in 1674, which included Mi l ton 's own correc-

t ions and reta ined his language, but  which also estab-

lished the divisions into books and lines followed

bv al l  modern edi t ions.  The l is t ing of  each element in

hyphenated words, the retention of Milton's spelling'

and other important  edi tor ia l  decis ions are fu l ly  ex-

olained in the Preface. At the end of the work is a

"frequency listing" of all words in Paradise Lost' tn-

cluding those omitted from the concordance, in the

order of the frequency of their appearance (ln press;

ready october) 374 pages. s25 00

STATISTICS SOURCES: A subiect Guide to

Oii, on !ndustrial. Business. Social. Educational'

Financial. and Othet Topics for the I'lnited States and

Setected Foteign Countries' Third Edition' Edited by

Paul  Wasserman, Eleanor Al len,  Char lot te Georgi '  and

Janice Mclean €ver since the first edition of Sta-

tistics Sources was chosen 'fot Library Journal's list

of "Best Reference Books," librarians have recognized

the basic usefulness of  th is unique dict ionary-sty le

guide to thousands of sources of statistics concernlng

a wide range of man's activities, products, govern-

ments, and envilonmental features' The Third Edition

broadens the scope and depth of coverage to a

remarkable degree; the new edition is 50% larger than

the second, wi th entr ies on about 11,000 subiects

compared wi th 8,000 in the previous edi t ion '  ( ln

preparat ion;  ready December)  About 625 pages'

$27.50

OBDEB AND USE ANY T ITLE  FREE FOR TH IRTY  DAYS

GAIE RESEARCII GoilPAllY . B00K T0ufEB . DETRoIT, tlllcH. 48226

1 l

E N C Y C L O P E D I A  O F  A S S O C I A T I O N S .
Sixth Edition For fourteen years EA has been the

busy l ibrar ian 's key to pr imary sources of  up-to-date

information on every conceivable subiect' Enlarged

and completely revised,  EA-6 contains changes,  cor-

rect ions.  and/or  addi t ions in over 90% of  the entr ies,

pfusover 1,100 brand-new enlries Volume I : National

Organizations of the lJ.S covers nearly 14'000 na-

t ional ,  nonpro{ i t  membership groups.  These orga-

nizat ions are div ided into n ineteen categor ies accorcl -

ing to their  pr incipal  interests;  typical  entr ies cover

seventeen v i ta l  i tems, inc luding organizat ion 's name,

address, phone number, purpose and obiectives, and

oubl icat ions.  L is l ings can be found instant ly  through

the 30,000 - item keyword /alphab erical index. V o I u m e

tl : Geographic and Executive lndex is a two-part

index provid ing approaches to organizat ions in yol-

ume I according to headquarter's city and state and

names of their executives. Volume lll New Associa-

tions and Prciectt a quarterly supplement to Volume l.

reports promptly on hundreds of new, vital groups

concerned with new ideas and new problems- Volume I

(Ready Now) 1468 pages 53250. Volume // (Readv

Now) 532 pages- $20 OO Volume lll t25.OOlvear

ENCYCTOPEDIA OF BUSINESS INFOR-
MATION SOURCES' Compiled bv Paul Wasser-
man, Betsv Ann Ol ive,  Eleanor Al len,  Char lot te Georgi ,

and James Woy Enlarged, revised, and retitled, this

is the 1970 edition of Executive's Guide to lnforma'

tion Sources, which was included in Librcty Jounal's
"Best  Business Books of  the Year"  when i t  was f i rs t

publ ished.  The f i rs t  of  the two large volumes is

organized according to subiects ranging from accident

insurance to zinc industry Under each subiect heading

are full references (with publishers' or other addresses)

to sourcebooks, periodicals; organizations, directories,

handbooks,  b ib l iographies,  and other sources of  pub-

l ished and unpubl ished informat ion important  to ex-

ecut ives and researchers al ike The second volume

provides the same kinds of  informat ion on geographic

subjects such as cities' states, regions, nations, etc '

on which the arrangement of  the volume is based

( ln press;  ready November)  Two volumes'  New'

handier 8%" by 1 1 " page size 738 pages. S47 50

A C R O N Y M S  A N D  I N I T I A L I S M S  D I C -

TIONARY. Third Edi t ion.  Near lv double the s ize of

the Secord Edition, rhe revised and expanded AID-3




